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"SECRET CORPORATION" MENTIONED 
• Greater Terrace amalgamation key tosecondary industry 
establishmen[ of secondary 
By Brian Gregg 
Terrace and Thornhih 
may have to amalgamate 
before secondary industry 
can be attracted to the 
greater Terrace area, ac- 
cording to Joe Banyay, 
chairman of the Regional 
District of Kitimat-Stikine 
Board. 
The regional district 
received a letter f;':;m Hugh 
Curtis, minister of 
municipal affairs regarding 
the "problems of un- 
controlled development of 
the Thornhill area" at its 
July 30 regular meeting: 
Curtis said "I have been 
• recently ad~'ised by ray staff 
that a zoning bylaw for 
Thornhill has been prepared 
and is being advanced for 
the provincial cabinet's 
early consideration with a 
staff recommendation for 
approval. 
'. "I wish to commend the area's economic base. May I representative to be elected Terrace, which is suf- 
regional district board for also assure you that my .in Thornhili a t  that time feting from its own financial 
enacting this bylaw which I st~ff in the departments of with advice to the regional problems, would have to 
' see as a first step towards municipal affairs and district o begin looking at provide thebasicservicesto 
the fofmulahon of housing are available to methods which might Thornhill if amalgamation 
developmen't policies for assist you and the District of eventually arrive at the takes place. Row;and has 
Thornhill and, indeed, for all Terrace in planning for the amalgamation of the two said this would mean 
of the greater Terrace area. 
I look forward to learning 
more about the planning 
progratn for. Terrace .and 
environs aria WOUlU "hOpe 
that this program would be 
undertaken jointly by the 
regional district a'nd the  
Disti'ict of Terrace 
"Although the growth 
prospects of the Terrace 
area are tied to develop- 
ment of the region's 
resources, l am sure you 
will agree that a community 
planning process can be 
initiated that deals with 
today's problems while at 
the same time is flexible 
enough to cope with future 
deveiopmcnts related to the 
Thornhill-Terrace area." communities. 
The regional board said it The regional district 
would be nice if the District board is now asking itself if 
of Terrace, the regional the provincial government 
district and the provincial is looking at more tangible 
government could agree plans to unify greater 
among themselves to make Terrace. 
the amalgamation of the two 
c o m m u n i t i e s t h e i r The population of Terrace 
,'ultimate *goal.'' is approximately 12,000 
• while the population of 
The regional district has Thornhill is approximately 
sought ainalgamation in the 6,000. Thornhil/ does not 
past but the former NDP have the basic services 
government postponed which Terrace presently has 
plans for the union of the two and l~layor Gordon Rowland 
communities until Terrace has gone on record as saying 
and Thornhill were able to he will not support 
agree upon a common goal. amalgamation of the two 
The former government communities atthe expense 
encouraged a new of Terrace taxpayers. 
industry in Terrace is fin- 
ding a location to build on. 
Thornhill isthe only area in 
the greater Terrace area 
which has land available 
and a substantial industry 
postponement of services would provide enough of a 
which the taxpayers of tax base to pay for the 
Terrace. are presently, development ofThornhill as 
demanding, part of the Terrace 
Terrace officials appear municipality. 
to be looking atsecondary 
industry as one means of 
giving the area a way out of SECRET 
the economic decline it is CORPORATION 
facing because of market During the •July 30 
conditions in the forest regional district meeting 
industry. Percy Tato, representative 
Regional district officials of the Nass, said the Nishga 
appear to be looking at were approached about a 
amalgamation as a solution "secret corporation" 
to the problems resulting starting up in Terrace and 
from the uncontrolled, we~easked if they would be 
development of the Thor- interested in participating 
nhiil area. on the board of directors of 
However, the " basic such a corporation. 
problem unddrlying the Tate said the Nishga could 
not get involved without 
loosing their spec!ai Indian 
status. He said it any 
member of the Nishga band 
were to become directors of 
such a corporation he would 
have to pay income tax and 
if the band were to have 
representatives on the 
corporation beard it would 
have to pay income tax. 
The Nishga were ap- 
parently given a specified 
time period to make their 
decision before the cor- 
poration excluded them and 
because of the technical 
problems with the proposal, 
listed above, they made no 
decision about joining the 
corporation. 
Tate was curious if the 
beard had .heard anything 
about he corporation but its 
existence is a mystery, 
according to other board 
members. 
|~ ,  
COUp. . : . .  ! 
• ~ 
As a result of the proposed- 
phasing out of sulphite pulp i i 
production i  Prince Rupert: 
a committee has been 
formed to study the effects 
on the community's 
economy because ofthe loss 
of the CanCel mill. .. 
Lakelse Lake director, ,  
John Sarich, urged the i 
board to encourage the 
committee to study the 
effects on the Terrace area. 
when the pulp production is 
phased out. 
Sarich said the loss of the' 
pulp mill will have a similar• 
effect on the Terrace. 
economy as it will in Prince 
Rupert. because some local: 
logging operations rely or[ 
the mill for their survival. 
The regional district will 
write to Premier Bi l l '  
Bennett requesting a 
similar study be carried out 
for the Terrace area• :. 
vo:.u;,,'=7~ /~'~ B/  
Serving Terrace and area since July 11, 1908 
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Curtis plans Terrace - -  Bennet t  p lans  
vis i t  October  Terrace meeting 
Premier Bill Bennett has should be done to get the 
A letter from Hugh Curtis, functions changed to a more • Paul Monaghan and: announeed heplans to hold a economy moving in the 
cabinet meeting in Terrace area. 
this fall to discuss the minister of municipal af- equ i tab le  fo rmula .  
fairs and housing, informed .... 
the Regional District of The following is a report 
Kitimat-Stikine Board from Don Pearson, 
Friday he plans to visit the manager of Custom Sports 
Terrace-Kit;mat rea from Centre Ltd. which is in 
October 1st to 2rid. .charge of the operation of 
Director Frank Armitage 
moved and seconded that 
the regional district erect a 
sign at M.K. Bay Marina 
stating that it is a public 
marina owned by the 
regional district but 
operated by Custom Sports 
unemployment si uation of 
the northwest. 
Terrace may be hit by 
hard times but the com- 
munity spirit is still very 
much alive and the'people 
here are not worried about Curtis was replying to a the M.K. Bay Marina in 
request from the board Kit;mat." Centre. 
asking him tO meeLwith iL . M K. Bay Marina was • .... 
"I am, at :this - time, officially Opened On June 27 RCMP are planning to 
preparing to make ex- with the :marina no.w func- move the .Telegraph Creek 
tens;re visits throughout~the : .tional. ~We-:,have a~.~fair detachment from~that, town 
r~province and my executive amount::ef-construction'idt~-:toDease I:mk , accordihg to 
assistant; ~ Tom Dykes; • is to do and maintenance will a .  letter from D.D; Cliffe, 
currently..oren.aring an be a continuing thing, due to officer in  Charge of ad- 
itinerary," ne sea, : . .  tidal action on al l  water,: ministration and personnel 
Curtis said he is looking 
forward to  a most in- 
formative and constructive 
visit and Dykes will be in 
contact with the board in the 
next few weeks to indicate 
the more siaecific aspects of 
the el.sit. 
The board agreed to 
support the Child 
Development Centres in 
Terrace and Kit;mat by 
• urging the provincial 
government to take on" the 
responsibility offunding the 
centres. 
Director Paul Monaghan 
said he realized the value of 
the centres but ftinding was 
not the responsibility of 
either the municipalities or 
the regional district. His 
statement was in response 
to a delegation from the 
Terrace Child Development 
Centre requesting a grant 
• from the regional district. 
Monaghan and Director 
Frank Armitage moved and 
seconded that the ad- 
facilities. 
As mentioned in my 
operational repor t  the 
breakwater repair decision 
must be made and if we are 
to avoid storm damage I feel 
this is of urgency. 
Parking lot excavation is
coming along fine, with the 
seaway now finished. The 
railway will be out next 
project wi~ all of these 
projects inside of money 
already requested and 
passed. Electrical work is 
coming along fine. 
. . . . .  in .Victoria. 
Cliffe says "the in- 
formation that we received 
indicated that Douse Lake 
would be the centre of ex- 
pansion and the logical 
place for the detachment. 
"As you are no doubt 
aware thereare many areas 
in the province similar to 
Telegraph Creek which 
would like an RCMP detach- 
ment. Unfortunately we 
neither have sufficient funds 
or manpower and il 
becomes amatter of setting 
priorities. 
The marina is being used 
by quite a number of outside "For your information 
boaters with Prince George with the relocation of the 
peoplecoming in every day. detachment to Douse Lake 
Management of this type 
of marina facility is new to 
us with many of our 
operational problems 
caused by the facility being 
government owned and a 
good percentage of the users 
here feel that' any price is 
just too much and we are 
forever having to lay down 
ministration obtain the the law and explain that we 
necessary background ' have their licorice numbers 
information from the and they mast pay. Our 
Terrace and Kit;mat Child business in town is as you 
Development Centres and want, you purchase and out 
that a brief be prepared and here it seems to be'a matter 
shbmitted tothe minister of of how much you can get 
health urging him to supply away without paying, 
the necessary assistance in and it seems that a good 
such matters as these many people are of the 
centres are very critical to opinion that Custom Sports 
this region. Centre is setting these high 
., . . . .  prices. I feel that the rates 
Monaghan and Director are not high but we are 
John Sarich moved and having trouble with some of 
seconded the administration our uptown customers and 
negotiate with the District of are at a loss of a way to 
Terrace in an attempt to get explain to people that the 
• the cost sharing formula for channel how has a proper 
and as we are attempting t( 
eliminate all one-mat 
detachments, an additiona' 
position was programme( 
for Dease Lake on April 1 
1976. I expect that th~ 
second position wi l l  b~ 
staffed in the near future, h 
view of this I feel tha 
Telegraph Creek will stil 
receive good policing." 
. . , °  
The loss of the RCMP 
presence in Telegraph 
Creek has posed a problem 
for the residents. The wife of 
the RCMP officer has 
always been the govern- 
ment agent and with no 
RCMP present in the future 
there will be no government 
agent. 
The board decided to 
write to Victoria regarding 
this matter and to ask for a 
resident of Telegraph Creek 
to be appointed government 
agent. 
therecreationandcemeturY marina at a cost. 
B,C. Hydro estimates 
Customer bills 
B.c. ilydr~i has begun Consumptions'  and bills at the next meier 
amounts shown on bills have reading to reconcile actual 
During the Shriners annual meeting at Lakelse Lake Sunday Alex In- 
selberg, Terrace president (left); Ed Cooke, 1976 Potentate from Pen- 
ticton (centre) and Bill Richkam, from the Terrace Club but a resident of 
.Kit;mat were on hand to remind residents the Shriners are always 
looking for needy persons who are burned or handicapped. Shriners have 
spent between $15,000 and $25,000 in one year to treat people who are 
burned. 
the high unemployment 
rate, according to Alderman 
Gerry Duffus . . . .  
. Duff us •recently 'told ~ the 
Prov ince  newspaper  
"Premier Bennett is right 
when he says '  unem- 
ployment is running about 
30 oercent. This has been the 
ca~e for the past wo years." 
"But it seems I am the 
only person in town who gets 
depressed over the hard 
times. 
"This is a happy town and 
no one appears to be suf- 
fering or worrying despite 
the setbacks." 
He says he does not know 
where the money is coming 
from even with $15,000 a 
month in welfarepayments. 
"Our stampede, sports 
day and First of July beer 
garden were all Well at- 
tended and there have been 
capacity, crowds at all our 
hockey games. 
"It's an amazing town. 
The people still have the 
pioneer spirit." 
Duffus said he doesn't 
know what the future will 
bring. 
"If the demand for lumber 
products continues at the 
present depressed level, 
things could get a lot worse. 
"All building has stopped 
and the carpenters are 
probably the worst hit." 
However, Chamber of 
Commerce president Ted 
Taylor agrees with Premier 
Bennett that something 
Kincolith wharf repair approval 
i ona  Campagnolo,  the village, ineludihg fuel, 
Member of Parliament for must be brought in over this 
Skeena, announced that a wharf. 
contract worth $227,577 has "I am pleased that the 
been awarded to Fraser federal government has 
River Pile Driving Co. Ltd. 
to repair the government 
wharf in Kincolith. 
"The successful firm 
submitted the lowest of five 
bids for the contract", 
minster, B.C.I has been 
awarded a contract worth 
$227,577 to repair the wharf 
at Kincolith, B.C., it was 
announced l'ecently by the 
proceeded with this ira- Honourable C.M. drury, 
portant project" said the Minister of Public Works. 
Skeena M.P., "and hope The successful firm 
that it will soon be possible submitted the lowest of five 
to go ahead with con- bids received in response to 
struction of a proper road public advertisement. The 
and bridge from the wharf highest' bid was $278,650. 
to the village". 
sending (Jut estimated bills 
to residential and c,rn- 
mercial customers. 
This procedure h'Js IJ~:cn sumption patterns. 
necessitated by the strike It is recognized that such 
'and lockout of a number of factors as customers going 
employees arising nut of the ~Jn vacation or adding new 
contract dispute betwec;n " appliances wlllinfluencethe 
Hydro and the Office and amount of electricityor'gas 
Technical Employees! used.However, adjustments 
Union. ' ' will be made on customers' 
with the 
explained MrL Cam- 
pagnolo. "The highest bid been estimated through a consumption 
c~Jmputer p ocess, based on estimates, was $27B,650"~ 'ihe wharf repair contract 
It is expected ~that the is administered by the 
previous seasonal con- "It is our experience that repairswillbecompletedby Federal Department of 
the vast. majority of our re|d-December of this year. Public Works, and the 
customers prefer to keep The wharf, which is badly in project manager is Mr.A. 
their accounts up to date," need of repair, is currently Marr of that Department's 
said J,E, Turner, Hydro the only means of access to Regional Office in Van- 
cus tomer  accounts  "Kineolith, an isolated couver. 
manager, village at the mouth of the Fraser River Pile Driving 
Nass River. All sul~vlies for Co, Ltd., ,of New West- 
The repairs should be 
completed by mid- 
December. They are being 
done to provide safe loading 
of freight and passengers 
for this isolated community 
on the Nass River; all fuel, 
building supplies aild 
groceries must come over 
this wharf. 
"We are all too apathetic 
about deve lopment , :  
especially the town council'. 
"There are a number of.: 
byproducts of the lumber 
industry that could be ~- 
manufactured here but it isl 
a matter of enticing 
someone up here. 
"There has been no at- 
tempt to bring in new in- 
dustry. "-. i"' ':: '" 
• Taylor said Terrace will ": ..... 
be affected by the provincial , 
government's decision to  
close the CanCel pulp mill in 
Prince Rupert, 95 miles to 
the west, but says that is 
necessary to convert it to a 
kraft mill. 
Taylor said retail trade in 
Terrace has been depressed 
• for two years. 
"Motels and hotels are 
also suffering because there 
are no executives coming 
into town. There has been no 
mining exploration and, like 
everywhere else, tourism i s 
down. 
"But we still have three 
big resources -- clean 
water, pure air and pi~, 
turesque mountains." . 
Manpower  manager  
James R. Switzer said there 
is not much that can be done 
for the area until the mining 
and forestry industries get 
back on their feet. 
He said the construction f 
an Alaska-Canada pipeline 
would certainly provide 
many short-term benefits 
but a return to a healthy 
economy depends primarily l 
on a healthy lumber in: ~ 
dustry. - '~ 
"It costs ~more ~i 
manufacture lumber here 
and when the industry is" 
depressed we are the first to 
be hit and the last to 
recover," Switzer said. ::,i I
Council concerned 
• over 
CanCel closure 
The following telegram was sent to Premier Bill ::. 
Bennett last weekend with copies to Iana Campagnolo, .:
Skeena MP; Cyril Shelford, Skeena MLA; Don 
Phillips, minister of economic development and Peter 
Lester, Mayor of Prince Rupert. :i 
The Municipal'Council of Terrace xpresses grave i.i 
concern regarding the proposed October shutdown of 
the Canadian Cellulose sulphite mill at Prince Rupert. 
Municipal Council asks that alternatives to absolute 
shutdown be found so that possible economic 
slowdown in Terrace woods operations be averted. 
Municipal Council seeks premier's assurances that . 
shutdown will not adversely effect employment in
Terrace urea. 
To this end representatives of Terrace Council 
would be willing to meet with yourself and economic 
development department to discuss this urgent 
situation. " • 
Jack Talstra ~ " 
Deputy Mayor ) 
.. Municipality of .Terrace 
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:. By Graham R. Lea 
*~. M.L.A. Prince Rupert 
I am disappointed that 
.~ more members of the 
"~ community, all of whom > 
? should be concerned about 
civil l iberties and the 
protection of democracy, 
have not joined Opposition 
~. members of the Legislature 
~-:and a number Of editorial 
~ writers in denouncing the 
~ Government 
g: Reorganization Act, a bill 
.~'.which the Social Credit 
majority forced through the 
Legis lature in ten final 
:rushed days of the spring 
;isessiop. 
::, All three Opposition party 
.leaders have recognized the 
::idangers in this Act. It has 
.:been called "contrary 
"to the fundamentals 
4.of the democratic 
system", "morally out of 
:order" and "the worst bill 
:against freedom and rights 
:ever to be presented in the 
:::legislature or in the Com- 
:monwealth. ' 
What is all this concern 
about? 
The  Government  
Reorganization Act gives 
the Cabinet, ,which 
;meets in secrecy, the 
i right to move one agency of 
igovernment from one 
i department to another 
,without consultation with 
; the  elected members. More 
important, it gives the 
cabinet the right to switch 
money allocated by the 
Legislature from one part of 
a department to another or 
to a completely different 
department. In so doing, it 
does away with the ability of 
the Legislature to control 
and scrutinize the spending 
of the government. Used in a 
most cynical way, it will 
efectively take away from 
-: the Legislature of British 
**~ Columbia - -  that is, our 
=: par l iament --  a basic 
~respons ib i l i ty ;  one that 
~< dates back to the earliest 
struggle for parliamentary 
Terrace Fire Department was called to a f i re at 
MacGi l l is  and Gibbs Saturday at 3:]5 p.m. The waste 
hopper is believed to have caught f ire from the 
The board of directors of 
Canadian Cellulose Com- 
pany, Limited recently 
announced the appointment 
of Donald N. Watson as 
chairman of the board and 
of D. Michael M. Gold!e, 
Q.C. and Ray G. Williston as 
additional directors. 
Ronald M. Gross, 
president and chief 
executive officer of 
Canadian Cellulose, said 
that Mr. Watson has been a 
director of the company 
since its re-organization i
1973 and is chairman of the 
executive committee and a 
member of the audit 
cdmmittee of the board. He 
was formerly president and 
chief executive officer of 
Pacific Western Airlines 
Ltd. 
"As chairman of the 
board, Mr. Watson's sole 
responsibilities will relate to 
the board of directors and 
its commit tees , "  Gross 
reported. 
The CanCel chief 
executive also said that Mr. 
Watson had been invited to 
become chairman two years 
ago but was not then in a 
position to accept. 
D. Michael M. Gold!e, 
Columbia 
Lake 
prohibition 
WATERFOWL SANC- 
TUARY AT COLUMBIA 
LAKE 
In an effort to preserve a
~.'ouiet rest area for 
~.mtgratory waterfowl, the 
~: Fish and Wildlife Branch 
~: has declared the north end 
.~: of Columbia Lake a wildlife 
~: sanctuary. 
~ Since access to the area 
:2 has been improved in recent 
:~. years, the branch now finds~ 
:2 it necessary to afford 
• -; snecial protection to the 
i~ b~rds. As a result, hunting, 
shooting or otherwise 
~.' disturbing birds in this area 
:~ is now prohibited. 
cigareffe of a careless trespasser in the yard. 
Estimated damage is $]00. 
VICTORIA VIEWPOINT 
democracy in Britain• debates in the House, that is 
Frances Russell, a why they refused to allow 
member of the question period, that is why 
parliamentary press gallery they would not, until 
and correspondent for the shamed into' it, name an 
Vancouver Sun, said of the Opposition member to chair 
bill: "By giving the Cabinet the Public Accounts 
the right to switch money Committee• I think all 
allocated by the legislature British Columbians have to 
from one part of a depart- ask themselves now if this 
ment to another, the latest measure -- the 
Government 
Reorganization Act has 
abrogated not only the 
legislature's control over 
the purse-string, but also the 
legislature's ability to keep 
track of government ac- 
tions." 
Both the  Vancouver 
Province; which editorially 
supported the Social Credit 
Party in the last election, 
and the Victoria Times, 
which supported the New 
Democratic Party, have 
called on the government o 
listen to Opposition 
criticism and repeal the Act. 
The government called 
the Act "routine". Somehow 
I cannot believe that 
abolition of a basic liberty 
which seriously jeopardizes 
the integrity of parliament 
can be  considered 
"routine". We have known 
for years, of course, that the 
Social Credit Party does not 
like the par l iamentary 
system all that much. That 
is why they fought against 
having written records of 
Three points you 
should know in 
renting a car 
Deal with a Ford Dealer. 
He knows automobiles, and 
he's a rental specialist. 
Look for 10w rental rates 
and good availability. 
A Ford Dealer offers both, 
Look for a wide range of model,, 
for your rental needs. A Ford 
Dealer offers several models 
We're conveniently located 
• Stop by or give us a call 
for full details on our 
rental arrangements. = 
TERRACE TOTEM 
FORD 
SALES Ltd. 
4631 Keith 
635'4984'  DL  1255" 
RENT-A-CAR1, 
WEIGHT A MINUTE 
' He stepped on the ooin scale. His 
wife read the card: "You are a 
brave, strong leader of men. en- 
dowed with unused creative 
powers and striking appearance." 
The wife looked further down the 
card and said: "It's got your 
weight wrong too." 
Government 
Reorganization Act - -  does 
not reflect he same attitude 
on the part of Social Credit. ' Revenue House 
, For sale by owner: . . . . .  - . : : : , .  
Which almost pays for itself. 
View at 2710 S. Sparks. Terrace 
or Phone 
635-3285 
• PUBLIC HEARINGS 
Commission on 
Vocational, Technical, 
and Trades 
Training Programs 
The commission will be holding public hearings during August, September 
and October in the following centres: 
Courtenay -August 31 Cranhrook -September 28 
Nanaimo -September I Kamloops -September 29 
Chilliwaek -September 2 Kelowna - September 30 
Dawson Creek -September 8 Castlegar - October ! 
Pdnce George -September 9 Victoria --October 5 
Terrace -September 10 Vancouver --October 6 
The government of British Columbia plans to introduce into the Legis- 
lature, a bill to govern colleges, vocational schools and other institutions 
involved with technical, vocational, or trade training. Groups or individuals 
interested inpresenting briefs to the Commission on any aspect of vocational, 
technical or trade training should forward them to: 
Commissioner Dean H. Goard 
4211 Kingsway~ 
Bumaby, B.C. 
VSH 1Z6 
CanCel appoint s three to: board 
Of particular interest to the Commission are governance, counselling (at 
all levels), facilities, entrance qualifications and selection procedures. Also of 
special concern are the roles of government, industry and~ducational iastitu. 
lions in training people for the labour force, as well as the financing of training 
and training institutions. Individuals or groups submitting briefs two weeks in 
advance Of the hearing date will be assured ascheduled hearing. 
The public is urged to attend these important hearings. Details of time and 
location of the hearings will be announced nearer the dates of the meetings. 
COMMISSIONERS: 
Dean Ooa~d, Chairman Cy Stairs ' | 
Elmore McCaffery Arthur Blakeney 
Wyman Trlueor Betsy MeDonald 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
!< 
directors to eleven and will 
Q.C. is a partner of a major further contribute to the 
• Vancouver law firm and has strength of the board of 
been a legal advisor to directors. The other eight 
Canadian Cellulose since directors are E. Bertram 
1973. Berkley, chairman and 
Ray G. Willisto~ is president of Tension En- 
chairman and president of velope Corporation; Alan S. 
British Columbia Cellulose Gordon, consultant to 
Company, a British Merrill. Lynch, Royal 
Columbia crown car- Securities Limited; W.C. 
poration which holds ap- Raymond Jones, executive; 
proximately 79 percent of Max Litvine, managing 
the common shares of director of Compagnie 
Canadian Cellulose. Bruxelles Lambert S.A. ; 
Spicer, corporate vice- 
president of Canadian 
National Railways and Ira 
D. Wallach, ehaii'man and 
chief executive officer of 
Gottesman & Company Inc. 
and Central National 
Corporation. 
Canadian Cellulose is a 
major manufacturer  of 
market pulp with sales to 
over twenty countries. The 
company has ap- 
proximately 6,000 pubhe 
shareholders and its 
Gross said that the ap- Charles C. Locke, Q.C., common shares are listed on 
pointments to the board partner of a major Van- the Toronto, Montreal and 
increase the number of couver law firm, John H. Vancouverstock'exchanaes. 
Pla]eou awarded timber rights 
Plateau Timber Ltd., of 
Vanderhoof, has been 
awarded timber harvesting 
rights in the Kluskus and 
Ootsa Public Sustained 
Yield Units, it was an- 
nounced recently by 
Minister of Forests Tom 
Waterland. 
Plateau was one of four 
companies seeking to 
harvest 97,800 cunits of 
timber annually from the 
P.S.Y.U.'s :--- 57,800 cunits 
from the Kluskus and 40,000 
cunits from th.e Ootsa. (A 
cunit is I00 cubic feet of 
wood). 
The successful Plateau 
bid for the 12 year contract 
was for 70 cents a eunit on 
the Kluskus cut and five 
cents a cunit on the Ootsa 
cut. On the financial basis 
this bid would return con- 
siderably more revenue to 
the Crown. 
In addition it was con- 
sidered much more logical 
in view of distance, off- 
highway haul and present 
road system to process the 
timber in Vanderhoof. 
All bids received from all 
the competing• firms were 
"bonus bids", to be paid to 
the province above the 
normal stumpage rates. 
Other firms applying, and 
their bids, were as follows: 
~c~!:~.~. > .~!~i~ . . . .  ,~!~,~,~. <::~:-~. ~:-~., 
~i..~~!~!~ .~.. ~ ~... ~ . 
L 9 M Lumber Ltd. ann 
Bond Bros. Sawmills Ltd. 
(jointly), of Vanderhoof; 16 
cents a cunit on the Kluskus 
cut and six cents a cunit in 
the Ootsa. 
Suscha Lake Forest 
Products Ltd., Quesnel; five 
cents a cunit only in the 
Kluskus. 
Clear Lake Sawmills Ltd., 
Prince George; five cents a 
cunit on 30,000 eunits in the 
YJuskus cut. 
Mr. Waterland stated that 
the normal procedures were 
followed for the sale and the 
contract was awarded on 
the basis of the best social 
and fiscal return to the 
public. 
b 
HERE'S ALL YOU HAVE TO DO 
FOR A CHANCE TO WIN 
It's easy! It's fun! Just stock up on specific 
B.C. apricots, chicken, milk, potatoes and 
canned or frozen corn or peas, identified 
with the "Home Grown ~ B.C. Quality" 
emblem on food store shelves. 
Save the product labels. Make your 
winning selection from one of the "HOme 
Grown" Six ~ B.C. Apricots, B.C. Chicken,, 
B.C. Milk, B.C. Potatoes, B.C. Peas or B.C. I 
Corn, then follow the contest rules. Enter 
as often as you wish. 
You could win one thousand dollars worth 
of B.C. food products . . ,  enough to feed 
your family for monthsZ 
CONTEST DETAILS WHERE YOU SHOP 
\ 
~ ~'~ '~ ~!:~::~:~ i :~i:i~ . . . .  B.C.F.OODSTAKES '76 
~ i  P.O. BOX 2029 
I Vancouver'3, B.C. '',:'/~ 
I 
I NAME 
I 
I '1 I ADDRESS 
I I 
I I 
I I r 
I CITY PHONE ~ I 
I / I 
took Im I MY WINNING B.C. PI~ODUCT SELECTION IS I Ihi$ emblem . I 
Qq~,~~,  I identityine 
1be eliaible l l 
conlesl I 
(~ QUA~ .,o~ucl~ I B,C, FOODSTAKES OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM I 
I . . . .  _ . . . . . . . . . . . .  . _ ' I  
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Canada holds  gold medal in strikes 
Canada now has the 
unenviable r cord of being 
almost he worst country in 
the world for working days 
lost through strikes, ac- 
cording to C.J. (Chuck) 
Connaghan, vice-president 
for administrative s rvices 
at the University of British 
Columbia. 
In a speech prepared for 
delivery July 27 to the 
Vancouver Rotary Club, Mr. 
Connaghan called for new 
approaches to labor- 
management relations in 
Canada, including "a close 
examination of the highly 
suceesful West German 
system." He cited new in- 
ternational statistics to 
show how bad things really 
are in Canada. 
Mr. Connaghan, president 
of the Construction Labor 
Helations Association 
before joining UBC last fall, 
undertook a fact-finding 
tour of West Germany last 
year at the request of the 
federal department oflabor. 
iris report, "Partnership or 
Marriage of Convenience?" 
has since been produced and 
distributed in booklet form 
by the department. 
For his address to the 
Rotarians, he recounted- 
some of his own findings 
from Germany, augmented 
by statistical material 
prepared in the last two 
months. 
Mr. Connaghan said that 
only Italy, by a very narrow 
margin, has a Worse record 
than Canada in days lost 
through strikes. Citing a 
survey of 12 industrialized 
countries for the five years 
1970-74, he said the yearly 
average number of days lost 
through legal strikes in Italy 
was 1,746 for every 1,000 
employees, while Canada 
was aclose second at 1,732. 
The figure for the U.S. was 
1,380 and for Britain it was 
l,lB6. 
By contrast, West Ger- 
many averaged only 90 days 
lost. 
"in other words, our' 
record is almost 20 times as 
bad as Germany's," Mr. 
Connaghan said, "and it 
wouldbe even worse if the 
survey included time lost 
through illegal or 'wildcat' 
walkouts." 
The UBC vice-president 
emphasized, however, that 
blame for the Canadian 
record could not be laid 
entirely at the door of labor. 
West Germany, he said, 
has seen startling wage 
increases over the past 10 
years, without a 
corresponding rate of in- 
flation. 
Connaghan said West 
German production workers 
now have an hourly wage 
rate, with fringe benefits, of 
'$6.19, with Canada at $6.20 
and the U.S. at $6.22. 
"West Germany today, 
when measured in terms of 
real income, claims third 
~ lace behind Sweden and witzerland and is ahead of 
the United States and 
Canada. At the same time, 
as far as social security is 
concerned, West Germany 
shares first place with 
Sweden and Holland." 
Mr. Connughan said the 
German inflation rate for 
the 12 months to last 
Animals victims of car accidents 
Being hit by a car may be 
the end of the road for many 
wild animals in national 
parks this summer unless 
visitors learn not to feed 
them. 
"Many unnecessary 
deaths occur every year on 
the highways of our national 
parks," said Keith Baker, 
wildlife resources manager 
for Parks Canada's western 
region. "The animals are 
attracted by the vegetation 
on the roadsides and the salt 
used on the road surfaces. 
But they soon become 
habituated to the area as a 
result of free hand-outs." 
The 3.7 mile stretch of the 
Trans-Canada Highway 
between the Mount Norquay 
Overpass and the Bow River 
Bridge in Banff National 
"Sheep, deer, bear, 
coyotes and ground 
squirrels are the animals 
that are particularly 
susceptible to becoming 
dependent on hand-outs," 
sa|d Mr. Baker. "The food 
itself does not directly kill 
these animals, but rather it 
is the high speed traffic on 
the roads." 
People often think that by 
feeding the animals, they 
are helping them in their 
struggle to survive, ac- 
cording to Mr. Baker. Ac- 
• tually, the free food makes 
the animals dependent on a 
completely unnatural food 
source, he said. This 
• dependency is often adopted 
by their young and per- 
petuatos the problem. 
A recent study 'in the 
Park has accounted for 173 towusite of Jasper found 
wild mammal deaths over  thaL ~. thos~ animals 
.ll--years..One.huddred~and ./a~soc~a[ed~with artificial 
five of thee were bighorn': -f0od f r~ te~i'!st~}and ~lt  
dhe~p while bl'~ck ~bar, fr-om*/~dad s~',fac~':had  
ooyote,'elk~moose andmule - higher parasite level and 
(leer were among the other incideace of disease. 
After being fed, a bear 
cannot understand why the 
food has stopped coming 
and may turn on the person 
giving hand-outs: Repeated 
cases of aggression may 
force park staff to destroy 
the bear. 
Relocation is tried several 
times, but bears, especially 
those associated with 
campground garbage, urea 
return again and again. So 
far this year, at least 20 
bears have been relocated in 
Jasper National Park and 12 
in Banff National Park. 
Some of these bears have 
been destroyed for repeated 
aggression. 
In an attempt to 
discourage the animals, 
various techniques have 
been tried. These techniques 
include placing vomit- 
inducingagents in garbage 
or .hand-outs and shooting 
.noisy cracker shells in the 
:.air to scare animals away 
from the roads. These 
methods met with limited 
success. 
6~deaths. Autopsies on national "The problem is that if the 
park animals have often - sheep or bears get halfway 
Be  a discovered large amounts of up the hillside before getting bl od d o garbage to be present in the ~ick, they may not associate 
digestive system. Plastic this with the dinner oll they 
o on r garbage bags, tin cans and ate half.an hour before," 
cigarette butts have been said Mr. Baker. "The 
School is out, vacation found in the stomachs of cracker shells scare the 
time is here and you're off bears and goats" animals away, but they 
for high adventure. Ah. 
freedom: it's wonderful'. 
You're at the wheel and on 
your way and won't be back 
for many a day...l 
Red Cross would like tn 
remind you that the need for 
blood never takes a vacation 
and that telephone 
recruiters are bruising their 
fingers trying to dial all you 
tential donors before you 
the road. 
Likely the Iraffic and 
safety departments have 
already been at you to slow 
down on slippery or dusty 
roads, keep your wind- 
shields clean, guard against 
sun-glare and keep a safe 
distance between cars so 
you won't "domino" if the 
first driver stops quickly for 
some unknown reason. 
Nobed~ can tell you, a 
seasoned motorist, not to 
hopscotch between cars, to 
keep your eyes on the road,. 
or have that all, cool drink 
at the end of your trip in- 
stead..Who wants to listen! 
Everyone knows it's usually 
the "other guy" who causes 
accidents. 
Unfortunately, ou might 
'not be in any condition to 
fault-find. You or your 
passengers might well be in 
Emergency Admissions, 
wondering just what did 
happen. 
Red Cross urges you tO 
drive safely and be alert for 
the unexpected. So before 
you buckle your seat belt to 
take off for your summer 
vacation, give a unit of blood 
at your nearest Red Cross 
donor centre. It can help 
save a life. Maybe your own. 
The next clinic will be held 
in Terrace, at the Arena 
llati, banquet room, Wed- 
nesday, August It, from 2 to 
8 p ,m.  .-- 
"We hope that visitors will 
not feed any park animal," 
said Mr. Baker. "This is for 
the welfare of the animals 
as well as the protection of 
visitors. The animals are 
caused internal problems by 
food that may not be 
digestible while people are 
exposed to diseases and 
physical" injury from the 
animal." 
Nat iona l  Park  
Regulations prohibit the 
retw'n before long." 
The answer to this 
problem is not simple. It 
involves introducing less 
palatable vegetation along 
railway tracks and road- 
sides, better garbage 
management and educating 
the public not to feed any 
park animal. 
"The long term solution 
rests with park visitors. 
Only with. their un-' 
• der_st a n din_g .... and  
UIRUU~--URnUUU 
CASINO 
LASVEGAS 
, e ,  []  
J i l l  L 
BIG TOP 
A GLITTERING, GLAMOROUS ARRAY 
OF SPANGLELAHD'S GREATEST TALENT 
OLD OATHOLIO OHURUH GROUNDS 
SHOW T IMES 
Saturday Aug. 14: 2 p.m. & 7 p.m. 
Sunday Aug. 15 - 2 p.m. 
A Canadian' Red Cr,oss | . ADMISSION , l 
Summer Safety Tip: Yell for. ~ Children. Adults 
help before you need it by. Advance. Sl.~S Advance - s3.sp 
taldng a course in small Gate-$1.80 Gate- $2.75 
boat handling before you go Sponsored by Terrace Elks. ' 
on a boating holiday. 
November was 5.4 percent, 
whereas the rate in Canada 
was 10.4 percent. 
Although he called for a 
new approach to industrial 
relations in Canada, Mr. 
Connaghan warned against 
trying to import the West 
German system intact -- 
"because of the com- 
plexities of labor- 
management relations in 
terms of their social, 
economic and political 
bases." 
Hed id ,  however, cite a 
number of West German 
programs that might be 
considered by Canada. 
As a start, he said, labor 
and management should be 
invited by government to 
take part in the political 
process. 
In West Germany, he said, 
)roposed indust r ia l  
II 
legislation goes to labor and 
mandgement before it goes 
to the cabinet or to 
parliament. Labor and 
management are invited to 
comment on the proposals 
and these views are at- 
teched to the legislation 
when it goes to parliament 
for debate. 
Mr. Connaghan said a 
further influential element 
in Germany is the im- 
portance both labor and 
management place on data 
dealing with the economy. 
Under the Economic 
Stability Actof 1967, he said, 
the federal government 
brings together every three 
months all groups in society 
having a direct effect on the 
economy -- including 
representatives from the 
unions.. 
"These meetings are high- 
level educational sessions in. 
which there is very little 
debate," Mr. Connaghan 
said. "The participants do 
not make decisions, but are 
merely expected to use the 
information they receive in 
a rational and intelligent 
manner, whether for 
collective bargaining 
purposes or in setting 
commodity prices or in- 
terest rates.'" 
He also called for more 
worker involvement in ployee can accumulate 
traditional management maximum of$250 a year for 
functions, citing this as a specific purposes and be 
contributing factor in in- eligible for government 
dustrial stability in West grants, bonuses and income 
Germany. tax deductions. In unionized 
"The principle of co- companies,besaid, this$250 
determination, which allows 
employees a voice in such 
personal matters as em- 
ployee reductions and 
manpower planning has 
tended to reduce tension 
between the collective grant of30percent, rising to 
bargaining parties," he 40 percent for employees 
said. with more than two 
Another program worthy children. In addition, 
of duplication, Mr. Con- government bonuses run- 
nagha,n, said, is West Ger- ning as high as 85.5 percent 
many s Capital Ac- are added to the amount 
accumulated, depending 
cumulation Act, which he upon which of six options the 
described as an example of employee chooses for his 
social policy which helps sawngs program. 
improve the industrial 
relations environment. "The •Capital Ac- 
cumulation Act in actual 
Under thisAct, an em- fact is part of a broad soeial 
philosophy of extending the 
wealth of the country to 
employees," Mr. Con- 
naghan said. 
"The present system in 
Canada needs some 
becomes a collective overhaul," he concluded. 
bargaining matter so that "We must change our 
an employer may pay up to thinking and our attitudes 
$125 for each worker, and we must be prepared to 
These savings '~re sup- use new programs and new 
plemen!ed by a government approaches." 
Realty World 
Member Brokers 
bring you their  best 
i 
HOME ONACREAGE: 
Cozy 2 bdrm. home with barn 
& storage shed, 15 acres, 
mostly cleared & fenced, 
beautiful fruit and .vegetable 
garden. An ideal place for 
country living. Full price 
$57,000. Call H. Gedlinski, 635- 
5397. 
MOUNTAINVlEW i 
PARK 
The Best Building Lots 
in Town. Paved Streets. 
Underground Services. 
High & Dry. Ask any of 
our Salespeople about 
Prices & Terms. 
uasemem nas rumpus rm. 
extra bdrm. Big yard, fenced. 
Tree house included in full 
price of $46,700. Hans Caullen, 
635.3708. 
A terrific buy in a duplex. Two 
3 10drm. units over 1500 sq. ft. 
each. Near new building has 
low overhead & good tenancy 
record. Fenced and land. 
scapod in a good area of town. 
Close to elementary .school. 
Asking $59,000. Phone Hans 
Caulien, 635.3708. MLS. 
Just,lthe home for the gar- 
dening type. Beautiful garden, 
flower beds, trees, shrubs, all 
well kept. Huge 4 bdrm. home 
with family kitchen and large 
D.R. Part bsmt: Garage all 
Insulated and drywalled• Now 
vacant.* 549,000 full price. 
Hans Caulien, 635.3708. 
Treed privacy ! 5.39 acres "plus 
1536 sq. ft. 2 bdrm. house. 
Located in Woodland Park 
Subd., This home features full 
bsmt., 2 bdrms., fireplace a 
sundeck. Call Barb Parfifl for 
further details, 635-6768. 
Small starter home on large 
lot. An ideal home for the 
handyman. Phone Barb 
Partltt, 635~6768 toview. MLS. 
This Hamer St. home featurei 
full rec rm., bar, laundry rm. 
& workshop in bsmt. Must be 
viewed to see value. 3 bdrms. 
up & I down. Electric heat, 
landscaped & fenced yard. 
Close to town a schools. Call 
F. Skidmore to view, 6~.$691. 
4 bdrm. home on large lot on 
quiet no through street. Has 2 
bthrms., recreation rm., 
laundry rm. & carport. Less 
than S yrs. old. Close to 
schools & asking under 
$50,000. Call Frank Skidmore, 
635.5691 & arrange to view. 
Low cost housing, we have a 2 
bdrm. n)bbile home forLsale• 
Only 4 yr s. old, on a 60xl35 ft. 
lot, all fenced, Owner will 
consider rental purchase. 
Priced at only 516,500. MLS. 
Call H. Gedlinski, 635.5397. 
Large 4 bdrm. home situated 
on V2 acre. Ideal for the family 
who enjoys gardening. Quiet 
area, well equipped & 
maintained. To view phone 
Ron Earl, 635.2612. 
Revenue home. Clean 3 bdrm. 
home plus 2 bdrm. self- 
contained suite, ground Jevel. 
Close to schools and hospital. 
Try your offer. Phone Barb 
parfltt, 635.6768 to view. 
Davis Ave. 3 bdrm. apt• for 
sale. Two storey residence 
fully carpeted with II/~ 
bathrooms. Total area 1100 sq. 
if• Ready for immediate oc. 
cupancy. Call any of our sales 
staff and arrange to view, 635- 
4971, 
Acreage. Willow Creek Subd. 
Creek, partially cleared. Easy 
year round access. SIS,000. 
Phone Hans Caulien or any 
Park Avenue salesperson. 
Rental property, 3 suites in a 
new building that requires 
finishing. Unusual but 
practical design. Perfect for 
someone that can complete 
the work himself & then rent 
out for revenue.  Ask any of our 
sales people for more 'in- 
formation. Must be sold. Open 
to offers on price & terms. 
Phone 635-4971. 
"3 bdrm. apartment to rent on 
Davis . Avenue, close to 
downtown. Call our office for 
more information. 635-4971. 
Over 600 ft. river front~.ge on 
Skeena, I I  acres. Yuur uwn 
fishing spot, close to town. 
Call H. Gedlinski, 635.5397. 
i 
0ommercial It
0fliee 
Space for Lease 
- MINI MALL 
Frank Skidmore 
635-49T1 
Just what you're looking for. 
Rural living close to town. 
Five acres with house & other 
buildings. Highway,16 East on 
the Skeena• Frank Skidmere, 
635.5691. 
Revenue property. Two small 
houses on large SOxS00 lot, 
close to schools in Thornhill. 
Phone Barb Parlitt, 6354768 
for appointment o view. 
Paved street. Park area. Nice 
3 bdrm. home with carport, 
bsmt. & fireplace. At. 
traclively decorated. Priced 
to sell. Phone Hans Caullen, 
635.3708. 
Clean, bi'ight, brand new 
interior. Older cottage rigM in  
town. Have your own IIItle 
place for $18,000. Low down' 
payment and owner will 
carry. Hans Caullen, 635-3708. 
Fine lawns, groomed flows, 
beds, trees & shrubs enhance 
this superbly built home• Ver~ 
spacious with 3 Ixlrms., faro 
rm. & rumpus rm. In excellenl 
condition throughout. This will 
meet your highest ex- 
pactatldns of quality. Asking 
$$t,700. Phone Hans Caullen, 
635-3708 for appointment. 
:Avenue Realty Ltd. 
rk Avenue 635-4971 
Hans Caul ien F rank  Skidmore Horst  Godl inski  Ran Earl  Barb Par f i t t  Ed Diessl  er  
635-3708 635-5691 635.5397 635-2613 635-6768 635-2089 
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Bill Smiley 
Joysand 
terrors 
By BILL SMILEY 
I~E most grandparents, if 
they are honest, we are 
delighted to see our grand- 
children arrive, and over- 
joyed to see them depart. 
Started off this year's 
summer vacation with a visit 
from our two grandbabies 
and their mum. When they 
left, my wife and I went 
straight into a rest home for 
a few days, to recuperate. 
It's not that they are bad 
little boys. It's just that hey 
are little boys, with voraci. 
ous appetites for everything 
from mother's milk to 
peanut-butter-and.jam sand- 
wiehes dipped in fruit 
yoghurt o rides to the ear 
wash to going to the beach to 
picking strawberries to 
being told stories to crawling 
around in the grass being 
bitten by ants. 
None of those activities 
creates any real problem, 
but this time, the Lord, 
• moving in His usual mysteri. 
ous ways, decreed that it 
should rain hard, day and 
night, for the first three days 
of their visit. 
Well, that eliminated the 
beach, crawling in the grass, 
picking strawberries and 
going for picnics in the park: 
all the things that little city 
boys, Who live in a square 
box on the ninth floor, should 
do when they go to visit their 
grandparents in a small 
town. 
And with all that ram, 
there wasn't a lot of point in 
going to the car wash, an 
experience full of joy and 
terror, the supreme moment 
of his visits for young Pokey. 
It also meant that, instead 
of riding his brand new tri- 
cycle around the yard and up 
and down the sidewalk under 
the maples, Poke was forced 
• to ride it around in a scream- 
back to the kitchen, shouting 
a shrill, "Here I come!" 
scattering various bric-a- 
brae and adults, and fre- 
quently running over one 
hand or other of his baby 
brother, who was creeping 
about on the livingroom 
floor, shrieking with anger 
when he'd get his feet 
tangled up and couldn't 
move, or yelling for someone 
to pick him up, or spewing up 
his latest nursing in great, 
viscous globs. 
It sounds terrible, but it 
wasn't really. It was merely 
bedlam. 
I enjoyed every minute of 
it -- when they were both 
having their afternoon ap, 
which almost never hap- 
pened simultaneously. 
Pokey and I are still the 
hest of buddies, which is 
great but can be a little 
trying. It's wonderful to feel 
the trust as the tiny, tough 
hand clutches yours, or you 
get a big hug and kiss for 
nothing. 
But the other side of the 
coin is when he won't let any- 
body but "My Gran-dat" put  
on his socks and shoes or pull 
up his pants after a "big pee" 
or get him second, third and 
fourth helpings when he 
wants "more beans." 
We did get away from the 
women and children for one 
idyllic hour when it was 
merely drizzling, and drove 
through the park, down the 
main drag to the dock, and 
there got out and looked at 
the big boats and the little 
boats, and saw a real train 
and some real railroad 
tracks. Pretty heady stuff 
for a little city kid. 
But three and a half days of 
solid rain, with two lively, 
vociferous kids, 2V~ years 
and five months, is about as 
restful as trying to relax in a 
labors, or delights, as his 
mother would say. under the 
name of Balind. It's a made- 
up name that sounds nice. so 
his mother says. 
I eaU him Young Bill. In a 
crafty stroke with inherit• 
ance in mind, no doubt, he 
was given the plebean 
second name of William, As 
it turns out. and as my 
daughter didn't know, it's 
right in the family, on both 
sides. He's named not only 
for me, but for his great- 
great-grandfather, William 
Thomson, on my side, and for 
his great-great-great-great 
grand father, William Bull, 
on my wife's side. 
Both were good men, and 
pioneers. William Thomson 
was slide-master atCalumet 
Island, in the Ottawa River, 
in the lumbering days. 
William Bull was the first 
settler at Colpoys Bay on the 
Bruce Peninsula, a "fine 
man, well educated" who 
..• was the first Indian Agent in 
that area.So, Young Bill it's 
going to be for me, just as 
Nikov Chert is Pokey, for me. 
Young Bill began life as a 
bawler, a fat little guy who 
looked like Winston 
Churchill and screamed like 
the Witch of Endor. 
In five months, he has 
improved tremendously. He 
has lost three chins and now 
has only one extra one. He 
has an endearing, lop-sided 
grin, huge, bright eyes, and 
a delightful chortle. I think 
we'll keep him, after all. 
Well, just to add to the 
excitement, the kids' great- 
grandfather made the trip 
across country to see his 
second great.grandson. He 
got a royal welcome from 
Pokey, who pointed at him, 
yelled "Dat's my great- 
grandat," gave him an 
unsolicited hug and kiss, and 
from Young Bill, who gave 
him a drooling grin. 
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HISTORIC RAPIDS RUN-- A group of 22 brave adventurers led by 
river, guide outfitter Rob Sims make a historic whitewater run 
through the raging HeWs Gate rapids. Bucking a high wind and 
water rushing at 275,000 cubic feet per second, the group became 
the first to conquer the roughest portion of the mighty Fraser River 
during the annual high water period. Their 33-foot Colorado River 
raft was powered by a 40-horsepower outboard. The historic 
[* 
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journey began at Boston Bar and concluded 27 miles downriver at 
Yale. The area where Sims and his crew made their historic run is 
a popular tourist attraction, serviced by the HeWs Gate Airtram. 
Two 28-passenger airtrams take visitors 500 feet down for a close- 
up of the turbulent Fraser. It operates even days a week and is 
serviced by an ultra-modern restaurant and gift shop. 
Lc)aded guns in vehicles 
Game Warden Lawson some ways, but he just Lawsonwas quoted by the 
batt les his arch-enemy ground his teeth a t - someof  newspap.er thenextday  as / : /  
Oscar McFoisy in this series the other terrihie things that  having been stirprised that 
of art ic les  explaining McFoisy had done in the Oscar was thrown out of the 
regulations affecting B.C. past. Oscar was an unusual rear window of the vehicle 
outdoo~'smen.  P r ince  person all right and if he upon impact,  without a 
George Conservation Of- ever made it to the Hall of scratch, except for a piece 
fleer, Doug Adolph, of the Fame it would be for of his nose that somehow got 
Fish and Wildlife Branch something he did like being left on the corner of the 
ing circle inside the house, boiler factory. A momentous few days, breech or in its magazine." 
through the kitchen, into the I'm just getting to know the like of which one in a life- The Incident 
hall, into the livingroom and my second grandson, who time is enough. The hunting seasons never 
..:~.~.~~.~..~..~:~i.~..~.~g:~'~..~..~$~.`2:~:~..~:~:~...~:~~..~$..¥.~/.~.~.~::~..~.~. ceased to br ing new 
chalie,.oeS and surprises to lette to th editor Game WardenLawson, the rs e local Conservation Officer. 
Not that the sight of his old 
• - .~.-...~.--.-.-~.~-.-. ,.~ :.: ~.~.~....~...~: .~......v.:.~:.........~ . .  . . . . . .  ................ friend Oscar MeFoisy road 
~~.~..~:.:~.~`.~...~..~`:::~..~.:::$:.........~`~:.~::..:.~...`~:..~..::.~/..~.::~:~..y~:~:::~::.:.:.:.:...:~..~...... hunting for .deer along the 
cutbanks was anything to be 
Onus on ticket holders Lawson.SUrprisedab°ut'exeeptthatshuddered at the 
thought of o1' Oscar 
Dear Sir: 
As you are probably •
aware, the Western Canada 
Lottery has changed to a 
bearer ticket concept. That 
is, part ic ipants  are no 
longer required to enter 
their names, addresses, etc. 
on ticket stubs. They siml~ly 
'make  their purchase, and 
the ticket stub and coun- 
terfoil are their  instant 
receipts. 
Obviously then, they 
become participants in the 
lottery and the onus is on 
them to claim their prize if 
good fortune is theirs. 
In the' upcoming draw -- 
August 4th, emanatingfrom 
the McPherson Playhouse, 
Victoria, eight lucky 
numbers will be generated. 
The bearers of these win- 
ning ticket numbers tand to 
win from $25,000 to $250,000, 
As well, the last five and the 
last three digits of all ticket 
numbers drawn will win 
$1,000 and $50 respectively, 
b r in l~ ing  the winning 
numoers  drawn ~to one 
winner in every 125 tickets 
sold. 
We, at the Foundation, (a 
service organization owned 
by the four Western 
rovinces) are always on 
e lookout for  ways and 
means to provide as wide an 
adver t i s ing  campaign to 
reach the res idents of 
Western Canada. An ad- 
vertisement, listing all of 
the winning numbers  
following the August 4th 
draw, is being placed with 
your paper via our ad- 
vertising agency. 
There could be a time 
lapse until the official 
winning numbers ad 
reaches you. It is in this 
regard that we would like to 
enlist your cooperation. 
Because of the public in- 
terest in the numbers of the 
lottery, we would ask your 
newsworthy indulgence in 
publishing them as story 
content, a long with the 
winners' names, ete• as 
either the wire service or 
our office makes this in- 
formation available. 
In anticipation of your 
support in this matter, we 
remain, 
Yours very truly, 
L.A, (Len) Gzebb, 
• Director of PubUe 
Relations & Advertising 
I 
A@ert i s ing  
nelps 
• youcompare .  
sheds a humorous light on 
the somet imes unknown 
risks taken by those not 
familiar with the law. 
The Statute 
Section 6 of the Firearms 
Act states that: 
"Un less  o therwise  
authorized by the 
regulations, or by a permit, 
no person shall discharge, 
carry,  or ha~,e in his 
possession, in or on a 
rai lway car,  hand-ear,  
speeder, velocipede, or 
other vehicle on a railway, 
or in or on a motor vehicle, 
wagon, sleigh, a i rcraft ,  
bicycle, or other vehicle a 
f i rearm containing live 
ammunition either in its 
the only person known to 
have removed his own 
tonsils.-It happened after 
getting some garlic sausage 
hung up in one of his sinuses 
at a party a few years ago. 
When he sneezed, he only 
made the one mistake of 
holding his nose. His tonsils 
were the first to blow clear, 
but the garlic slipped into 
the groove that was left. 
Everyt ime Lawson 
questions o1' Oscar now, he 
makes a point.of standing up 
wind of him. 
Anyhow, as McFoisy 
rounded the curve by the 
cutbanks that day in his four 
by four, he must have 
spotted Lawson's green 
glove compartment door. 
Oscar McFoisy had done 
it again! 
The Adjudication 
The judge wasn't amused 
at all and pointed out to 
Oscar that there are some 
pretty good reasons for 
regulations concerning the 
carrying of loaded firearms 
in motor vehicles. 
Every year he explained, 
there are countless ac- 
cidents in Canada where 
quite often it is an innocent 
passenger or passerby who 
is shot as a result of this 
dangerous practice. 
Motor bikes and 
snowmobiles are motor 
vehicles under the law as 
pickup coming the other 
way because he quickly 
jammed on his brakes and 
came to rest dangerously 
close to a 37 foot drop off by 
the side of the •road, As he 
was frantically trying to 
unload his old Winchester 
Model 94, it discharged, 
sending a bullet straight into 
first gear 'on the stick-shift. 
Two facts are clear, one 
was that the vehicle was 
idling at the time and the 
other was that. Oscar's foot 
bottomed the accelerator 
dal  when the shot went 
well, and every year people 
are convicted of the same 
violation when they are used 
for hunting. 
The  judge felt little 
compassion when he or- 
dei'ed McFoisy to pay $250 
for the offence. (The judge 
was sitting downwind of 
Oscar at an open window at 
the time and was tempted to 
make it $400). 
So • don't be an Oscar 
McFoisy. It just isn't worth 
it! 
Let 's  see how much 
trouble o1 ' -Oscar  gets 
himself into hext time .... 
carrying his firearm loaded 
to the hilt again. 
Game Warden Lawson 
kind of admired old Oscar in 
and Small 
B~ KENNET I I  McDONALD 
Ottawa is considering a
reduction of tariffs for 
European Economic Com- 
munity ~EECt products in 
exchange for EEC buying 
some semi-finished raw 
materials fi'nm Canada. 
From a Canadian nlanu- 
facluring standpoint• semi- ..~ 
finished is better than 
unfinished, but tariff 
reductions are against 
Canada's interests• 
eee  
There is nothing free 
about free trade. Vihen 
tariff barriers are removed 
they are replaced by other 
barriers. In Japan, for 
example, if telephone 
equipment is found to 
contain a single foreign 
component, government 
inspectors will find a 
reason for rejecting it. 
• • @ 
Economists who claim 
that eliminating tariff bar- 
riers would "open enor- 
mous markets'" for Canada 
are dreaming.. Enterpri- 
sing Canadian-owned busi- 
nesses have already set up 
operations in the U.S. to 
exploit that markel. A list 
of the advantages they get 
by doing so brings home 
to us' the self-inflicted 
disadvantages we suffer in 
Canada. 
• • O 
The list: loans up to 
100 per cent of require. 
, merits at 8 per cent Inte. 
rest, government guaran. 
teed; 16wer wage and tax 
costs; easier cl imate; 
lower transportation costs 
because of shorter distances 
and cheaper fuel; lower 
living costs; lower infla• 
tion; and .more highly. 
trained and productive 
labour. 
OOO 
I f  the present tariffs 
were removed, there 
would be a stampede southl 
However. a poll of Cana- 
dian Federation of Inde- 
pendent Business member- 
ship in May. 1975. showed 
opinion to be divided - 
43.9 per cent in favour of 
free trade and 50.4 per 
cent against. Many natu- 
rally think in terms of 
importing cheaper consu- 
mer-goods and machinery. 
ooe  
But those imports would 
he at the expense of do- 
mestic manufacturing. The 
trade deficit -- $9.8 billion 
in 1975 and rising higher 
in 1976 -- would increase 
dramatically. The Cana- 
dian dollar would fall to 
85 cents U.S. and imports 
would become higher 
priced -- the same effect 
as a tariff creates. 
o • • 
This emphasizes' the  
fundamental weakness Of 
Canada's economy. Not. 
only do" we suffer the 
disadvantages listed ab0ve, 
but  we are compounding 
them by selling off our 
irreplacable raw materials. 
@ @ • 
As a nation we're like a 
farmer selling off bits of  
the farm to stay alive, or  
a ship's captain tearing 
up the decks to feed the 
boilers. 
• O $ 
The solution for Canada 
is to concentrate on build- 
ini~ a more highly-skilled 
labour force and strength- 
erling domestic enterprises• 
Though moves toward 
freer trade may beta  
worthwhile objective veli:, 
tual ly,  they must~,be 
postponed Until, we have 
proven Our ability to cam: 
pete internationally from 
a solid domestic base. 
Galoshes  were .o r ig ina l ly  ga loshes  the  wooden shoes  the  
F rench  cour t  wore  to  p ro tes t  the i r  s i l ken  shoes .  
~, ~ . . . . . . .  ~-,,~ ~ ~'-,~-. ~,~.,~,~.~,~.~;~:i~-~l~,;,~ .,~a; :~: .•~:~ . ;~2~,  : " . ; , t~2 ~ .~'•'~ 
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6th Annual Lions Riverboat Parade 
Sharle Bell and her frog placed first In the Frog Race 
held at Furlong Bay following the Outhouse Races. 
Danlta Petch and Brent Petch placed second and 
third respectively. 
Jim Mason, president of Terrace Centennial 'Lions 
congratulates Steve Butler of Chinook Trailer Sales 
for placin~ first In the Outhouse Races Sunday at 
Furlong Bay. 
A 
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'  o(nr, • opohas 
more  1 :o O i le r .  
Men's Work Shirts 
Made of 100 percent cotton. 
Green only. 
Sizes S, M, L, XL. 
each 
Men's Summer 
Jackets 
blended materials. Nylon and 
• ~, i i ,~  Assorted styles and colors. 
% ~ Price 
t % I! ~ i .T{{t  
• . l  ........ t ~ '"-.." I "< ,-i ~.~ ~ - ' . - . -~ • 
. Men's WorkBoots 
,~. S" high, a first qua lily leather boot, 
~ i i : i /  " in tanonly 
~ i i l .  i~k_  . Oil resistant sole. 
~! i~ '~.~ Sizes, tO lL  . 
:?. ~ :  ' i • PnlkPl l  P 
- -  Young Men's ~ ) Sport Shirts 
A good selection of styles 
~: , '~ i '~  L~: and prints, tapered to fit. 
Ladies, Lounge 6owns 
, ~.lr.o/o,, • I eal oraroundthehouse. Ar=I  IA  Reg 
Assorted styles, patterns and materials. • I V  I ~ Price 
Ladies' Summer Sandals 
b ~  . In beautiful summer 
. . . . .  colors. 1 
'" Broken sizes only. 
IUll I| III,I l',l pair 
Infant Romper Sets~u i ts  .~~~,~,,~.~. 
In a good assorl ent of styles _ _ (~ i j  ~,~(k._~. 
and materials. 1 (ICl J ~, 9 (ICl ~l" ',~ 
Sizes 12 Months , 24 Months. set i I I  FqilP q • I I l l  iqkF ~ 
Infant Tank Tops & T-Sh,rts- 1 (1|1 
Madeof blended materials. Assorted paflerns. Sizes2toGX. each / lqk Ill I/ 
,,.= n,,. Infant Girls' Swim 
I    rtment f t l  
 to . 
Cuf-Offs 
For Senior Boys, Senior Girls and 
Junior Boys. Made of tO0 percent 
cotton. Denim only. 
.,. 1.99 
Yarn, Bulk Sayelle 
Made of 100 percent acrylic orlon in 
popular plain shades. 
f oz. Skein 2 oz. Skein 
2,;,~9 2,.1,4|I 
2 piece only in a variety 
of colors and styles. 
.Sizes 2 to 6X, 
¢¢ 
e... 2.. I . I  
Suits ~ .  
, , -#. ,  
Flannelette 
36" wide in plains or prints. 
. t l I i  r. 
YOUR CO.OP HAS MORE TO 
OFFER because n'e e store • ~ .' 
with S difference -- It's YOUR STORE. Not only does your • ~ ~ ~ I • 
money go further when you • r ~ • ~ o  
shop CO.OP but it slays In ~ ~ M - V H I '  
YOUR community to keep on ~ . . . .  
growing. It's • nice feeling -- " ~  /~,~ 
shopping CO.OP -- the store 
that has MORE to offer. 
AUGUST 
4 -6 -6 -7  
.~  |il}i )' 
~ " i *~ ........ End  Cots .  Break fas t  De l ight  
K :)bzlss;k 
Wieners ==,..',. 
Smoked U.K. Sausage 
Olympic 12 oz. .1.0! 
,, .I.16 . • i I l ,hnoken Lea1 ,o,=,o, ..e ,.. 1,1! i  
Tomatoes 
Tomatoes Co-op Choice 19 oz. Tins 
Flour 
Harmonie All Purpose 20 lb. Bag 
~)(:) 
ea, Ii~ltl) 
.a.l-! ! 
Frozen Ireac I)oug5 . .n~r  
Rhodes White Pkg. 5 x 16 oz.- pkge. i ~  I 
Milks ~P C C 
Instant Milk Powder 5 lb. Pkge. ea. h I qk  
I I~ , l,lrange l,r:vsta s T:;:.4x 3'/:~evn.. ea. ' l  ~5  
SaladDressing Kr:fzt'~::acleWhip 1,1!I 
I)etergent :;:z. I'em°n" King Size . ~.] .C,I,Cl 
• .i~iik::i~i~!!!:i!~!! ~"~~, . i l i~  ~ Ca l i fo rn ia  & l n r  
' "i"i"ii!!i!ii:i~  ........ ~iiii:~"P~ ~ana:a Xo. , -T , . .m mvlk  
~eaohes 
California 
Canada No. ! 
tqk , . . ,  nrapes 
lb. ~ 1~1 "?mrpe~te~e~clae~aSda No. 1 
Box Spring & Mattress 
Grange 3' 3" i 
Freezer 
16 ou, ft. Viscount 
, J)!t 
OS .00 
.. 28!,00 
FRESH BAKED DAILY IN OUR IN-STORE BAKERY 
Bran Bread ,.,,hfu, and 0elJcJous 
Banana Loaf 
MANY MORE NON-ADVERTISED VALUES IN ALL DEPARTMENTS 
YI:IIJR i:)IIE STIIP SHi:IPPIHIi (]ENTR ! 
.., ,5!I 
4617 GREIG 
PHONE 635-6347 
,, . ' .  
/ 
• . , . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  
~=r ''~+'~'~ '' ......... , - ~ ~  I~I? ~I 
i + .. !+: 
Kispiox wins Native 
/ 
soccer tournament 
The weekend was a good 
one for Kispiox as they 
walked away. with top 
honours in both soccer and 
softball at the All Native 
Tournament held on the 
Skeena High School 
grounds. 
In men's occer, Hazelton 
defeated New Aiyansh in the 
semi-final by a score of 3 to 
2. The game was tied at the 
end of regulation time and 
was decided by penalty 
kicks. " 
Haze]ton then went on to 
meet Kispiox in the final. 
,sp!ox had little difficulty 
anspusing of Hazelton, 
winning the game and 
taking the tourney with a 3 
to 2 score. 
Victor Robinson of 
Aiyansh was named the 
: : "  +' " "f ' ,' . . ,~  , ' , . +'~" . ' i  -, . - .  
:!RECREATION i 
i!-.i.~ ~.; .:.,:., i!.-::', : : i . ,  :.,:.!.~ % i: :: i . ' ,  i ::.:.'.:.'.~ i .  
" : :CHA TTER'+ I :+' : .'L~! : 'i • : - .  ' :~ ; '  . . . . .~  ~ ' ; . .  ' . . .  . 
Duringthe past wo weeks numbers of players and a 
l'm sure you cannot have • simple outfit will do. 
helped noticing the spec- The idea of the game is 
tater enthusiasm for a clear. The game itself is 
relatively new Olympic elegant and varied. Hand- 
sport, namely Team Hand- ball combines all the ad- 
ball vantages ofa team sport. Its 
Handball is an ideal fundamentals are: skilful 
synthesis of the three fun- handling of the ball, swift 
d a m e n t a I a t h I e t i c physical reactions, mental 
disciplines of running, flexibility, team work and 
jumping and throwing, above all, fair play. 
Therefore, it is not only a 
purely competitive sport, The game consists of two 
but also a fine sport to be halves of 30 minutes each. 
taken up with advantage by Substitutes may join play at 
boys and girls, men and any time. The main purpose 
women for purposes of of handball is to developthe 
training and health, personal qualities of .each 
The player must be able to player; the physical fitness 
start quickly; he must be a of a player will not suffice. 
persevering runner; he His self-control, his fair- 
must be able to pick up the ness, his courage and his 
bali or catch it in the air; he considerateness are con- 
must be able to skilfully stantly put to test. A match 
deceive his opponent: he will, certainly form the 
must imSs the ball with character of the player. 
precision to his team mates Trying to do his best for his 
and he must be able to team and depending at the 
execute all sorts of throws; same time on the 
in short, his arms. his legs possibilities of his team 
and his body will have to be mates, a player will come to 
harmoniously trained, know his limitations. He 
As the name of the game learns to use his physical 
suggests, hands play the and mental abilities --  he 
most important role; hands learns to win and lose. 
being naturally the deftest Handball can be played by 
members, ef the body, the men and women of every 
growing popularity of age. It has become a 
handball is easily explained, favorite sport in univer- 
Many kinds of throws to sities, schools and armies, 
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Coming in for a soft: 
landing, a member of one 
of the several sky diving 
groups taking part in the 
weekend parachut ing 
competition descends on 
the target.  The com- 
petition, sponsored by the 
Terrace Sky Divers Club 
was held on the old air. 
field at Woodcock, near 
Cedarvale. Even though 
the site was a bit diff icult 
to reach, a good number 
of people turned out to 
bask in the sun and watch 
the fun. 
Telkwa to Smithers canoe race 
Local canoe enthusiasts 
can look forward to an 
eventful weekend this 
summer. The annual Telk- 
wa to Smithers canoe race 
held on the Fall Fair 
weekend will be held iv 
conjunction with the Whir(: 
Water Classic by Labatff, 
The schedule has been 
finalized and with the aim af 
'something for everyone' it
looks like a fun-filled family 
weekend on August 28th ~.nd 
29th. 
The weekend will open 
with the Labatts White 
Water Classic on August 
28th. This rugged !,ong 
distance • course from 
Barrett Bridge in Houston to 
Smithers wil l  cover a 
distance of.35 miles. '}.'here 
score a goal are possible, just because of its out- 
The player is inspired to use standing physical influence 
his hands as a means of and in many schools it is a 
carrying out his ideas. • compulsory sport. 
Unlike the other 
baligames where theball is In spite of the virile 
played by using one's hands, character of handball, the 
handball is a hard game. risks of getting hurt are will be first, second and HEUCOPTERS LTD,  
Personal contact is not small. Its many advantages, third place money prizes in 
avoided, throws are not soft however, are evident, both the shell division and ~ "  - -   - "" --'-~" 
and supple, but extremely the recreation canoe .. " , , ~ n ~ ~  
runs scored showed 48 runs fast. May the popularity and division of the big races with "-" ~ _ ~ ,  
for each team. In the final the reputation grow trophies for first place in 
game, Kispiox defeated CHARTER b CONTRACT 
Hazelton 7 to 3 and took the Technique and elegance steadily; may it rouse on- each division for the op- 
thusiasm and may it be Eooal up-river spring to be . FLYING 
tournament, combine with courage and' worthy.Olympic sport, held one hour after the finish 
The most valuable player physical strength; the LAKELSE LAKE 
was Fern Russell of the dynamic nature of this sport 
couples. Native, over 40, 
overall fastest, aluminum 
and a junior division for 
under 16 years. The ninth 
division will be rafts with 
$60, $40, $30 and $20 going to 
first, second, third and 
fourth place finishers 
respectively. 
Registration forms are 
available at Wall Electric 
and Furniture Ltd., 1073 
Main Street, Smithers, 
phone 847-4485 or at 
MacKenzie Travel Service. 
1232 Main Street, Smithers, 
phone 1{-t7-2979 during 
regular business hours. Any 
VANCOUVER ISLAND 
further questions you might 
have will be answered at l 
registration. 
of the big race. • most valuable player in the 
tournament and the most Eispiox Warriors while the makes it exciting to watch. The Telkwa to Smithers SEAP~NE BASE 
race will be held on Sunday, sportsmanlike team was the most sportsmanlike team Handball can be played by 
Aiyansh Nishga Braves. was from New Aiyansh. " everybody and everywhere, A Canadian Red Cross August 29 with nine Pilot Manager 
In women's softball, A large number of people nothing more being needed Summer Safety Tip: divisions in all. There will be i ,  . . . . .  
Aiyansh and Hazelton turned out to watch the than a bali, a playing field Respect the limitations of a trophy and $50 going to I¥1el J0nnstone 
played off for the chain- games. John Alden, and two goals. Handball is your boat and understand first place in each of eight 635-7039 
pionship after a double '.;~orgaqizer of the;~{:tour - not an expensivei•spor~t  the limits of your own skiUs, divisions and $25 to second) .  ~n~ r=~ 
round robin schedule lP~E.,!~r~+m.~t~,~dtha~.the'entire':Playjn~:,.~fif~lds;L~br~'g~m. ~A car~f~d':,skipper.' at the place The nine d~iSl~ns . '~  : Doe-a lL3  
them tied with identical witi-"T, Vw~'dk~d~ + :.,~vas" hi,lily ."sue- ~'":i~siilms hy be u~ed'~ The~'e ! helm"ii~ean~ a safe passage " ~ilF bd. ''+ "local; . W#.iti~ .,.=+...~ _ ::::.: ::::::: ::::::::::::  :::::::::::::::::.::: : : . . . . .  ..,. .... .... . ...  .......:.:..... ...
lose records. A check of the cessful, is a comparatively Small f o r ':=.? a 1 1 
' STOP BALDNESS 
For Sa le  by Owner  Annual sports camp goes August 23 FREE SCALP CLINIC 
.,.a, -.,- in Terrace on Saturday, August 7th only 
The third annual Terrace additional $5 charge and the There wiii be a limited note that if you choose golf 
Summer Sports Camp will bowling option an additional enrollment of students into as you~" option in section A, 
be held from Monday, $2.50 charge. These ad- the golf, aquatic and golf must also, be your 
choice in section B.. ']'he August 23 to Friday, August ditionai charges are bowling programs. Those 
,2"/. The camp is designed to necessary to cover the cost accepted into the course will aquatics program is- 
provide a good variety of of special facility use and be determined on a first restricted to applicants 
sports activities, including instruction made available come, first served basis, between the ages of 12 and 
Eaci~ st~ndent attending tS. team sports, individual to the student. 
sports and life-long ac- For any students who may the camr, is renuired to The sections and the 
tivities for those between l0 be coming from out of town, supply hi~ or her~v~ngiYn~ ~o~rwtS.~;c~iudeA d ;r.~ n ~s MEN ' - - t ' ,A InP vJ=~mnn~ u~anB-  
tol8. The sports included in there is a limited amount of strip as weu as a .g tnqno~ ,~lt h~b~th~n W(SMEN ~/ . lV l¢  IUUK nP l l l t  
the camp are archery, a£cpmmodation that is suit if aquatics 'are to De ;-:-.-~..,;..'v~-,;- . . . . . . . . . .  - -  . . . . . .  oanmlnton anu soccer, DON T aquatics, badminton, available on request. The taken. If golf is ehosen as an . . . . . . . . .  ; ' RES!GN YOURSELF. GET THE FACTS . Today 
4,11 Welsh, close to school. 1416 sq. ft. home, 4 bedrooms & basketball, bowling, golf, accommodation includes elective there is a limited sec~on ~]f-vtuj~ a~" t[°ac~ with Nationa, streatrnentavailabletoyou,thereis no reason 
large bath on main floor, wall to wall carpet - living room, hallandbedrooms. 130x1221ot, full size unflnished basement soccer ,  track and field, both room and board for =,,,~,,h,,~¢-olfclubsthatean no -g , y , toaccel~tLESShair...andeventualbaldness. SeeMr. Brown 
with complete toilet, vanity and shower, attached garage volleyball and wrestling. $8.50 per day. ~,~T~':-+~=" and field and wrestling; on Sat., Aug. 7 for a free examination and consu tation: 
with blacktop driveway. ~ • The registration fee for  The instruction of the ~ 'h~'~a"n~ for an- sect|on C - 1 p.m. to 2:30 You'llfindalltheevidencetosuccessyoucouldaskfor...and 
the camp will be $20 (with sports will be based on -"~,~^-'T' ;o"~e cam,, ~s p.m. - basketball, bowling, a deep personal interest ln your special halr problem. 
an additional surcharge for suitable age groupings and ,~u;u's't'°l;. Applicat~'ons a~cche~y D an2d:3zr?stht~g i ..Excess Hair Fall - Hair Too Dry or Oily Pohone 635-5847 those people whose options ' skill level. There will be a should include, full name, ~= ". • P . . . . . ,  . Dandruff Itch v Scal- 
_ ............................................ :  . include golf, aquatics or sufficient number of in- audm~l~Sr: bniarm~edsato } x~erd~c~ ~aX~m;n~2ua~S;;c~eley nau, Hair and Scalp Specialists will be holding free hair and scaTp 
bowling). The cost in ad- structors and assistant • If the application, form is examinations i  Terrace at the Lakelse Hotel between the 
• ,~.~.~,  . ~'~ =-~.~ .~, ~'~< ~, I I~ ~ '~ , :  ., +,: ::~:,....:?: :.:: ...: ~.~ + :~,i,  . . . . .  ~ dition to the basic instructors on hand for each or guardian and the graue n l s  hours of 2pro and 8 pm " 
i!!;~!iiiii!i~ : ~ ~  ,,+~UJ, . . . .  registration fee for the golf sport to ensure that "each attended in school this year. sent. by mad, pleases e o.e . . . .  
=m~m~ ~;~+..,'~,~;,~-,,i!~,;~+~<~,~.~',.;:~: ... . . . .  , , program is $2. The aquatic student is adequately ~,m= ,=hmntd he addressed acne, que or money oraer All examinations are glven in private, there is noobllgatlon. 
~program necessitates a n o  monweSUpervised'a i t h "  ;"~'+h"~+ R'e~'i°na]-l~istrict °f ~mLaa tz S~ kA ~f e '~ !ei!a°C scamPsectionsEaChis daY_divdedA, B," cint°andP°urD, . . . . . . . . .  ~r!S~°aa~ iY °r t  i f  eP:oTY~ eng payab le  t o .  - .  +. ~ v ~ ..... "~ ''IDistr!ct ~i no mberNATIONAL HAl R & S'C' AL;/°NS°T~T/U~TErLZD' N  app01ntmentneeded. Ask the clerk for Brown's s u i t e B o x  3278 .$tn. ."D' , Ed , 
i i~ii~i:ili ,! }j ,~ The applicant must choose,  
 ii i i O Used one activity from each I n,. tn,et nl :  t nn--- 
section to be repeated at the . | . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  AGE 
r 1969 10 x 42 Atc0 '  , same section time each day II . . . 
~,~;~. ,  n 1965 12 x 60 Win(leer for the entire week. Please ! 
~ '+i ,. " "  1971 10 x 60Van Dyke Expando 
e 1975 24 x 64 Diplomat 
AJ PLANNING DIREOTOR 
'~" . .  1970 12 x 60 Safeway Whlll + t,!ril ' The . . . . .  
.~" , 1965 8x  32 Marlette lea 
:""~ ~ i 1974 12 x 68 Vista Villa a .#+ ~%'~;~"~11 
WanttocjosurRng? • .1966"10 x 41 20th Century . " "  " .~ .~111 
our ~urfers hooting the tube ,. ' ' ' " to  
¥o~,,~o.',,.,d o ' ! on location. J0ey Shack knew 
HawnH or Allslr;IhLl. Th=s a c~n., ,r ,c~.~ °{!:lohfe | Included who '1~-~'11  l 
trainir~(J'°u;:anrece've'nl!]~n:l;o~i+t':::,h,~Jvou(:an ea t .,~,;;;,,0~,,..,o. ;, ! . , RESERVE BID . turn to+ 
,na,~V'spe~',a~,h+,~ ' Of fers  Of fe rs  Of fe rs  . . . . . . . . . .  making ;I i air )01111: = dro ) or provlchrlt,] he hack LI i) stq)port 
tO these" and all tile achvitles in the Cannd,an. Forces. l ...... • . .... . . . . . . .  I1  IUHN IU  I l l  I I  
It's whal makes the Forces such a very special team I ' ' q~Pea ,  l~ nuys  l I l gnn(  NOW l • ' I I 
e t e to hel I O SO • m 8 00 m Frl & Sat O 30 • m 5 00 WITH OOHFIDEIOI  o, ,,o  odO no , ,s o I , , o . . . , , , , . ,  . . . ,  . . . .  ' . . "  I I I I  
Canada and the world. ' T I . p.m, Sun. I p,m.4:00 p.m. After Hours by /~pelntmett Only.I • . . • I 
' +"ere sa °° i , , , s ,  to"o r,ght, now. ~ "  ~'* Wl'rHTHP "CAN,D IAN C O M M O N W E A L T H  I , Quality H°me'"a l  Al l°rdable Prices ~" ' " "  ' I l hnora!Y  ,ater than4:30including 
~ I ' Mobi le  Homes  L td .  I ! Homo ! I 
. . . .  I . A Division of Homed Industries ' m .m • • 
Military . PhOne 6,5-2444 " !  I For more information'come on in and see us. "I 1055 H iway  16 East  , 635-6251 I ! . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ; 
Career Counsellor will be in: "r. r . . . .  n ,- 
CENTRE ~ :~) " DL-0251,9 , I .~ l~ i~0na- I  : !,:! I TERRACE AT THE CANADA MANPOWER 
FRoM Ih00 TO 4:30 P,M. n AUGUST. . :," ' : ' 
+ 
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If you ask for Kitchen! 
Cabinets at AI &.Mac,  
and so very many people 
do, you are directed to 
Dennis & Kelly. Dennis: 
and Kel ly are fu l ly  
trained in the art o f  
,~.stablishing the proper 
~ayout for your home, be 
it an older model or+ 
brand new. Est imates 
and drawings are 
available free-of-charge 
and terms are avai lable 
to suit your budget. 
Cabinets are stocked at 
AI & Mac by the hun. 
dreds, in fact AI & Mac is 
the only stocking dealer 
of Kitchen Cabinets 
between Prince Rupert 
and Vancouver. You have 
to do it that way if you are 
to give proper service 
here in the north and 
IRLY Bird market!ng 
philosophy insists upon 
service. It's no wonder 
Dennis & Kelly are such 
busy menl 
(fin) ~ ; 
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On Thursday afternoon 
last week I had the privilege 
of attending a meeting 
which was arranged by the 
Kitimat-Stikine Regional 
District, to hear Mr. Ken 
Hall of Trans Mountain 
Pipeline, outline the 
proposal to build an oil 
• pipeline to transport 
Alaskan crude oil from 
Kitimat to Edmonton. 
I certainly appreciated it
and I want to thank the 
Regional Board and 
• chairman Joe Banyay, for 
the opportunity to represent 
the Steelhead Society of B.C. 
at the meeting and to be able 
to part icipate in  the 
discussion equally along 
with the Kitimat and 
Terrace town councils, the 
Regional Board, lena 
Campagnolo, our M.P. for 
Skeena and Cyril Shelford, 
our M.L.A. for Skeena. 
• Since there has been 
extensive coverage of the 
meeting by the news media, 
I will give a resume of the 
: pertinent points that were 
i made in particular by Mr. 
; Hall and Iona Campagnolo 
and then give my 
assessment of what I con- 
sider to be the positive and 
negative features hould the 
pipeline go ahead. 
For those of you not 
~familiar with the pipeline 
:proposal, its purpose i's to 
~transport approximately 
=one half of the daily 
production of Alaskan 
Prudoe Bay oil from 
: Kitimat to Edmonton, then 
"by existing pipelines from 
:Edmonton to mid-western 
~oil refineries in the United 
,~ States. Initially, all of the oil 
its intended for American 
use, with the possibility that 
"after ten years, when 
• ~Canadian oil supplies are 
,.close to exhaustion some of 
?it may be used for Canadian 
consumption. According to 
Mr. Hall, the Kitimat- 
~Edmonton route is con-  
sidered the best location out 
' H"a(e you seen some of 
those si l ly ads lately 
;suggesting that you 
=should pay more than 
~$10.66 for a gallon of Top 
,of the Line paint. At AI & 
"~Mac they say there is 
something wrong with 
-those prices. AI & Mac 
~your IRLY store won't 
; charge you a dime more 
'~than $10.66 per gallon 
:~unfil further notice and 
• ~'that is for interlor or 
~exterior Latex or Alkyd. 
i You could be stuck for a 
;;icouple of dollars extra if 
~you go to an Ultra Deep 
;!, Base at AI "& Mac but then 
~that's because Ultra 
~Deep costs more. Get 
'.:down to AI & Mac your 
.:IRLY Bird Store and 
i:~check out the hundreds of 
~colors available -- open a 
"[ charge account while you 
are there; that's if you' 
happen to have an ac- 
count there already! 
( f in )  '~! .  
of approximately five other 
choices, from the Alaskan- 
northern B.C. route to the 
most southerly' route in 
Guatamala. 
Mr. Hall stated that the 
Pli.ipeline would provide 
rect benefits to B.C. in the 
form of approximately 50 
permanent jobs to Prince 
George and the same 
number to Kitimat. Sub- 
stantial taxes would be paid 
to Kitimat, the unloading 
terminal and Prince 
George, which will be the 
maintenance center. The 
communities and regional 
districts between these two 
eentres will, on the other 
hand, only receive minimal 
tax benefits. 
As well as the permanent 
jobs created, there would be 
some temporary con- 
struction jobs and the spin 
off economic boast o local 
business firms and com- 
munities along the route of 
the pipeline. 
WIIAT WOULD BE TIlE 
NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF 
TIlE PIPELINE? 
The most obvious and 
serious aspect of the 
pipeline proposal that was 
recognized by the meeting is 
the po,~sibility of a major oil 
spill taking place between 
Dixon Entrance and 
Kitimat. As many as fifteen 
tankers a month would be 
unloading at Kitimat and 
the biggest would weigh 
approximately 300,000 tons. 
Mr. Hall pointed out th.at he 
finest and ' most 
sophisticated navigational 
equipment would be used to 
assure safe passage of the 
vessels. As well, the tankers 
would be assisted by large 
tugs. 
I failed to mention earlier 
in the column that Middle 
East oil would also be 
unloaded at Kitimat. Mr. 
Hall, upon questioning from 
Mrs. Campagnolo, was 
quick to admit that control 
over flushing empty holding 
tanks of foreign vessels is 
very difficult, even with the 
most stringent pollution 
regulations. As well, the 
actual seaworthiness, age, 
safety standards and the 
condition, etc. of foreign 
vessels is beyond the control 
of Canadian authorities 
before they enter our ports. 
Further, Canadians have 
recommended double hulls 
for new tankers, while 
American standards have 
not recognized the need for 
this extra protection. All the 
tankers which would enter 
Kitimat would have single 
hull designs. 
It is interesting to note 
that the responsibility for 
the control and protection 
from oil spills lies .entirely 
with the federal govern- 
ment. And further, it should 
be noted that present 
capabilities to control or 
fight oil spills anywhere, 
including along B.C.'s 
coastline is at best an effort 
in futility. Even with man's 
ability to put a man on the 
moon and the many other 
technical wonders of our 
times, we as yet have not 
been able to find a way to 
contain and control oil 
British Oolumbia 
Assessment Authority 
NOTIOE 
TO 
RESIDENTIAL 
PROPERTY OWNERS 
Under the provisions of the Assessment Act, 
property owners who have owned and lived in 
the;r homes continuously from January I, 1959 to 
the present, may be eligible to have the 1971 
assessed value of their land based on its 
residential use only, regardless of the fact that 
its actual value may be higher doe to influences 
of a non.residential nature. An example would be 
a residence in a commercial area. 
To claim eligibility it is necessary for you to 
file an application with the Area Assessor on or 
before September.lst, 1976. 
if you consider that your property could 
quality under this provision, you are urged to 
contact the Area Assessor's office immediately 
and obtain the form of application (known as 
A.C. 25). 
H.R. JONES 
NORTH WEST AREA ASSESSOR 
200-4544 Lakelse Avenue 
TERRACE, B.C. 
PHONE NO. 638.1116 
spills. 
At the meeting with Mr. 
Ha l l ,  cons iderab le  
discussion took place 
regarding the effects of an 
oil spill upon the com- 
mercial salmon fishery. 
However, not one person 
mentioned the fact that the 
coastline between Dixon 
Entrance and Kitimat is as 
scenically beautiful as any 
coastline in the world, in- 
cluding the Gulf Islands. 
Because this northwestern 
part of B.C. is remote and 
rarely seen by most 
Canadians. does that make 
it any less valuable? The 
wild and natural values of 
this 'region arc beyond 
simple decisions made by 
~ oliticians and in- ustrialists. 
Even though a major oil 
spill will not necessarih- 
take place, the slighte.~t 
possibility of it happening 
and seeing hundreds of 
thousands of gallons of 
crude oil covering many 
square miles of coastal 
inlets and shorelines has to 
be enough to make the most 
hardened ant i -  
environmentalist cringe! 
As I have mentioned in 
one of my past columns, 
very serious environmental 
damage can result from 
construction of an oil 
pipeline. Should the 
Kitimat-Edmonton pipeline 
go ahead, the probable route 
will follow the Copper River. 
At least this has been the 
choice to date according to 
lVIr. Hall. Upon questioning 
from myself, Mr. Hall in- 
dicated that the oil line 
would follow the existing 
places as Prince George and 
the lower mainland. 
The scenic and aesthetic 
values are important to 
most of the people who enjoy 
fishing and travelling in this 
beautiful river valley and 
should not be treated lightly. 
And as I have mentioned in 
the past. the Copper River is 
one of the top ten steelhead 
rivers in B.C.. giving it the 
status of a "special river". 
requiring the non-residents 
of B.C. to pay extra licence 
fees to fish h)r steelhead. 
1 asked Mr. Ilall if Trans 
Mountain has considered 
following Ilighway 16 rather 
than going through the 
('opper Valley. He said the 
highway route has been 
considered hut the cost of 
approximately $400,000 per 
mile of oil pipeline con- 
struction dictates that the 
shortest route possible be 
selected. 
In summarizing, Mr. Hall 
stated that Canadians and in 
par t i cu la r ,  B r i t i sh  
Columbians, must decide 
that, with our declining 
production of petroleum in 
Canada, we have to decide 
which is the most important, 
energy or the environment. 
Mrs. Campagnolo said 
that as long as she is the 
M.P. for Skeena, she will not 
allow the commercial  
fishery to be destroyed, in 
fact if a choice has to be 
made, fish proteins as a food 
source is more important 
than petroleum as an energy 
source. 
In my opinion, the choice 
is not between energy, fish 
or the environment, rather 
it is the choice of the most 
B.C. Hydro right of way.. economical location for the 
This certainly would keep it pipeline. Is it necessary to 
away from the Copper River ship Middle East oil to the 
for most of the route, except west coast of Canada when 
where river crossings were more desirable and 
necessary. Unfortunately, presently used unloading 
wherever excavations take terminals are already in 
place, the possibility of operation on the east coast 
serious silting taking place of Canada. 
are a fact of life and it only The northern Alaska-B.C. 
takes one small creek pipeline to Edmonton up- 
running through ~ unstable pears to be more acceptable 
soil conditions to seriously' from an environmental 
effect he fishery values of a point of view and is favored 
river such as the Copper. by many politicians. 
Mr. Hall told the meeting I believe that as British 
that the size of the.oil pipe Columbians we mustdo a lot 
would be 30 inches in o f  'soul-searching' and 
diameter, decide that over the long 
Once again, the aesthetic term, which is most 
values of a beautiful river ..beneficial for us as 
valley is playing second Canadians, rather than 
fiddle to economic and in- what is most beneficial to 
dustrial development, the U.S.A. This is not an 
The Copper River is a anti-American position nor 
very important recreational a selfish position, rather it is 
river to residents of Terrace looking after our own in- 
and Kitimat, as well as to terests. Surely we are in- 
many tourists and British dependant enough in our 
Columbians from such own country to make these 
kinds of decisions. 
If it is ultimately decided 
that the oil pipeline will be 
built between Kitimat and 
Edmonton, the route in my 
opinion must not be allowed 
to go through the Copper 
Valley. Whether or not the 
cost of the oil pipeline is 
$400,000 a mile should not be 
the concern of the people 
who live in the Terrace- 
Kitimat area, rather it is our 
responsibility to assure that 
env i ronmenta l ,  socia l ,  
recreational and aesthetic 
values are protected and 
preserved within the 
limitations imposed. In 
other words, if there is less 
of a risk to the above values 
if the oil pipeline were to 
follow the Yellowhead High- 
way (Highway 16) then this 
is the choice we should 
make. The cheapest and 
shortest route should not be  
our concern. 
There will '  be public 
hearings, probably in 
November and December of 
this year and as custodians 
of this very valuable and 
beautiful part of British 
Columbia, I believe that it is 
the responsibility ofall of us 
not to be stampeded into 
making any rash decisions 
particularly for short term 
economic gain. If, in the 
wisdom of the politicians, 
the oil industry and the 
Energy Board, the oil 
pipeline is going to be built, 
let us make sure that it is 
built to the highest of 
standards with the greatest 
benefactors being the 
Canadian public over the 
long term, rather than to the 
oil industry and business 
interests who would exploit 
the development for their 
own personal gain. 
Fire hazard high in 
northern B.C. 
High forest fire hazards 
are reported in northern 
B.C. and in the southern 
coastal and interior regions 
of the province. All other 
areas of the province report 
a low to moderate hazard. 
Seventy-two new fires 
were reported this week, 35 
fires are still burning in B.C. 
All fires are under patrol 
with no serious problems. 
Weekend recreationists 
are asked to exercise 
caution when travelling in 
or near forested areas and 
remember, if you spot a 
forest fire, dial "0"  and ask 
for Zenith 5555. This will 
result in immediate action 
being taken by the Forest 
Service. 
To date this year, 687 
forest fires have occurred 
compared to 2,142 for the 
corresponding period last 
year. Estimated fire sup- 
pression costs to date are 
$2,058,511 compared to 
$5,307,578 for the same 
periodin 1975. 
A Canadian Red Cross 
Summer Safety Tip: For 
poor swimmers and hesitant 
beaters, help is at the other 
end of a phone cal 1 to the 
Red Cross Water Safety 
Service. Be prepared. Yell 
to us for help ! 
B.C. Forest Products shares down 
British Columbia Forest 
Products Limited recently 
reported earnings for the 
first half of 1976 of $12 
million on sales of $175.3 
million as compartd to 
earnings of $16.5 million and 
sales of $16:1.6 million for the 
same period of 1975. Ear- 
nings per common share for 
the six months were $1.56 
compared to $2.16 for the 
first half of last year. 
Second quartet" earnings 
for BCFP this year were $5.9 
million or 77 cents per share 
on sales of $93.9 million. 
This compares with ear- 
nings of $12 million or $1.58 
per share and sales of $95.6 
million during the second. 
quarter of 1975. 
BCFP chairman lan A. 
Barclay noted that the lower 
first half earnings this year 
reflected significant in- 
creases in costs of 
producing lumber, pulp and 
newsprint over 1975 levels 
and an unfavorable ex- 
change rate on the U.S. 
dollar. Lumber sales 
volumes and prices which 
improved from last year 
were more than offset by the 
i'ise in production costs. 
Exchange had the effect of 
decreasing net sales by $6.2 
million on a comparative 
basis to 1975. , 
Lower second quarter 
earnings, affected by 
generally rising costs, were 
also adversely hit by ex- 
change on the stronger 
Canadian dollar and by the 
effects of the month long 
dispute ending in June on 
the B.C. Railway which 
s lowed Mackenz ie  
operations. 
In reviewing first half 
market results, Barclay 
stated that while offshore 
lumber markets were only 
slightly improved, U.S. 
demand increased and 
prices were good as 
customer inventories were 
replenished on the ex- 
pectation of rising rates of 
housing starts. However, 
sales weakened toward the 
end of the half as the ex- 
pected increase in starts did 
not quite materihlize. U.S. 
housing starts are still 
projected to reach 1.5 
million in 1976. 
Domestic plywood sales 
were adequate although 
prices dropped sharply in 
June to meet U.S." com- 
petition. Overseas plywood 
sales continue to be 
generally weaker. 
Softwood bleached kraft 
pulp demand continued to 
proceeding at a satisfactory 
level. He was updating a 
special report to 
shareholders of June 30 
which noted that 
~ re l im inary  c los ing  oeuments on the $3(1(I 
million venture were signed 
May 26 between BCFP and 
The Donohue Comp:my of 
Quebec. Preparation of the 
pulp mill site near St. 
Felicien began in May and improve in the U.S. and 
some offshore recovery was improvements are now 
evident. Barclay continued, being planned for the three 
"However, there are still sawmills which were pur- 
uncertainties in the chased as part of the new 
marketplace which may .manufacturing complex. 
result in some production Barclay outlined BCFP's 
curtailment." On a more concerns about amend- 
positive note he added, merits to Canada's anti- 
"Newsprint sales continue inflation legislation in- 
strong and should remain dieating that, " ... if ira- 
so." plemented, (they) will 
The company chairman create even more problems 
indicated that work on the for a cyclical industry such 
new jointly developed pulp as ours." His criticisms 
and lumber project in centered on the govern- 
Quebec is underway and ment's selection of base 
periods for the industry, the 
punitive aspects of an 85 
percent margin restriction 
and removal of unit cost 
rules previously allowed, tic 
concluded by saying. "It is 
most unfortunate that the 
program is placing ever- 
increasing restraints on our 
industry at a time when it is 
just beginning to recover 
from e×tremely poor 
market conditions." 
in the summer of 1887 the 
first steam boat to appear ¢ .  
on the Mackenzie River, 
Northwest Territories. was 
named the "Wrigley",  
plying between Fort Smith 
and Fort McPherson. 
The A~ctie was first .. 
namddb~ the Greeks - after 
ARKTOS. the constellation 
of the Great Bear. 
CALL LONG DISTANCE. 
AND GET SOMETHINGFOR 
NOTHING. 
When you want to call long distance, but you haven't got 
the person's number, you can dial directory assistance to 
most places in Canada and the U.S. At no charge: 
For all areas inB.C. not included inyour local 
directory, call 112-555-1212. 
For areas outside B.C., 
call 112 + area code + 555-1212. 
Area codes are listed in the front of your phone book. 
Once you've got the number you want, remember that most 
station-to-station calls you dial your'self (112) cost less. 
Now, isn't that something? 
BD, TEL 
.THURSDAY 
, In f lat ion 
F ighter  
Spec ia l  
Buy a bucket of 
~ ~ 1 ~  finger lickin' good 
~ ~ ' ~ ' ~  Kentucky 
Fried Chicken 
~ ~ ~ 1  and take advantage of 
N~ W /,j the great Thursday savings' 
Thursday, Aug. 5th, 
. You Save $1.61 
. ColoneISanders recipe 
I nt=ck  FHed ' gh,.k n 
A Canadian Company 
Colonel Sanders and his boys make it "finger lickin' good" at 
the ERNIE'S TAKE HOME near you. 
Applications are invited for the position of 
KITIMAAT VlLLA6E 
HOME SOHOOL O0-OIIDINATOR 
Whose general duties will be: 
( I)  Counselling. Individual students and 
. Counselling the natural parents and.or guardians. 
(2) Working with schools (provindial schools), principals, teachers and 
school counsellors. 
(3) Special Services 
(4) Administration 
(5) Working with School Committees 
BASICQUALIFICATIONS: 
:1. Basic knowledge of interviewing and counselling techniques. 
2. Ability to analyze and evaluate, organize and communicate orally and 
in writing. 
3. Absility to establish and maintain effective working relations with staff 
and the public; ability to adapt to changing situations; ability to exercise 
discretion, tact, firmness and persuasiveness. 
4. Ability to relate to and communicatewith students. 
DESIREABLE QUALIFICATIONS: 
1. Ability to organize the colle~ction of statistical data. 
2. Ability to plan. 
3. Knowledge of administrative princ!pals, practices and procedures. 
salary; 
Starting will be $700 per month subject to review after the end of a six 
month probation period. 
For further information call 632-2036 or 632-5655 between 8 a.m. and 4 
p.m., Monday to Friday.. 
Send resume to: 
Kitimaat Village Council 
Haisla P.O. Box 1101 
Kitimaat Village, B.C. 
V0T 2B0 
Before 4 p.m. Friday, July 30, 1976. 
t 
I 
' " ByMaryannBurdett / ' 
Royal Canadi an Legion 
(Pacific) Branch No. 13 
Terrace 
Congratulations to Branch 
13 of the Royal Canadian 
Legion on winning the Best 
Non-Commercial Float 
award and the best Parade 
Entry in the Annual Lions 
River Boat Parade. The 
float was magnificent, a 
real tribute to the Legion's 
Golden Anniversary and a 
pleasure for the people of 
Terrace to survey. Comrade 
Bud Kirkaldy and the many 
people he directed should be 
highly commended for the 
results of their efforts. 
Thank you also to our 
on a Tech. Course and Cpl. 
C. Wilson on a Jr. NCO 
course. LAW L. MacDonald 
is at Vernon Camp for a 
Basic Training Course 
"which lasts two weeks and 
F-S D, Stubbins is at Camp 
Penhold for six weeks on a 
Basic Instructors Course. 
Spending four weeks at the 
Vernon Camp for Band are 
Sgt. Vaai Henke, Cpl. Back- 
man, LAC Warner and LAC 
Kirk.. W.O. l I P .  Johnson is 
taking part in the six week 
Bas ic  Glider Course at 
Camp Nanaimo. We wish all 
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Ganzenberg- Fell wedding 
Mr. and Mrs, Conrad 
Ganzenberg and Mr, and 
Mrs, Wilfred J, Fell and 
many guests were present 
at Knox United Church on 
June 19, The occasion was 
the marriage vows of 
Marilynn and Douglas read 
by Rev. D. Lewis. Mrs. 
Lewis played appropriate 
organ wedding music. 
The altar floral 
arrangements consisted of 
• standards of white and 
yellow daisies centered with 
a crystal bowl of white glads 
and coral carnations. 
Tbe ushers were Mr. 
' gesture was made when 
"M,;rilynn and Douglas 
presented each of their 
Mothers with a rose from 
the bridal  bouquet. The 
reception was at the Veritas 
hall with a smorgosbord 
served by the Catholic 
Women's" League, To 
receive the guests Mrs., 
Genzenberg chose a blue 
chiffon gown with' a white 
orchid corsage and Mrs. 
Fell wore a green orchid 
corsage on her gown in a 
tangerine s h a d e.  
. Mr. Vid6r Sandhals en- 
joyed his role as Master of 
Ceremonies and called on 
Chilliwack B.C. addressed pleasantries of the day. 
the Bridal party and guests Mr. and Mrs. Fell now 
and reveiwedhappyeventsof reside at 3515 Kalum St. 
the past and present. Mr. C. Terrace. 
Gamenberg spoke of the Out of town guests for the 
happiness of the  bridal weddingwere:Mr.andMrs. 
couple and issued a warm Jack Neson and Bonnie-- 
personal welcome to all the Port Edward, Mr. Harry 
guests . .  Mater--Port Edward, Mrs. 
Congratulatory messages Goerge Sheppard--Port 
were read from Terry and Edward, Miss Marianne 
Sheila Riley of Vancouver, 
Mr. and Mrs. N. Douglas of 
Terrace who were 
vacationing in Vancouver, 
Dr. Pa lmer Carson of 
Dundalk, Ontario, and Mr. 
and  Mrs. W.E. Fisher of 
Styner, Ontario. The Head 
Ganzenberg-Vancouver, 
Mr. Kelly Houlden-- 
Vancouver, Mr. Dan Smith- 
Vancouver, Mr. Rod Smith- 
Smithers, Miss Sandy 
Place--Chetwynd, Mrs. 
Edith Muller--Willowdale 
Ontario, Mr. and Mrs. 
Second Vice-President these young people great Oswald Kienapfel and Mr. without whose "in- success with their coursed .Robert Fen. The groom was Mr. C. Place to propose a Office of B.C. Packers of Borden Penny--Oraugeville 
attiredin a beige tuxedo and toast to the Bride to which which Mr. Ganzerberg is the Ontario, Mr. and Mrs. J. 
ter jection" at a touchy andhope to hear the results moment he float may not upon their return• his attendants-John KI the Groom replied. John Port Edward Manager also Schultzik--Chiniwaek, Mr. 
have made it through the Sandhals and Gerald P. Sandhais then proposed a sent a special message, and Mrs. C, Blakeburn- 
streets of Terrace. The Terrace Air Cadets .Wesley wore suits of toast to the bridesmaids. Darcing to the music of Westbank, Mr. and Mrs., 
If you have noticed the. have made an excellent complimentary colours. Mr .  Joe Schultzik, the Night Hawks ended the andR°bertDavid--Kitimat.Fell' Merrie-Rael] 
The Bride presented a . . . . .  absence of many of oui" Air showing over the past for 
Cadets from Terrace which much credit has to go pleasing picture in her long 
recently it is because to the youth themselves, veil and traditionalgown of
fourteen of the cadets are Branch 13 as their spon- organza with guipure lace 
away to camps. A C 2' soring body and in par- and asheafofcoralroseson 
Wafzig, AC2 Rasmussen, ticular, men like Comrades her  a rm.  
LAC Warner and LAW Derek Hales and Peter The Bride's attendants 
Cruzelle are spending two Clarke who put so much Barbara Kluss and Karl 
time and effort into working Place were gowned in weeks at a Basic Training 
Camp held in Penhold, with the cadets. Another shades of coral, wearing 
Alberta. AIsoat Penhold for group Terrace can be proud picture" hats and they 
three weeks are Sgt. D. Hill o[. carried nosegays of yellow 
roses• Another charming m . . . . . . . . .  
I t  
note was the presence of • $32,000.00 ~. 
Phormocists introduce drug controls U.O0 coral flower gii'ls pinafore • ,• :nd holding a nosegay oz • Pear St. below Haugland, 3.6 acres. 4729 Scott Ave.,2 bdrm.homeon Ig.lot. : 
yellow roses. A pleasing -~ $65,000.00 $32,000.00 B 
President Gerry Lundren curtailed. With this ob- directly from the phar- Over thelastninemontils, o~ ~ ~, = The College has sponsored ~."  ~ ~. , .~  ~h~-J : 4901 Davis Street, 4 bdrms., 2 fireplaces. 4735 McConnell Ave., 2 IxIrms., fireplace, :of Victoria announced the ]entire in mind," he con- macist". . . . .  :. garage. . 
new controls over drug tinued, "Council is now He concluded by saying, SePu%C~iflCcoCOn:lo u = $62,800:00 
distribution that the College requiring all pharmacists to "Prior to the sale of any of $29,700.00 
of Pharmacists will be become more involved with these medications, the prescription medications, at [ l l~ ,~. / .~ i ,~ J  ~ • 
implementing this August patients and their drug nharmacist must assure various centres throughout ~~r~'7 /~: /  ;'? I 2711 Skeena St..A bdrms., 1 fireplace. • 
1st. purchases, himself that the patient ,s the province, m order that ~~: ' i~ i i~  : i $$9,500.00 241, Tetrault St., 3 bdrm.. 2 yr. old. ,,,• 
Mr. Lundgren stated, "Henceforth", he said, aware of both the proper use pharmacists can provide the .-~'.: ~ ~),~,i~,l,~k $29,500.00 : 
"Federal  legislation per- "pharmacists must relocate of the medication asweli as necessary information and ~ ~ ~ . ~ , ~ .  • 
raining to "drugs is prin- their non-prescription the special precautions respond to questioning by ~,~-ce~'-~cn-.e~u,,Mv : 4503 Eby Street, 3 bdrms., on 5 acres. • 
cipallYmanufacturing,COncerned labelling.With the visiblemedicati°nSto heS°pharmacistthey are associated with each drug . the pubhc. . ' : $57,500.00 4621bdrms.Straume Av ., 3 bdrm. home, could be 4 I • 
e f fec t iveness  and and within 20 feet of the ; $28,000.00 i 
designation of prescription dispensary. This area must 4115 Banner Street 3 bdrm•,, ]lreplace,, 
only drugs•" But legislative be visually distinct from the ' ~ • 
distributionC°ntr°l is°Vera provincialdrug bebalanee°fthepremisesanddesignated ,.e Women victims of cancer | .,..o.oo 2Acres. CornerofSeucie&Floyd. 
prerogative and is ex- 'Pharmacy' by means of • I ,1820 Davis Street, 3 Ixlrn s.,. 1 fireplace. $27,900.00 = 
pressed in the respective special pharmacy signs. • 
provincial Pharmacy Acts, Through the use of uni(~,uely • ' SSS,000.00 4634 Weber Ave. 3 bdrm. 4 yr. old. : 
Bylaws and Regulations. designed shelf-talkers, he Ienorance and fear often be.obtained from by writing Vancouver; 857 Caledonia, • 
, . . . . . . .  " . . . .  • • ' ' . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . ' $27,500.00 " .. "=  In BC.C  , he continued, continued, it [s Council s make woffmn vmUms of t~! B..C-.'-'~hdiyilkon~Dit/f~iUfl~ 'Victor ia;  or. No. 110-246 • . . : • ,,. .~ 
"the respohsibil ity- foP: Wish',to" make,'the~'pUblic ' "c~ih'(Se[, "'V~t thp r~,,t~ ~,-,~ ~"fl~didi~;-~Oh'dd~r'~:~[e"t~/~ !secon'd ~: , AWnue~ Kam- • 4719 Straome Ave'~ 4 'bdr'¢hp., 2,fl,r(~pla~es,.-~: .... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : - :, '.:: . 1B  
administering the Phar- more aware and thoughtful not so fri~htenin~ 1926 "We's t "  Broadway, loops.) • 4643 Ooulet Ave., 3 bdrm. 5 yr. old. : 
• ° . . . .  l'l F011 SALE i 
macy Act is vested in the f Its drug purchases so that Women can do a great • • 
Council of the College of .each individual will more deal to protect themselves CANADA 
Pharmac iS ts '  . Th is  closely balance his or her ~ from this disease " . $25,900.00 
Council, over which he is purchases to their actual The most common cancer DEPARTMENT oF TRANSPORT • I CORNER GROCERY STORE- 20x50 ft. 4918 Halliwel, Ave.,3bdrm., Franklin heater. = 
president, takes its medication needs. Many sites in women are located B I concrete block bldg., with attached 
responsibility seriously and common ailments, such as in parts of the body that can Pl01FlO lIB ; I storage shed. Located on 2 lots Inn new $25,000.00 ! 
the roie motivation for these constipation or some be easily examined by a SE l lV lOES REGION i |  subdv, that wlll eventually have developed 
new controls comes from a headaches, may be more doctor. This would aid early • I 240 lots, that's a lot of families to provide • • 5012 Lunfear . 3 bdrm. older home. • 
• 1 groceries forl KEEP THE LITTLE professional commitment to appropriately treated by detection, so crucial to the SEALED TENDERS,  addressed to the ~_ I WOMAN BUSY- and - feed the family at " • 
protect the public from its minor changes in diet or life possibility of cure. Department of Transport, Regional Manager, [ $19,500.00 roll 
tinknowing misuse of non- .style. rather than by pop- The five principle cancer m cost. 
prescription medications, ping a pill", sites in women, with their Construction Services, 739 West Hastings Street, 
Mr. Lundren went on to Mr. Ludgren then went on incidence out of every t00 Vancouver, B.C., V6C 1A2,and marked, "Tender --" I VALUABLE COMMERCIAL CORNER i 
say,, "over the last few to state that, "in addition to cancer cases, are'. breast-- for Reroofing of Maintenance Garage at Prince • I ' PROPERTY . 3827 Westview Drive, VIEW LOT. • 
• • | 3 lots with an older duplex presently years, the Council has these changes, certain other 25 cases: skin-d7; intestine- Rupert Airport, B.C.", wi l lbe received up to 3:00 • I- rented. The price is only 539,00o.00 with $16,500.00 : 
become increasingly con- medications can no longer rectum--12: uterus--ll: and P.M, PDST, August 5, 1976. _~ | 510,000.00down. Vendor will carry balan~:e 
cerned over society's be purchased on a self- cervix--6, i I at bank interest rates to reliable party. Westview Drive, Lot 9. ~ • 
growing useofdrugs. This service basis in this This year, the Canadian Plans, specif ications and other tender I l l  FORMOREDETAILSandTOVIEW, call 
increasing reliance upon the p r o v i n c e.  T h o s e Cancer Society's education documents may be examined at the office of the i os anytime. $16,$@0.00 : 
chemical crutch to obtain medications having a program is concentrating on undersigned, 7th Floor, Prescoff Building, 549 • 
rapid and easy relieffrom greaterpotential to cause two effective and important • E 
common ailments must be distress must be obtamecl precautions women can take 5036 Graham Avenue, 1Vn acre. , 
FOR SALE 
Retail Hardware Store 
In northern B.C. Good profits. Ideal for 
experienced person who wishes to go into 
• business for himself. Reply Box ,1133, 
c/o The Terrace Herald. 
Terraoe 01eaners & 
Laundry Ud, 
4544 Lakelse Ave, Terrace, B .C ,  Phone635.5626 
FOR SALE 
I Only 5 HP cleaver Brook'oil tired boilet with return pump 
and tank, fully automatic. Two hundred gallon hot water 
tank, cement lined and steam heated thermostatic ontrols. 
Circulating pump. 
I Only 45 lb. Supreme dry cleaning machine.. Hot unit fully 
automatic, 3 phase. 
I Only 25 lb. Troy laundry washer soap Iniecflon. Fully 
automatlc. 
I Only Chicago flat Ironer 100" by 18" Roller. Steam heated. I 
phase. 
I Only I or 2 glrl operated Aiax shirt unlt wlth automatic 
folder. 
1 Only Cisel form finisher. 
1 Only back press yolk. 
I Only Hew Yorker uniform body press 
2 Only 'Panfox utility presses, 
2 Only 50 lb. Hubesch laundry dry~ers. 
1 Only Clssel ironing board with low boy. 
1 Only laundry exfi'actor IS". I phase. 
Two 50 Ih. Huebseh laundry washers, semi-automatic with 
24" extractor Including tray attached between 2washers and 
extractor, 3 phase. 
(MANY MORE EXTRA EQUI ~MENT NOT 
LISTED) 
I I  
to protect" their health-- 
breast self-examination and 
the Pap test. 
The best screening 
method for breast cancer 
can be done by women 
themselves• Breast self- 
examinat ion practised 
monthly in the privacy of 
the home, takes little time 
but will enable a woman to 
discover unusual conditions 
of the breast in time for ear.ly 
and effective treatment. 
The .method of BSE is 
simple and can be learned 
from a doctor during a 
check-up and the Cancer 
Society also has pamphlets 
available on the-method. 
(Pamphlets and in~ 
formation about cancer can 
Howe Street, Vancouver, B.C., V6C 2C6, and 
copies obtained on deposit of a certified cheque 
for $28.00 made paya hie to the Receiver General 
of Canada. 
Plans and specifications wil l  also be on display 
at the Amalga mated COnstruction Association of 
B.C., 2675 Oak Street, Vancouver; Construction 
Plan Services, 3788 Myrtle Street, Burnaby, 
BTC.; Bulkley Val ley-Lakes Distr ict Con- 
struction Association, 45 N. Broadway, BBX 2288, 
Smithers, B.C.; Prince Rupert Construction 
Association, 535 . 3rd Avenue West, Prince 
Rupei't, B.C.; and Terrace Construction 
Association, 4931 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
H.A. Stevenson, 
Regional Manager, Construction Services, 
Canadian Air Transportation Administration 
Direct from farmer t0 consumer. Grain fed beef in our 
own feed lot, slaughtered in our own licenced slaughterh0use. 
• t~ Beef 79' per lb. 
,.Hind quarter. $1.()9 per lb. 
Front quaffer. 59' per lb. 
cut, wrapped & frozen. 
' L  ' " 
. . . . . .  S.l.S. Meats ., 
; Division of S.I.S. Ranches Vanderhoef, B.C. 
Phone co, t 567-9017 Fre~ Delivery 
• ss2,ooo.oo 
• 4723 Loen Ave., 7 bdrms., 1 fireplace. 
• $51,000.00 
m 4112 Sparks St., 4 bdrms., 1 fireplace. 
$46,000.00 
I~. 2504 Cra [9 Ave., 3 bdrms. & a 3 bdrm. suite. 
im 
• $45,000.00 
• 2519 Skeena Streat, 2 bdrm. I~ home, new. 
E $4s,ooo.oo 
~ 4740 Olson Avenue, 4 bdrms., Ig• lot. 100x122. 
• $42,000.00 
13412 Thomas St., 3 bdrms., 109x110 Iot. It, 
• $38,000.00 
3313 Sparks Street,'4 bdrm. older home. 
i $35,000.00 
5010 Graham Ave., 5 bdrms., furnishings 
• Ineld. 
I 1  
w 
• $38,000.00 
2516 Skeena st., 3 bdrms•, lot 150x210. 
i i  
$32,S00.00 
I 5019 Ag.ar Ave., 3 bdrm• home & a 2 bdrm. 
$t5,500.00 
4833 Mills Ave., Ig. lot 119x185. 
PRICE IS SLASHED I 
Vendor will take $22,000,00. for this Im. I 
maculale 3 bdrm. • 12x06 Statesman, with i 
12x20 addition, fully fenced and land-i 
scaped. DRIVE BY No, 20 CARIBOU RO. i 
AT COPPERSIDE~ call us to view. 
$14,000.00 
Westview Drive, Lot 8. 
$14,000.00 
4740 Scott Ave., Ig. corner lot - 80x122. 
10,500.00 
Skeena Street, Lot 5, .77 Acre. 
$10,000.00 
each 3 lots on Tuck Avenue. 
$10,000.00 
Ac4ar Avenue, lot 55 x 188. 
$9,800.00 
Halllwell Avenue, Lot 69 by 145 feet. 
$9,500.00 
Galr Ave., L~. Iof • 78 x 127 feet. 
CALL US FOR MORE DETAILS ON 
m 
PAGE AIO,THE HERALD. Wednesday, August 4, 1976 
635" 
6357 
14. Business Personal 
The Herald, 3212 Kalum Street 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635.6357 
Subscription rates: Slngle copy 
20 cents. Monthly by carder 80 
cents. 
Yearly by mall in Canada 
512.00, Six months In Canada 
$7.00. Senior Citizens 57.50 per 
year. 
Yearly by mail outside Canada' 
518.00. Six months $10.00. 
Authorized as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage in cash. 
Classifieds due by 12:00 noon 
Monday. 52.00 for first 20 words, 
10 cents each word thereafter. 
No refunds on classified ads. 
1. Coming Events 
Weight  Watchers  
meeting held every 
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle 
Avenue. 
CELEBRITY  JEWELLRY 
SALE ends August 19. 
Buy one item min. S5 and 
purchase second item V= price. 
To place an order or for ap. 
palntment to view phone 635. 
4227 or 635-7843. (P-32) 
INCHES AWAY 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8:00 in the Skeena Health Und. 
For more information phone 
635.9648 or 635-3023 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
wil l  commence play each 
Tuesday night at 7:30. Play will 
be in Room 4, Caledonia High 
School. All bridge players are 
invited to attend. For part. 
nershlp or information. Phone 
635.7356. (CTF) 
Native Resource Center will 
hold a BINGO every Tuesday 
night. 
4451 Grelg 
$1.50 for first card, $1.00 for 
. each additional card or 6 cards 
i for $4.00 (Ctf) 
i The Terrace Curling 
Association wishes to announce 
: that the upstairs of the Curling 
Rink is now available for rental. 
For further information please 
call 635-5662. (31) 
Thornhil l  Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhill 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhlll. 
Rebekah Lodge Bazaar and 
Tea. Oddfellows Hall. 
November 6. 2 • 4:30 p.m• (P- 
13) 
The Child Mincllng ~.entre is 
open for the children at 3308 
Kalum (Trigo's Building) from 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday to 
Fr iday.  Supervised creative 
play for children ages 1 to 6 
years. The centre is being 
operated on a grant from the 
Federal Government's Student 
, Employment Program and is 
~. sponsored by the Terrace 
, Women's Organization. A 
nominal hourly fee is charged to 
cover operating expenses. For 
ft~rther information ce i l ' the 
Centre at 638.8311. 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge 
No. 1820, Terrare, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th Thur. 
sday evern month at 8 p.m.. 
Phone 635.6641. CTF 
Kermode Four Wl~eelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further information phone 635- 
3442. 
Anyone interested in sponsoring 
a child through World wide 
Vision is Invited to come to 4814 
Olson Ave., Terrace at 8p.m. on 
Fr iday,  August 6. A 
representative from World 
Vision will be there. (P.31) 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Men., Thurs., Sat. 
Phone 635-5520, 635.5636 
6. Deaths 
HAYWARD, Leonard John of 
" 4931 Walsh Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
passed away suddenly In VIc- 
RICHARD STEELE 
FLOORING INSTALLATIONS 
For complete carpet, linoleum 
and f i le Installation. Com- 
mercial & residential. In town, 
out of town. 
Phone 
635.7891 
635.7466 
fc-~) 
TEBBAOE 
APPLIANOE REPAIR 
4621 Park Ave. 
Box 568, 
Terrace 
- fast efficient service to all 
makes of major appliances. 
Westinghouse 
Service O 
Depot 
Call 
B36-4087 
For 
PARTICI PACTION 
with 
ACTION 
Join 
Terrace 
Fitness 
Centre 
Swimming (Heated 
Pool). Sauna. Super. 
vised Gym 
Open 7 I~ys 
AWeek 
Monthly or yearly 
membership 
Join Anytime 
• 3313 Kalum 
(Across from arena) 
Phone .~3S.$3~! 
Work Wanted: Bulldozing, Ic 
cleerlng, basement digging, 
etc. Backhoe work, rote.tilling, 
pOst hole digging. Phone 635- 
6782. (Ctf) 
Web Refrigeration 
4623 5OUCIE 635-2188 
0 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
(Ctf) 
NEW IN TERRACE. Pro.teeh 
Electronic Engineering. We 
specialize in repair of all home 
and commercial electronic 
systems. We will also engineer 
to your requii'emenf. No.7 4621 
Lakelse 638.8215 
=, 
General Carpentry 
Low Rates 
No job too big or small, Free 
estimates on remodelling, 
roofing, porches, siding, 
painting, spraytex ceiling. 
Phone 635-4094 
Ask for John after 6 P.M. 
(Tfn) 
Golden Rule: Odrl lobs for the 
jobless. Phone 635.4535. 32:~P 
Kalum. (CTF) 
Bill's 
Window Cleaner 
& 
Janitorial Services 
Commercial 
& Residential. 
Carpet Cleaning 
& Rentalsl 
635-6772' 
19. Help Wanted 
I-leavy uury • salesman 
required for Terrace.Smlthers 
area. Send resume care of 
Manager, Box 3340, Smlthers, 
B.C. (C.31) 
Help Wantecl: Experienced 
teller. Apply In person. 4633 
torla on July 16, 1976 in his 61st Lakelse Ave. (C-31) 
year. Lovingly remembered by . 
h s wife Verna her children and Taxi Drivers 
his daughters, Laurie and Judl, Full time, part time, Class 4 
his brother, Ed Hayward of Ilcence and police permit,  
Vancouver and his sister, HIId~ required, Contact manager, 
of St. John, New Brunswick. Terrace Taxi - 635-2242 (CTF)..; 
Flowers gratefully declined. Require fireman for heavy duty 
Donations may be sent to and truck tires. Phone 692.3001 
Smlthers Elk's Purple Cross or 692.3554 between 6and7 p.m. 
Fund. or write Box 3:21, Burns Lake. 
13. Persona l  Babysitter Wanted to come Into 
awmghme News, p~cture ans, home starting September. 
dances for Swingers in Wash. Phone after 4:30 035.2044, (C. 
and Western Canada. Est. 1969. 31) 
$3 per" copy or free details. CY ' ' 
Club, P,O, Box 2410, New 24, S i tuat ions  Wanted 
Westminster; B.C. V3L 5B6 (P-  Will do babysitting In own 
34) home. Phone 635.3573. (C-31) 
24. S i tuat ions  Wanted 
Part time design for house, 
carport plans and industrial 
buildings. Phone 632-3616 after 6 
p.m. (C-31) 
32. B icyc les ,  Motorcyc les  
For Sale: 1975 Honda CB360 
Twin. Excellent condition. 
Phone before 6. 635-$812, ask for 
Peter. (P-31) 
33. For Sale. Misc. : 
Washer spin dryer. One set roof 
racks. Suitable for Volkswagen 
Van or Landrover. Phone 635- 
9471. (aft) 
4 Used Western 
Saddles for Sale. 
Phone 635-5617. 
Rebuilt Engines available at 
Sears. Save $30.00 on complete 
Engine with Heads. Phon= 635- 
6541 or see Page 200 of our 
Summer Values Catslogue. 
Simpson Sears Ltd. 
4613 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Li;~estock 
Owners 
Buy your hay now. Fall 
prices. Take delivery as 
you require. 
Phone 
635-5617 
For Sale: 1 Thomson center 
arms 50 caliber muzzle loader. 
Phone after 6. 635-3175. (P-31) 
Price-Skeena Forest Products 
Ltd. will have a sale of low 
grade lumber Monday through 
Saturday, 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. X- 
marked - $20 per 1000 bd. ft. 
Economy s4g per 1000 bd. ft. 
Ctf 
For Sale: Clothes dryer. Very 
good condition. 638.8276. (P.31) 
For Sale: 20' river boat trailer. 
Has to be seen. to be ap- 
preciated. Phone 635.2748. (P- 
33) • 
For sale: one teak table, one 
cherry wood combination 
stereo, T.V., record player. 
Clarotone, orange shag rug 
6'x9', green area rug, spin' 
washer, dryer. Days 638-1516 or 
nights 635-2506. (C-31) 
For Sale: Gibson 20' deep freeze 
. older unit but still in good 
condition. AMF Husky Jr. Snow 
Blower. 4. Has had very little 
use. 5 HP motor and with 26" 
deep bite. 
14' plywood boat. This boat is 
ideally suited for fishing and is 
safe for children. 8' birch kit- 
chen counter with stainless 
steel sink. Has been used in lake 
cabin but has drawers, etc.. 
Suitable for use anywhere. For 
all these items phone 635.5260 
anytime. (C-31) 
C.14 Lund Boat, Trailer and 
Motor.S600. Phone635-6752. (P- 
31) 
For Sale: one Hoover washer 
spin dryer and one Simplicity 
washer spin dryer. Phone 635. 
2683 after S. (P.31) 
White portable dt¢,hwasher. 
Excellent condition. Phone 635- 
3128. I P-:~ll ,o  
J Year round fun. Assemble or |  
J dismantle in 20 min. Store in I 
| space 3'x3'x3'. a Sizes on / 
I display• At AI & Mac Irly 8;rdJ 
J now. (Ctf) / 
22 Channel Atlas Mark V CB 
bass set and hand mike. Brand 
new. Also antenna and Co.axe. 
1973 Parklane tent trailer. Like 
new, barely used. Sleeps 6. 
Phone Ron at 635-5000. (C-31) 
Spot Cash for Used Furniture, 
Antiques, all useable items. 
The Furniture Stall 
635-3202 
For Sale: 10'x40' joey shack. 
Insulated and panelled. And 
1967 Ford 2 dr. hardtop, 1967 
Pontiac, 1966 Ford. Phone 638. 
8276. 
For Sale: Floor Polisher, Dog 
House and Animal Cage for air 
travel. 24" electric range, 635- 
6987. (aft) 
37. Pets 
" Saddie hers .  and ponies for 
sale. Phone 638.5617. (Ctf) 
39. Boats & Engines 
'12' Aluminum boat with 6 HP 
Johnson motor, paddle & 4 life 
Jackets. Excellent condition. 
$600. Phone 635-3588. (P-31) 
For Sale: 24 foot river boat & 
trailer, 50 HP Mercury jet 
outboard. All r igging, gas 
tanks, life jackets, etc. $1,500. 
Phone 635.5065 or 635.4848. (P- 
33) 
New Sangster boats are now 
available at Chinook TrsIler 
Sales Ltd. Presently we have In 
stock three new Inboard- 
outboard beats and some used 
outboard units. Phone 635-2033. 
Dealer No. D12.547. (Ctf) 
30 ft. unsinkable f lbreform 
r iverboat with 450 cu. in. 
marine motor and Jacuzzl Jet. 
Heavy duty tandem Trailer. 
Total value. $14,500. Will sell for 
S12,000 or closest offer: Phone 
564-4197 or write 4136 Guest 
Cres. Prince George B.C. 
41. Machinery for Sale 
1969 7E Angle Blade HP Cat 
Tractor. 1965 7E Angle Blade 
LP Cat Tractor. 1962 7E Angle 
Blade LP Cat Tractor. 1972 
HDI1 Angle Blade AC Tractor. 
1956 17A Angle Blade Cat 
Tractor. 1972 Clark Grapple 
Skidder. McMartln Machinery 
Ltd. B.C.R. Industrial Site, 
Prince George, B.C. 564.8500 -
evenings • 564.4672. (C-32) 
1965 ";andem Inter. truck with 
dump box. 549 engine in good 
running order. $3000 or best 
offer. Phone 632.4252. (P.31) 
47, Homes  fo r  Rent  
For Rent: one bedroom fully 
furnished house In Thornhlll. 
635-5775. 
For rent: 1 bedroom furnished 
house in Thornhill., Available 
immediately, phone 635.S775. 
(Cft) 
For rent: one house. Aloha 
Trailer Park. 635-7035, 1148 Old 
Lakelse Lk. Rd. (Cff) 
For Rent or Sale: By owner - 
under $40,000. 3 bedroom full 
basement, very comfortable 
home. Large fenced, well treed 
lot with good garden area. 
Separate garage. Immedlete 
occupancy. 4823 Scott. Phone 
635-3175. (Cff) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom home. 
Kalum Lk. Drive. Phone 635- 
5775. (Ctf) 
I 
For Rent: 4 bedroom house 
near Overwaltea. 635.6941. (P- 
,47.  Homes  'for Rent  48. Suites fo r  Rent 
3 hedroom house for rent. Fully 
carpeted. Frldge & stove, close 
to town & school. Phone 635. 
5404. (P-31) 
For Rent- 2 bedroom house and 
3 room cabin. Phone 633.5986 or 
call at'4919 McDeek. (P.31) 
4a. Suites fer Rent 
For Rent: 2 bedroom suite in' 6. 
plex and I in duplex. Frldge & 
stove. For small family. No 
pats. Thornhill area. Phone 635. 
6668. (P.31) 
Senior Citizens 
Rental 
Accommodation 
3404 Kalum St. 
B.C .  Hous ing  
~anagement  Com. 
mission is taking ap. 
plications for senior 
citizen accommodations 
in a 40 unit, 3 storey 
apartment building with 
elevator at 3404 Kalum 
Street, Terrace, B.C. 
Interested persons 
over age 55, may apply 
to M. Langley, P.O. Box 
303, Terrace or phone 
J.D. Scott, 624-9006 in 
Prince Rupert for in. 
formation. 
Bachelor or one 
bedroom unit available. 
Successful applicants' 
may be able to apply tar 
rental supplements 
depending on annual 
incomes. 
B.C. Housing 
Management 
Commission 
I.D. Scott 
Area Manager 
For rent: 3 bedroom townhouse 
apartments with full basement. 
No. 125 - 4529 Straume, Cedar 
Grove Gardens. (Ctf) 
For rent: small 1 bedroom 
suite. Private entrance and 
bathroom. Fully furnished. 
Prefer single lady or couple. 
Downtown. 4724 Lazelle Ave. 
Phone 635-6639. (P-31) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom suite. W.W 
carpets throughout, storage 
room, separate entrance. For 
working couple. No pets. Phone 
For rent: 3 bedroom basement 
suite. Fridge & Stove. W-W 
carpet. Unfurnished. Natural 
gas. Avai lable immediately. 
Close to town. 4733 Davis St. 
Phone 635.2360. (P.31) 
For rent: ful ly furnished 
bachelor apartment. Heat and 
lights Included. $90 per month. 
Phone 635.7426: Call a.t 4604 
Tuck Ave. (P.31) 
Basement for rent. 2 bedroom. 
Fridge & stove. Close to town 
and school. 635.5963. (P.31) 
For Rent: large furnished unit 
for rent at 3707 Kalum Court. 
Phone 63S-2577. (Cff) 
Suites for Rent 
Keystone  Cou i ' t  
Apar tments .  O f f i ce  No. 
'~ -4611 Scott .  I & 2 & 3 
~droom apartments. 
5-5224 
For Rent: 2 bedroom Apt. 
Frldge & stove, electric heat. 
Free laundry facilities. No pets.. 
1028 River Drive. Phone 635- 
6445. (Ctf) 
NEW SUITES  
FOR RENT 
,Some Furnished. 
CL INTON MANOR 
635-2258 635-2151 
1 Bedroom & Studios. W-W 
carpets, drapes, sauna, game 
room,  laundromat ,  
p ressur i zed  ha l lways ,  
security enterphone. (Ctf) 
Single & double sleeping rooms 
with cooking facilities and daily 
maid service. Also apartments 
& houses. Phone635.6650. 
(CTF) 
Cedar  P lace 
Apar tments  
4931 Walsh  Avenue 
Suite i15 
Ter race ,  B.C. 
635.7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge & stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec. area - 
sauna and pool table. Only 
apartment in town with 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
(Cff] 
Attractive 1 bedroom suite for 
rent. Nice view. Fridge & stove. 
$150. per month. On Queansway. 
Phone 635.2435 or 635-2837. 
31) 635-7638. (P-31) Ctf." 
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Come to Church 
SALVATION ARMY 
4637 Welsh : 
Captain: Bill Young 
9:45 Sunday School 
11:00 Morning Worship 
7:30 Evenlng Services 
Mon~ Coff~ge meeting 7:30 
Wed. Home league 7:30 
Sat. Youth group 7:30 
phone 
Copta.ln or Mrs. Bill Young. 
ST. MATTHEW'S 
CHURCH 
Anglir.an Church of Canada : 
4726 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
Rev. Lance Stophens- 635.51155 
Church: 635-9019 • 
Sunday Services 10 a.m. 
Sunday School 10 a.m. 
SACRED HEART 
PARISH. 
4830 Straume Ave. Terrace 
- :30  a,m. ' lO:lS/,,i~..l" 
• i1:30 a.m. .7:30 p.m,.. 
• EVANGELICAL. 
FREE CHURCH 
COr. Park Ave. and Sparks St. 
Rev. W.H. Tstum ( 
3302 Sparks Street 6~.S115. 
9:45 Sunday School - 
11:00 Morning Worship 
7:30 Evening Scrvlces 
Wednesday 7:30 p.m. :" 
Pr,~yer and Bible Study . . . .  
KNOX UNITED 
CHURCH 
4907 Lozelle Ave. 
Minister Rev. D.S. Lewis 
Sunday School 
Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m. 
Under 12 11:00 a.m. 
Worship Service 11:00 a .m.  
MENNONITE 
BRETHREN 
CHURCfl 
3406 Eby Street 635-3015 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
Summer Schedule: June 27- 
September S 
Joint Sunday School & War-. 
ship Service. 10:45 a.m. 
First twenty.f ive minutes: 
geared to children. (Musical 
Instruments, puppets, Bible 
stories, etc.) 
Interested in a home Bible 
Study? Call 635-3015. 
'UPLAHDS 
BAPTIST 
ICHURCH. 
Pastor D.K. Hale 6~.9398 
Corner of Halllwell and N.' 
ThomiJ ,, 
10:00 a.m. Blbie Teaching ' : 
Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship ' 
Service 
7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible 
Study 
Weds.. 
.e:00 p.m. Home Bible Studies. 
.~ : "You are Welcome at: 
CHRIST LUTHERAN! 
CHURCH: .. 
Cur. Sparks St.& Park A~/e. 'h, 
Rev. Roll Neetel'qd ~S.-~l|2,.' i : 
ZION BAPTIST 
CHURCH 
Car. Sparks & Keith 
Pastor: Clyde Zimbelmen 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Mornlmt Worship 11:00 a.m. 
;CHRISTIAN. 
REFORMED 
ICHbRCH ' 
Sparks St. at Streams Ave. 
"Rev. Arthur Hellemen 635.262, 
Sunday School - Terrace 10 
a .m,  
5unda~t "School Rema - 2:30 
p.m. 
11:00 a.m. Worsh p Service 
S:00 p,m. Worship Service 
'TERRACE" 
ALLIANCE'; 
;CHURCH: 
Pastor Munro 
. ..._.4~3 Ager_A_ _ve, 63s..:47o... '
Sunday 9','45. Bible School 
11 a,m..  Worship S 
11 a,m..  Morning Worship 
7:15 p.m. Evening Service 
'Wed. 7 p.m. -Blbta Study & 
. .R" .ay.er . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
: IPENTECOSTA'L'... 
C,uac,   oLL 
39. Boats & Eng ines  , Morning Servlceat 11:00a.m.' Rev R L White 
F--or Sale; 1~ 'l~'at~--motor & ,'Sunday School, Adult Class 8, *| Morn i~ Worship 11:00 a.m. 
trailer complete with controls. ~C/onflrmatlon Class pt_9:4S .~ Evening Worship 7:30 a.m. 
, 33 HP Johnson -rebuilt. $800 or "Your  Fr iendly Family . Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 p.m. ~ 
best offer. Phone 632-4252. (P. ~Church ' . .  . . . .  . Sunday School 10 a.m." 
• , qe!and;".: " '.TABERNACLE~ i 
' " i 4147 IJxelle Ave, ~. 
Pastor m. Kennedy I., 
~..JOfflce ~.24~.Home 635.5~11.. 
IN  River Drive . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : 
Terrace, B.C. '~u~day Scho01 10:00 a.m. ' " )  
;Morning Worehl~) 11:00 a,m. 
:Sunday Evenln~i 7:15 p.m. I 
Bible Study Wed, 7:30 p,m. , 
Youth N.ght Thurs 7:~..p.m.! 
J 
48. Suites fo r  Rent  
3 Bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Full basement, 1Vz baths, half 
block from schools, S minute 
walk from town. Suitable for 
families. $238 per month, 6 
months lease. Apply Suite 125- 
4529 Straume. (Cff) 
Only one self.contained 
bachelor suite. No pets. No 
children. No parties. For fur-. 
ther information call between 6 
and 7 p.m. 63S.3576. (Cff) 
. . . . .  HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Ave., 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping 
units, rentrally located, fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non.drinkers only. 
Phone 635.6611. (CTF) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom duplex. 
Frldge, stove & drapes. Also 2 
bedroom mobile home. Apply 
B1-1590 Queensway. (P.31) 
For Rent In Thornhlll. One 
bedroom furnished apts. S140 
per month. Singles only. Phone 
635.2065. (P.31) 
For Rent: modern 2 bedroom 
duplex, spacious living and 
dining rooms, range & frldge 
Included. Located on Clark Rd. 
Call 635.5397. (P.31) 
49. HOI3.¢S fo r  Sale 
New 3 bedroom home in the 4600 
Block Welsh. Full price $39,000. 
Madig Censlruction Ltd. (Cff} 
24x32 furnished house on V2 acre 
in Thornhill. Close to schools. 
Fer ced and landscaped. What 
offe,s? Phone 635.3782. (P.34) 
For Sale: 2 homes on ~ acre lot' 
just outside Terrace. 
Reasonably priced. Phone 63'~- 
6884 ~fter 5 p.m, (CTF) 
5acreswith 2 bedroom house in 
town. Will help finance. Phone 
635.4453. (Ctf) 
COUNTRY LIVING IN TOWN 
Beautiful. 5 acres with 2 
bedroom house on bench. Good 
investment potential. Phone 
635-4453. (Ctf) 
3 acres with 3 year old home. 
Close to town. Wall to wall 
shag, 3 bdrms., full basement. 
$48,000:635,7S78 (P-36) :;: * 
Near new townhouse for sale. 
Wffh appliances. 2 blocks from 
downtown. 3 bedroom, 2 
bathroom, 1100 sq. ft. Fenced in 
back yard. Phone 635-5010. 
(Ctfl 
For Sale by Owner: one small 3 
bedroom home on Scott Ave. 
and one 3 bedroom home on 
Straume Ave. Phone days 635. 
3630, evenings 635.4238. (Ctf) 
Modern 3 bedroom house, patio, 
enclosed garage, W-W carpets. 
Large lot with trees and lawn. 
View at 22 Penner Drive. 635. 
5340. (P.32) 
For Sale: 23 acres arable land 
1.5 miles from Smithers Centre. 
10acres hay, rest pasture. Fruit 
trees, 2 dugouts, older three 
bedroom house, new log house 
started, phone 847.2086. d(P-31) 
Good Buy on Smaller Home 
3 bdrm, 1000 sq, ft., carpeted, 
fenced backyard, fruit trees, 
near schools & town. 635.3748. 
i See our  •Real  Es ta te  
Adver t i sement  on the  
back  page  of  th is  week 's  
Enter ta inment  Gu ide  
Pruden i 0urrie 
(1916) Ltd. 
FOR SALE:  House 
basement f inished or nat. 
Three bedrooms Ul~stairs - 
l iv ing room-  kitchen'.  
Furn ished aS9,000 Un- 
furnished $49,000. Telephone 
63S-2159 a f te r  s ix p.m.  
For, Sale: a large o!der 4 
bdrm.~home on 1 acre on 
Haugland. Has rock fireplace. 
2 rental suites In back, large 
basement, fixed as a suite. 
Well furnished. Price $43,000. 
Revenue of $400 per month. 
Phone 635-6941. (Cff] 
For Sale: • Private sale, 3 
bad.room, newly decorated 1200 
eq. ft, Minimum tax, Franklin 
fireplace, lot 75x200, garden, 
stove, frldge, washer & dryer 
Included. Located central 
Thornhlll. Close to schools & 
stores, $29,500, Phone 635.7610. 
(C-32) 
For Sele by Owner: Tudor style 
home. 1250 sq. ft, 3 bedroom, 
eneulte, 2 fireplaces, sundeck. 
Large lot on quiet street. Owner, 
being •transferred, For ap- 
pointment to view phone 635.~ 
9272. (Cff) 
;49. Homes  fo r  Sale 
i 
For Sale: 985 River Drive. On V2 
acre of land,' 1250 sq. ft. 2 
bedroom home with roc room 
upstairs. Full basement con- 
tains e one bedroom self- 
contalned suite. To view call 
635.2060 after 6 p.m. Priced to 
sell now - $37,500.00. (P.31) 
For Sale: family home on 
bench. Approx. 2000 sq. ft. of 
living space up and down. In- 
cludes 3 bedrooms, den, rec 
room, f ireplace, 2 full 
bath'rooms and large workshop. 
On one acre landscaped lot. 
Phone 638.1790. (Ctf) 
Cozy 2 bedroom house, full 
basement with spare bedroom 
and workbench. Every room 
has been redecorated. W.W 
carpet, panelled porch and 
laundry room. Fully landscaped 
lot with garden. Directly across 
from Mil ls Hospital, 7716 
Telrault st. Excellent starter 
home. 638.1454. By appointment 
only. (P.31) 
For Saleby Owner: 1248 sq. ft. 3 
bedroom home at 4818 Halllwell 
on treed tot. W.W throughout, 2 
natural rock fireplaces, finished 
rec room with wet bar, 3 pc. 
bathroom in basement. Priced 
to sell at S54,000. For ap- 
pointment o view call 635.6683. 
(P-31) 
Warehouse 
For Sale, unfinished inside. 
Triple Duplex 
Frame building 30 ft. by 
164 ft. 
Apartment 
Located Pine St., Thornhill area 
on three 80' by 200' lots. 
Very good supply Of water. 
635-7079 
(P.33) 
51. Bus iness Locat ions  
BUILDING TO LEASE: 1500 
SOl. ft. available 1st week of 
September. 635-3680. 4636 
Lazelle. Tfn 
Lazelle Shopping Center. Office 
space for rent. 684 sq. ft. 2net 
floor. Available immediately. 
Rent by month or lease. For 
further information call 635.3S76 
between 6 and 7 p.m. (Ctf) 
FOR RENT 
OFFICE SPACE 
620 sq. ft., 2nd floor, modern 
building, centrally situated. 
WAREHOUSE SPACE 
Ranging up to 20,000 sq. ft. on 
rail trackage. 
Contact Mr. Parker at: 
WlGH:rMAN & SMITH 
• Realty Ltd. 
6354361 
~O, ico space for rLnt, 1000 
,square feet, second flo:.r, 
downtown Ipcaffen, Available 
Immedlately. Phone 635.7181 
t 
52. Wanted  to Rent  
Wanted to rent: 1 or 2 bedroom 
house. Phone 638-1854. (C-31} 
, t  
54. Bus iness P roper ty  " ' 
C~e and two room office space 
for rent at 3010 Kalum~ Also. 
storage and office space, ample 
.parking. For' appointment to 
view call 635-2312 after 6. 
Located Motz Industrial Plaza, 
55, P roper ty  fo r  Sale 
Corner lot for sale in town. 
Corner of Walsh and Sparks.. 
Phone weekdays 395.3515 or 
write to Post Office Box 689, 100 
Mile House, B.C. (C.52) 
13.7 ACRES 
Located on Creek Rd. 
Just off Krumm Rd. 
Half-cleared land, 
seclucled and has 
year round creek. 
Sell~g price $26,000.; 
635-7707 
Lot at Copperside Estate~ 
• 56,5~., 635.5340. (P-32) 
Lot for Sale: Copperelde Estate. 
A~klng 56,500. Phone 635.7753. 
(P.32) 
10' acres of good agr icultural  
land. Call 633.2603. (CTF) ' 
,1 ~ " ' ~ _ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ........ -~'~,~.=~.~ , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~..~= .:4 ~_ ,=~ 
$5. P ropdr ty  fo r  Sale 
'~ a~res with 2 bdrm. house in' 
town. Will help finance. Phone 
635-4453. (Ctf) 
For sale by" owner: 9 prime 
commercial lots on Lakelse 
Ave. In Terrace (2 corners). 
Also 1 bulldln~ lot on Scott Ave. 
Phone days 635.3630, evenings 
635-4238..(Cff) 
30 acres 6 miles W. of Terrace. 
Call 635.2089 or 638-1161. "(C.31). 
COUNTRY LIVING IN TOWN 
1 • 
.S7. Automobi les  - '~  
.-J 
"Igor Sale: 1970 /~zda ;ickup. 
Good condition. Phone 638-1606. 
(P.31) ~ 
Must Sell before August 16:1975 
Flat X19. AS is. Best offer takes 
It. Phone 635-6108 between 9 
a.m. and 5 p.m. After 5 p.m. 635. 
9256. (C.31) 
For Sale: 1975 Nova, 350, 2 
BBL., 14,080 miles. Phone 635- 
5279 after 6. (P-31) 
Beautiful 5 acres with 2 Fishing'Vehicte: 1966 Acadian 
bedroom house on bench. Good wagon. Good running order. 
Investment potential. PhoneRadlo ,  winter tires, 6 cyl., 
635-4453. (Ctf) standard. $300. Phone 63,5-3588. 
For Sale: one large quiet (P-31) 
residential lot, 140'x237' 
suitable for subdivision• 5107 For Sale: 1972 Chevelle 4 dr., 
McDeek .~,venue. Enquire at auto., P.S., P.B., tape deck. 
5108 Mills Street or phone 635- Also 1970 Duster. Parts. Call 
2984. (C.31) after 6: 635.6942. (P-31) 
'RECREATIONAL PROPERT~ For Sale: 1973 GMC ~/~ ton 
pickup. V.8, standard, 4 speed 
transmission, heavy duly all 
round. Very good condition. 
Phone 635-2748. (P.33) 
ORt t t t  
Two parcels of property north 
end of Kalum Lake. Ap. 
proximately 25 miles from 
Terrace. 1 to 2 acres each. 
Creek running through 
property. Phone 635.9471. for 
further Information. (CTF) 
56. Business Opportunity  
Reduced to Sell; 4-plex • $800 
monthly Income. All suites 
Include frldge, stove, living 
room drapes. Full occupancy. 
Phone 635.9471 for further 
,.de. tails. (Stf) 
57. Automobi les  
1976 Cobra I I Mustang. 2800 co, 
V.6, 4.spd., power steering, t-'/' 
Mogs, 60 series T-A radials, low 
mileage. Best offer or trade for 
=/~ ton Chev P.U. and camper. 
Phone 635.9403 after 6. (P.31) 
1973 Land Rover 4 wheel drive 
ow winch, 1975 Cougar XR-7. 
Deluxe automobile. Chinook 
trailer Sales Ltd. 635-2033. D12- 
847. (Ctf) 
1975 Volkswagen for sale. 
Extras• Call 635.4577. (C.32) 
1973 Ford F250 pickup. Power 
lock rearend, 300 cu. in. motor. 
$2400 with canopy. Phone 635. 
• 6636. (P-31) 
For Sale: 1973 Dodge CubCab 
and 1973 Vanguard camper. 
8'9". Offers? Contact Mike at 
Bank of Montreal. 638.1131. 
(Ctf) 
1973 4 speed, Va ton, GMC. Good 
condition. Phone after 6 • 635- 
1974 Gremlin X. 258 cu. in., 
slxl• standard. $3480 or best 
offer. Phone after 6 • 635-9529. 
'(P-32) 
t-or Sale: 1967 Vauxhall Viva 
Station Wagon. $300 as In, also a 
Toddler car seat - S8, misc. baby 
items • Sl0, mobile home fires, 
rims & axles, 1 baby buggy. 
Phone6~-1507. 
3 3175. (P-31) 
For Sale: 1976 Ford Super Cab 
F.100 Ranger XLT and deluxe 
• canopy with iowmlleage. Phone 
635.7442. (C-31) 
1973 Ford Crewcab. P.S., P.B., 
390 motor, 25,000 miles. Used 
only as camper. Phone 635.ek536. 
(P-31) 
McCOLL  Real Estate Services Ltd. 
(A. J .  McCOLL  NOTARY PUBL IC)  
4609-A LAKELSE AVE.  
LAKELSE LAKE 
RESIDENTIAL PROPER- 
TIES 
3 bedrooms in this 1652 sq. ft. 
lakeside luxury home. Year 
'round living with all the 
conveniences. Fireplace, wall 
to wall carpets, patios front' 
and back, built in barbecue, 
double windows w.screens and 
many other features. Ex. 
LAKELSE LAKE 
RECREATIONAL 
PROPERTIES 
1000 sq. ft. summer cottage 
with S0' of lake frontage. Fully 
furnished includes propane 
frldge, stove and lights. Near 
mouth of Lakelse River with 
road access. WeN treed 
southern exposure. Asklng 
$32,000. Open to offers./~LS. 
cluslve listing, i l i a . . :~ '~"  
I Large older home with good hillside overlooking Lakelse~ 
potential for family• living, Lake. Furnished with all the 
situated on 1st Ave• Lakelse essentials needed for 
Lake just down from eli's housekeeping. 100'  lake 
Place, includes self.contained' frontage, water system with 
rental unit at rear• Connected gas pump, access via Beam 
to hydro and telephone• Stn. Rd.'Asktng S22,000.00. 
. . . . . . .  ,,= N~ nn I=vrluslve. Ooen to offers - Exclusive. 
Lakeside residence with over 
2000 sq. ft. living area In need 
of interior flnlshlng but ex- 
cellent construction with' 
potential of luxury home. 
Includes large workshop with 
sauna and dog kennels. Ex- 
elusive. 
2 bedroom A-frame on con- 
crete blocks. Cement septic 
tank, gravity water system, 
gas lights and stove. Located• 
on west side with access to 
rear of property.' •Asking 
$22,080.00• ~ALS. 
2 storey cabin on treed 
lakeside lot. 204' lake fron., 
tags. Good road right Into 
cabin• Propane. Exclusive. 
Attractive well kept home. 
Double windows throughout, Ask about our lots listed on or 
chimney for Franklin near the lake Including lots 
fireplace, good well and with the complete pr.vecYOf 
=umphouse. Asking $30,000.~. only boat access. 
MLS. 
635-971T 
Bob Ha l l sor  : Night " 635-6~70 
Bonnie Shaw Phones 635.2662~ 
Bud McCal l  
\ 
\ 
57. Automobi les 65. Mor tgage  Money 
For Sale: 1969 Cougar. 351, 
auto, casette tape deck. Ex- ' UnDTP.BP . I :  
collant condition. Phonebefore lemvl~ilklngb..  
6 - 635.~gl2~ ask for Peter. (P. 
31) 
For sale or trade: I'974 Century 
dBulck S.W.P.S., P.B., 350 
engine, Keystone mags for 
()lder car. Phone 635.9775 attar 4 
p.m. (P.31) 
Ii MONEY!' 
! . . . . . .  FOR. ' 
! Home Purchases 
i Renovation 
I Any other worthwhile pur- 
Iposee. 
I Rates from 
I 13~Y4 percent 
! /PEACE R IV R:  
l" MORTGAGES 
| 2-4619 Lakelse Ave. 
! , 
1967 Cortlna. Mechanics 
special. Phone 685-5080. (Cff) 
, . ;  ! 
196,1 Comet wagon." Air 
conditioning, V-g, auto. Phone 
635-S008. (Cff) 
1973 International ~ fan. v-e, 
auto. Excellent condition. Low 
mileage. Phone 635.5000. (Cff) 
1962 Chev Wagon. V.8, auto. 
Low Price. Phone 635-5000. 
(Cff) 
1974 Chevy :/= ton. Excellent 
condition. Low mileage. V-8, 
auto. Phone 635.5000. (Ctf} 
1967 Chov Nova. 6 cylinder, 
standard, 4 dr. sedan, new 
paint. Phone 
~15.5000. (Ctf) 
TIRES' 
1974 Dodge Power Wagon ~ ton, 
4 wheel drlve. Automatic, P.S., 
.P.B. Phone 635.5136. (Cff) 
Conslgn your car, truck or 
trailer. Let a professlonal sell It 
for you. 
Copper Mountain Enterprises. 
Ltd. 635-4373. DL4144 (Cff) 
1968 Mercury ~ ton Camper 
Special. 360 engine, 4 spd. 
transmission, auxllary beffery. 
$1200 firm. Phone 635.5854. (C- 
31} 
For Sale: 1973 Toyota Land- 
crulser 4 x 4. 31,080 miles. Good 
shape. Phone 635.3049 or 635- 
7161. (P.31) 
• 58. Mobi le  Homes  
i "12 x 68 commonwealtl, 
Diplomat. Fully furnished, less 
than one year old for sale. 635- 
7077. (P-31) 
F(~r Sale: 2 bedroom ~noblle 
home• 12x46. Contact Avco 
Financial Services. 635.7107. 
(C-32) 
SECOND MORTGAGES 
• NO bonuses, 
brokerage or f inder's 
fees 
• Borrow up to $15,000 
a 14.9% on amounts 
over $8,000 • 
• 15 year amortization 
HOUSEHOLD REALTY 
CORPORATION LIMITED 
TERRACE 
4608 Lakelse Avenue 
635-7207 
66. Campers 
t-or 5ale: 1974 9V~" Rustier • 
camper. Excellent condition. 
Asking $3500..Phona 635.2329. 
(P.31) 
Older model 17' travel trailer In 
good condition. Frldge & stove, 
furnace, toilet. Asking $1500. 
Phone 635.2486. (P-31) 
1966 - 16' Scamper Waller. Fully 
equipped. Any reasonable offer 
will be considered. Phone 638. 
1790, (Cff) 
1975 14' Okanagan Travel 
Trailer. Phone 635-2044. (C-31) 
For Rent: 3 bedroom trailer. 
• Fully furnished, with washer & 
~dryeP; I~hone~.tL%5-9605.' (P~I)  i
Mobile home for Sale: 19493 
bedroom Glendale trailer & lot.. 
Pai'tlally furnished. S16,000. 
Phone 638;1050 a~ter 5. (P-34), 
For sale: 12x52 Safeway 2 
bedroom. Very good condition• 
Set up In local trailer perkJ 
Phone 635.6992 or 635-3533. (P- 
32) 
For Sale: Duchess 1969, two 
bedroom trailer. 12x48 fully 
furnished, one addition 
bedroom I0x18, deep freeze, 
large lot, storage shed, garden, 
all fenced and lawn. Package 
$16,500 or you can buy the 
trailer separately. 635-3752. (P- 
32) 
For Sale: 1970 12 x 48 Duchess 2 
bedroom• Located 10.North 
Kalum Trailer Park. 635.3250 
after 5. (C-32) 
For Rent:. trailer stalls; • Aloha 
Trailer Court. Phone 335-7035. 
(Cff) 
. . . .  For sale: 1975 Lionel Tent 
Trailer - sleeps 6 - fully 
equipped. New condition'. Phone 
635.2052. View 4918 Scott Ave• 
(P-31) 
'68 Travelali'e 16' )railer. Fully 
equipped with equalizer hitch. 
Phone 635-6531 days and leave 
name and numbe'r. (CTF) 
The Stsrcroft Tent Tra,  ers ar(; 
here. Starmester 6. Galaxie 
Swinger. Copper Mountain 
Enterprises, 1049 Hwy. 16 East. 
DL 1.2-842._635-,1373.. 
6"8. Legal  
• NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased: 
TOWLAND, John, late of 335 
Roslyn Blvd., North Van- 
couver ,  OKNIANSKI ,  
Alexander, late of Tatabrose, 
BALL, Irving Herbert 
Cameron, late of 1706 Edin- 
burgh Street, New West- 
mlnster, B.C. 
Creditsrs and others having 
claims against the said 
estate(s) are hereby required 
to send them duly verified to 
the PUBLIC TRUSTEE, 635 
Burrard Street, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6C 3L7, before the 2nd of 
September, 1976 after which 
dote the assets of the said 
estate(s) will be distributed, 
having regard only to claims 
that have been received. 
Clinton W. Foote, 
Public Trustee (C-31) 
NOTICE OF 
For Sale: 12x60 General mobile ...• 
home. Partly furnished. Good 
condition. $5500. Set up at 37 
Timberland Trailer Park. 
Phone 635.7738. (P.31) 
• For sale: 1973 Glendall mobile 
home 12x66. Contact M. 
Whelpley at Bank of Montreal. 
638.1131. (Ctf) 
t'or 5ale: Duchess 1969, two 
bedroom trailer. L 12x48 fully 
furnished, one addition 
bedroom 10x18, deepfreeze, 
large lot, storage shed, garden, 
all fenced and lawn. Package 
$16,500 or you can buy the 
trai!er separately. 635-3752. (P- 
33) 
FOR SALE 
A.1 Beautiful condition. 1973 
Glendale Mobile Home 12'x54'- 
and Joey Shack 12'x20' with 
porch 15'x6'. Finished on the 
Inside with two extra rooms: 
Sold together or separately. 
Phone 
635-4094 
APPLICATION 
FOR CHANGE 
OF NAME 
• NOTICE is hereby given that 
an application will be made to 
the Director of Vital Statistics, 
for a change of name, pursuant 
tethe prmdslons of the "Change 
of Name Act," by me:. William 
French of 4B20 Welsh Avenue In 
Terrace, In the Province of 
British Columbia, as follows:- 
To change my name from 
Wi l l iam French to William 
Hugh McRae. 
Dated this 29th day of July, 
A.D. 1976. 
William French (P-31) 
I n  1915 and 1916, Vilb- 
jalmur Stefansson, a 
Canadian born Icelander, 
added the last major land 
masses to tho map of the 
Canadian Arctic Ar- 
ehipulago. 
Mineral production for the 
year 1974-75 in the N.W.T. 
was valued at more than 
After 6. $223 million and $185 million 
(Cff) " for the Yukon. This is an 
increase of 40 percent and 
For Sale: 3 bedroom double 23.3 percent respectively 
wide trailer. Furnished on 1 from the previo~s year. " 
acre corner lot In New Remo. Mineral production in the 
For Information phone 635-3279. N.W.T. aecounts for 6.3 
(C.31) 
percent of Canada's total 
mineral output, yet 100 
~ percent of the tungsten, 59 
* percent of the lead,  23 
percent • of the  zinc, 24 
percent o f  the silver 
P¢?RflCIPaL'TID[! • produced by Canada comes 
Walk a Mock.Today., |r0m the north. 
6e. Legal  
APPLI'¢ATIdN FOR 
A PERMIT UNDER 
THE POLLUTION 
COMTROL ACT, 1975 
(REFUSE) 
The application Is to be filed 
with the Dlrenfor, Pollution 
Control Branch, Parliament 
Buildings, Victoria, British 
Columbia. Any person who 
qualifies as an objector under 
section 13(2) of the Pollution 
Control Act, 1967 may, within 30 
days of the date of application, 
or within 30 days of the date of 
publication in the British 
Columbia Gazette or in a. 
newspaper, or, where service is 
required, within 30 days of the 
serving of a copy 9f the ap- 
plication, file with the Director 
an objection In writing to the 
granting of a permit, stating the 
manner in which he is affected. 
Those who do not so qualify may 
file with the Pollution Control 
Board en objection In writing 
under section 13(6), in the same 
manner and time period as 
described above. 
Canedlan Cellulose Company, 
Limited of i111 West Hastings 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 
2K2 hereby apply to the 
Director for a permit to 
discharge refuse from the 
Kalum Reload located on I.R. 
No. 1 west of Terrace and give 
notice of their application to all 
perk;Gas affected. 
The refuse.disposal site shall 
be located on vacant Crown 
Land, Range 5 C.D. which Is 
approximately 5•6 kllometres 
north of the Kelum Weigh- 
Scales. ' 
The type of refuse to be 
discharged shell be a mixture of 
bark, wood and soil with some 
yard clean-up. 
The quantity of refuse to be 
discharged shall be as follows: 
Average daily discharge (based 
on operating period) 23 cubic 
metres. 
The operating period during 
which the refuse will be 
discharged shall be intermittent 
throughout the year. 
The nature of characteristlca 
(in percent by weight) of the 
refuse to be discharged is 
estimated to be as follows: Bark 
- 25 percent, Wood - 20 percent, 
Mud - 20 percent, Gravel - 25 
percent, Yard Clean-Up - 10 
percent. 
The type of treatment o be 
applied to the refuse Is modified 
land fill - -  approved dump. 
h John Pouseffe, Regional 
Administrator hereby certify 
that a copy of this application 
has been received by the 
Rngionsl District of Kltimat- 
Stikina... L 1" ' ' 
"This ai)plicatlon, dated on the 
19th day of July, '.1976, was 
posted on fho ground in ac- 
cordance with' thR ~Pollutlon 
Control regulatlons 
D.G. Ma~:Klnnon (C-31) 
The eastern part of the 
N.W.T. is almost devoid, of 
forests but in the Mackenzie 
district there are areas of 
forest with species of trees 
varying from conifers and, 
birch to poplar and spruce. 
't~vo specially built drill• 
ships will test the bottom of 
the Beaufort Sea this 
summer for reserves of oil 
and gas which could be five 
to six times greater than 
those known in Southern 
Canada. This unique 
program, *the first attempt 
at exploration in Arctic 
waters, will also have the 
toughest-ever controls 
imposed by government. 
Eleven Eskimos from 
three Arctic communities 
have taken part in. a three- 
week geology course at Fort 
Smith and Yellowknife, co- 
sponsored by Indian and 
Northern Affairs and 
Canada Manpower. 
NEW IH TOWN? 
W US PUT 
OUT THE MAT 
FOR YOUr 
o 
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Social research appointment made 
F.xluoation Minister Dr. dividuals involved in Dr. McGeer said: "I am 
Pat McGeer and Economic re8eareh, both in and out of eonfldent that Dr. Gaudry's 
Development Minister Don. B.C. His preliminary report findings will be invaluable 
Phillips recently announced is expected by the middle of in assisting the f_,o~mulation 
tbe appointment of Dr. September. of this provinces mmre 
Roger Gaudry, of Montreal, economic and social 
as a special eonsultant tothe "British Columbia must- direction.'- ' 
government on industrial begin moving towards 
and social research activity greater diversification f its • , .. 
i n p o s t -s e c o n d a r y industrial base into ~ 
education, secondary and high • nrunoll 
"Dr.  Gaudw has been technology industries," Mr.  Representative 
asked to investigate tbe:  P ld l l ipssald."Theresearch 
present level of research community has an •im- portent role to play in terms 
activity in British Columbia of stimulating research 
and to tell us what research innovations and' the ex- 
our colleges and universities 
should be doing to nourisn 
economic growth in the 
province," said Dr. 
McGeer. 
"This is a top flight ap- 
pointment, as Dr. Gaudry is 
unquestionably the most 
qualified man in Canada to 
advise the department on 
such matters," the minister 
stated. 
- Mr. Phillips called the 
appointment a definite step 
towards furthering broader- 
based economic develop- 
ment in the province. "Dr. 
Gaudry's tudy is the im- 
portant first step in relating 
B.C.'s economic op- 
portunities to its educational 
requirements," besaid. 
Dr. Gaudry is currently 
president of the In- 
ternational Association of 
Universities, with offices in 
Paris, France. He is a 
former president of the 
Univ.ersity of Montreal 
(1965-1975) and "was a 
founding member of the 
Science Council of Canada 
and its chairman from 1972- 
1975. Dr. Gaudry was also 
vice-president and director 
of industrial research of the 
pharmaceut ica l  group 
(1954-1965) at Ayerst 
Laboratories in Montreal. 
His terms of reference are 
to investigate: 
1. the dimensions of 
university and industrial 
based research in B.C. and 
its adequacy for the future 
economic development of 
the province. 
2. the portions of present 
post.secondary activity 
related primarily to 
research rather than 
teaching and its adequacy in
terms of the 10ng rai~gb 
social and economic growth 
of the province. 
3. the role of the provincial 
government in sponsorship 
of the so~ial, natural and life 
sciences with recom- 
mendations for the future. 
Dr. Gaudry is expected to 
meet with various academic 
and industrial eaders as 
well as groups and in- 
change of ideas all of which 
can contribute to the 
emergency of a high 
technology industrial base, 
and the necessary pool of 
qualified expertise." 
MANAGEMENT 
TRAINING PROGRAM 
Excellent opportonlty, i'apld 
advancement, progressive. 
benefit. 
Must have Illgh school 
education, drivers Ilcence and 
ability to meet the public. Apply.. 
weekdays . 8:30 to 5:30, 
Associates Financial Services, 
3-4554 Lazelle Ave., Terrace. 
Phone 635.6357. (C.32) 
FOR SALE 
* 5 bedroom Pan-Abode House on 10 acres 
of land, just off pavement. 
,1970 GMC 4x4 pickup 
* one well-drilling rig 
,one 450 John Deere Cat " 
, one Triple 6 Clarke Skidder 
Phone 
635-6884 
Paccar Truck Center Ltd. 
formerly 
Hayes Trucks Ltd. 
Position available immediately for a 
stenographer and accounts receivablederk~ 
Salary commensurate with experience. 
Contact Mr. Braithwaite for interview. 
635-6375 
If Iou are interested in gelling four 
handiorBftg through a retail outlet 
please 
Phone 635.9411 
For further information. • 
All inquiries weloome. 
4920"Davis Street 
Beauti ful  fami ly  home on large lot, qu iet  paved 
street. R-1 Area near  schools, 4 blks. f rom 
down town. 
3 bdrms,  upstairs ,  complete large rec room, 
bathroom and ext ra  bedroom in basement.  
635-7524 
t 
• Evenings 
(Cff) 
CAREFUL to 
crush all 
Smokes dead out. 
RICHARDSON 
SECURITIES OF CANADA 
AI~INOUNCEJVtEr, IT 
GEORGE L. ROBERTSOPI 
The Vancouver Off ice of  
Richardson Securities of Can- 
ada is pleased to announce 
the appointment of George L. 
Robertson as our Area Repre- 
sentative, for Prince George, 
Caribou and the North Coastal 
District. 
Mr. Robertson, who has over 
20 year s experience in the 
securities industry; would'be 
pleased to answer any ques. 
tons you might have regarding 
your Investments. 
He can be reached at our Van. 
couver Office'by calling (604) 
682.1751 collect. 
Distriot of Terraoe 
PUBLIC NOTIQE 
VOTER BEGISTRATION 
1976 CIVIC ELECTION 
(el A res dent of Canada for 12 months, india the Province 
of British Columbia for the past.6 moof~/  ' 
..(d) A resldopt of the DIstrict~of.T.~¢e}. 
and were not registered In 1975JS~a~.M~i~lclk~al Voter in the 
District of Terrcce, you are ellgib~l tO~*~hil) eta the required 
voter registration form. 
.. 1976 amendments to the "Municipal Act" make provision 
'for the registration of non.resident preperly owners end 
corporatlane as voters ebb[eat to certain restrictions. For 
further information concerning the eligibility and 
registration of non.re#ldont and corporate' voters end.st 
voter registration forms, plonm contact the offices of the 
District of Terrace, located In the Municipal Building, 3215 
Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. Telephone ~3S-&111. 
• ..The 1975 list of electors Is available for inspection at the 
District Office, Monday through Friday from 8:30 A.M. to 
4:30 P.M. 
.. G.W. Buchanan 
'.. Clark.Administrator 
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Enjoy Finest Foods, !1 
~,~,,'~'~' ..... i i!ii~J~"~'~Ji~i!~ " ~'~"~i,'~"~;~:!~~ ~'~ 
Wednesda'y~;o"Saturday , Fresh  ........ Apr i©ots i  Canta loupes  I Tomatoes  I 
August 4th  to  7th ~ ~'lG~rOwdne C~e-r-' Ca~'a~lra~i~l°?l°~rnade ea C ' o4 ° 
i rreserveNow, ib. 33 ............................... 39 I,.,or, o. .. . . ....................... 9]  
~:lT:~aRet~ie;:/nS:~/:Onl, I Cucumbers L.o~:?So~gloiuSh e" 49~lCut Gladiolas':~*"10 ,oSr1,291Head Lettuce:~ ~° :  o a 29°1 
Chili lion' Carn  Appie"°Jui©e MoS "a'rella Sai;~dn' Ores'sing 
49 ° A Lunchtime Favourite 14 oz. Tin .................................... • s' 09 
99 ° 10% I)elicious in Salads Just Chill Random off or Sandwiches - -  m 
And Serve , Reg. 32 fl. oz. Jar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i i 
48 fl.  oz. Tin ............................ Cuts ....................... Price 
Fruit Yogur t  "~*~*~e Assorted Flaveurs 8 oz. Container 
Cheese Loaf "°°er°e Processed For Snacks or Meals 
3 orSl.0O Cream Corn ............. 2 for69 c 
2 s2.69"-" D dilik A i~ l~ Ca nterbury" Orange Pekoe n ~ C  
a g o  i~  a~)~)  ~e ~;'ee",o°: [~m°~:'~;k~ i'*ho' 60 ......................... U U  
I Frozen Foods ] Peanut Butte m !:iSzed n S2.29 
Meat Pies ~~ nzkO~y'HB~!~zce'k~(g°'rBeef 3 f°r~VBOO Sockeye Salmon!  ::zne::! aSl.29 
Orange Jun©e!~i :~: .~: i . .  .................... 65c Canned ....... s.3.29 
*A  i i~  Be, air Frozen ' ~- -~AC uream .................. O= I Health & Beauty Aids I 
Sherbet Lucerne;Lime, Orange 69 ° Razor Blades , - -d  ,,-,o Raspberry, Triple Treat or Double Edge Ut~i  
Grape. 1 litre Contain;)r ................... • ................... Pkg. of 5 .............................. 'm, 'm, 
• [] C 
FP:~t ~ePrs~ A~:.don $ Wh,p Topping 32. .......... ....... 99 Deodorant ,v.,,o. ............ .................... 1 19 
oh iseef 0hiCK m i= u Frozen Fr in,, | I ~ .  • .. SSO, - -  - - I  
• m'  ' Y "  [] ' ~;;~ r it :SKinless. wieners  U oss ub ll)hncken WlnESl[,..--,,r..d,.~a°.°m~,~-~ 11# I 
" C "" " Safewa, .randSi Roast I,o,(,i.e,.(oo~,., C~ I Sliced Cooked Ham,oz~acka.e .29 
"OIl0 "~" Tray',~ ................. ;  ...... '~ ' ' '  / Beef  $ F.,.ra,,, Sausai ;e  A $1 , )Q JChuckenBreasts l .o ,  ,,d o Canada Frozen 11b Pkl U09 J 
Grade ~ lb. i g i [ inV  i Q .dR A A  n ~ d;,'m n " Gainers. Pepp"e'roni $-" AA '  teak . .  Delicious WhiteMeat, " ~ U Salami, Summer m Tray Pak... .................. , I ,ZU ~ ~ e n  o,,,,.,o., n,w 
Round,S s- IBreade, d .ChJ°kenPads ** 
°BroRe~ea::.Be:f Cut. Graae o w n _  . A ........................... - Ib. _ _1 - - 'UHI  TraYPak Random Weights ' ~ m . .  ' ...........  'lb.. 1 .99  I G~dGood Breakfast Re, or Thlck Sliced. llb. Pkg .~ iBr~eakf~a 's t .  egiD.orTq~lc1~ i v c e l i l k  " in #; ; / I  
Cooked Shrimpmeat Top Sirloin Steak 
Boneless A s 2 . 3 9  
Beef Grade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Brilliant .r.d 99 ° Frozen 
6 oz. Pkg. 
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Reveen - -  the Impossiblist. Direct from Las Vegas, 
the well-known hypnotist Reveen will appear in 
Terrace at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre Monday, August 9 
and Tuesday, August 10 at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $4 at 
Sight & Sound or $4.50 at the door. (Dave Thomson 
photo). 
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For the Week ~ August 4th thru August110th, 1976 
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2, ENTERTAINMENT,  THE HERALD, Wed. Aug. 4, 1976 
Playwrights colony Iocafed at Banff Centre.- 
A Playwrights Colony at Columbia.. Alberta Culture! 
The Banff Centre, June 14 to ]and Nova Scotia's Ministry 
August 14, brings together ,~of Recreation. The 
29 stage artists known for n a t i o n a 11 y k n o w n 
their interest in and corn- Playwrights Co-op is sup- 
mitment to new work for the plying professional con: 
theatre. The Centre is tracts and is acting in an 
providing ~na~Or financial advisory capacity. 
support facilities. ,Under the direction of one 
Ftwther financial assistance of Canada's best-known 
comes from the Canada theatre figures, Tom 
Council, the Samuel and Hendry, the Colony results 
Saidye Bronfman Foun- from significant ex- 
dation of Montreal, the periments held at the Centre 
Cultural Fund of British in  1974 and  1-q~5 i.n__, the_  
I 
,,[ Does your carpet 
, l ook  like Santa's 
rekndeer stayed 
the night? 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:'i!:.;: : .  " :' ~"  - t i :  : 
~i!~i!i~i~i~!;~ii~.;:~!i.i~.i!~:~iii~ii~;:=:;~i=~:~i~i~:~ii~;::~:: = and. better 
~;~ ~!~ii!~ii :~ i: for July. 
a-ntAth ' -  pro • DO it yourself and save! 
-"24B - 
' STEAMS{ b carpet  c leaner 
S|e~IIIIEX 50 I 101IS ca ,  l y  | f l lS  5e~1 
j .  C 1976U S FI00t Systems Iiic 
STEAMEX ~s a Reglslered Serwce & Trade Mark 
STF.AMEX uIihzes the HOt Wafer Exlracl~on Process 
) 
• Jet action (~) penetrates to 
loosen ground-in dirt and old 
shampoo (.~ then sucks it out 
~') to beautify carpet! 
• Dries quickly! 
• For rental location near you. 
- 0SE OUR HANDY DRIVE THROUGH WINDOW 
~1/~ 2 7 Eme/~on 635-5119 o.o.,..o.o.,. 
) 
) 
' i  
training and aevelopment of 
young Canad ian  
playwrights. It will attempt 
to bring recognition to 
playwrights of English 
Canada through the 
provision of invitational 
scholarships, provide a 
milieu in which the less 
experienced may work side 
,by side with professionals 
and strengthen a sense of 
p~ofession among Canada's 
aywrights and those ac- 
tors, directors, designers 
and technicians who have 
exhibited a strong sense of 
commitment tothe growing 
body of Canadian dramatic 
literature. 
In describing the 
program, Mr. Hendry said,t 
"The Colony signifies a new. 
initiative in the develop- 
ment of dramaturgy for the 
Canadian stage." 
Along with Mr. Hendry, 
the other directors of the 
program are William Lane 
of Toronto Free Theatre; 
John Neville of Edmonton's 
"Citadel Theatre; Richard 
Schick who ha~ worked as a 
stage manager for Theatre 
Calgary and Alberta 
Theatre Projects and will 
join the Citadel this autumn 
and the well-known free- 
lance director, Eric Steiner. 
Playwrighting Fellows in 
the Colony include Hrant 
Alianak, Larry Fineberg, 
Stop wondering what 
you'd do if you won 
cutting. 
R.R. 2, Woodland Heights .00 I 
Terrace, B.C. . m:n nmc'u~'r 
Early Bird Draws: July 27th, August 51st, . . . . . . . . . .  
• ' ' S]eptember 29th, October Z6th. . 
== NO. OF T ICKETS~ AMOUNT I • [ CHEQUE ~ MONEY m 
I REQUIREDL._~ENCLOSEDI I . I I ORDERI I I 
I NAME ' t | 
:::CODE. I 
Proceeds tothe B.C. Lions Society for Crippled Children. 
Martin Kinch and  Rick- • " 
Salutin of Toronto; Bryan 
wade of Toronto and Vic- 
toria; Tom Cone and Sharon 
Pollock of Vancouver; and " 
David Fennario of  Mon- 
' t rea l .  P laywr i t ing  
Associates are Frank Moher • 
and Gordon Pengilly of 
Edmonton; Janis Rapoport, 
Erika Ritter and Judith 
of Gallant of Toronto; Tom 
Walmsley, Brenda 'White 
and Bonnie Worthington Of- 
Vancouver; Glenn Bodyan 
of Winnipeg; and: 
Christopher Heide of 
.Halifax. 
During the program, 
Fellows and Associates are 
requires to bring new works 
to some stage of term (first, 
second or final drafts). 
Wherever possible the 
results are presented in a 
public workshop situation. 
Actors associated with the 
Colony are Diane D'Aquila, 
Stephen Markle, Dixie 
Seatle and William Webster 
of Toronto; Tom Hauff of 
Toronto and Vancouver and 
Patricia Phillips of Mort- 
.t real. 
"This program adds an 
exciting' dimension to the 
development of Canadian 
theatre," commented Nell 
Armstrong,  Associate 
Director of the Centre, "and 
we are pleased.that we can 
be a source of en- 
couragement and support 
for this process." 
PNE 
attractions 
POLICE SHOW 
The Vancouver City 
Police will again bring in- 
teresting and entertaining 
exhibits to their permanent 
area in the Lower Concourse 
of the B.C. Pavilion. The 
magnificently trained police 
dogs will put on daily • shows; 
there will be an informative 
display and s l ide presen- 
tation on home and personal 
security and a presentation 
on traffic safety. The award- 
winning Vancouver Police 
Pipe Band will also per- 
form. Vancouver Kiwanis 
Club donated $3,000 to the 
Police to assist in bringing 
this year's show to the 
"public. 
NOW OPEN 
eabaret  
~RelaX & 
iOY yot~rse[~ 
Lakelse Hotel 
• 636-2287 
4620 Lakolse 
Terraoe 
MondL ty - Saturday 9:30 p.m. to 2 a,m. 
0over 0harge ~Fri,-Sat, $2.00 per person ...... 
F 
) 
) ' 
Brown-Cook hosts 
on CBC radio 
• " Harry Brown and Maxine 
Crook have been selected to 
co-host  EBC Radio's 
national morning show next 
season. • The new producer 
for the as yet untiled show is 
• Chr i s ta  Maeots .  
We l l  known to CBC 
listeners, Harry Brown is 
presently the .host of CBC 
Toronto's 'METRO MOR- 
NING SHOW. (For the 
Olympics he is co-hosting 
the CBC's al lday Coverage 
with Elizabeth Gray and 
Wayne Grigsby.) He joined 
the CBC in 1957 after six 
years with a private station 
in Newfoundland. During 
-- his career he had scripted 
and announced 65 different 
radio shows. He is probably 
best known as co-host in the 
early days of the highlyL: 
LETTER TO-THREI= V~/IVES 
1949 Jeanne Crain, Linda 
Darneil, Ann Sothern, Pau~ 
Douglas, Kirk Douglas, Jeffrey 
Lynn. Three country.club wives 
in a small town get a letter from 
a local friend graciously in- 
forming them she is eloping 
with the husband of one which? 
Told in flashback. 
RIVER ~OF MYSTERY 
'1969 Stars Vic Morrow, . Claude 
Akins, Niall MacGinnis, I_0uis 
Sorel. In South America,  a 
diamond hunter hires two ex; 
plosive experts whose talents 
are also sought by 
rev0iutionary ' leader. 
PASSAGE WEST 
1951 Stars John Payne, Dennis 
O'Keefe, Arleen Whelan. Six 
escaped convicts'~force them- 
selvesupon a group of religious 
pioneers heading West. 
FUGIT IVE KiND 
1960 Stars Marion Brando, Anna 
Magnani, Joanne Woodward. 
Guitar.playing hebo arrives in 
Mississippi town .... two women 
o ,  
acclaimed AS IT HAP- 
PENS. He has co-hosted 
CBC Toronto's information 
program the first five ~,ears 
and on occasion, filled m for 
Elwood (;lover on CBC-TV's 
LUNCHEON DATE. 
Maxine Crook llas a long 
track record as a CBC story 
editor. For the past five 
years she's been a regular 
contributor to  THIS 
COUNTRY IN THE 
MORNING and THE 
JUDY SHOW, She has also 
contributed to CBC-TV's 
TORONTO LIFE, as well as 
working for the TORONTO 
STAR• 
Producer Christa Maeots 
has most recently been a 
producer of,consumer news 
for the CBC. Previously she 
was a producer on •THIS 
COUNTRY IN THE 
MORING. An avid admirer 
of •radio in the thirties and 
forties, She plansto capture 
the excitement, in- 
vo lvement ,  and fun of 
golden age radio. Her plans 
are for a truly national 
WEEKEND, THE MOR- show, one that will bring the 
NING AFTER, and most  country into the show, l ive 
recently been story editor of every morni~ig. 
' h . . . . . . .  , TI  11 I " T, i l  - -  THE FIFTH ESTATE. S e- • 
. . . .  THE SWAY MASTER has a strong ~ournahstm . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~--k"round havin-  con •Texan um A[[ernury wm 
"~;  ~ ' ~ " h t o " " ' tributed to MACLEANS, s ow.pa, r ns why he  s 
~,i, ~ ,  n ~ v N ~ c. ~ q, earnea me name oy per- 
. . . . . . . . .  . . . .  "" : ' ' ' -  forming his heart-stopping 
sway-Pole act from an 80- 
LITTLE COL,NELl. foot pole located on the roof 
1935 Shirley Temple, Lionel Of the Agrodome Building, It; 
Barrymore, ~velyn Vanable, 
Hattie McDanlels. The "Little 
Colonel" saves the plantation. 
Stars the child actress in. a 
favorite role. Producer is B.G. 
DeSylva. 
THREE FOR THE SHOW. 
1955 Sfars Betty Grable, Jack 
Lemmon. Wife who remarried 
when musical comedy, writer 
husband is .reported killed in 
action, is confronted by first 
husband's return. 
BORN LOSERS 
1967 Stars Tom Laughlin, ~' 
Elizabeth James, Jeremy Slate,i 
Half breed boy attempts to stoP• 
a motorcycle gang from beating 
up a teenager and is jailed for 
his effort. 
STRANGER WOREA GUN 
1953 Stars Randolph Scott, 
Claire Trevor, Joan Weldon, 
Ernest Borgnine. Man, whose 
life is saved by a bandit, 
reluctantly joins in conspiracy 
means Bill will be per- 
forming his Stupefying 
Stunts from a total[ 187 feet 
above the ground".., three 
ti__mes daily. ~ 
fall+in love with him. to Iootthe stage lines. 
J o ~+ + 
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B.C. SCHOOLS 
FR IENDLY GIANT 
MR. DRESSUP.  . 
SESAME STREET , 
BOB SWrlZER 
CBC NEWS 
BRITAIN SPEAKS . "  
WI LD KINGDOM 
i 
DEATH VALLEY DAYS 
EDGE OF NIGHT 
TAKE 30 
ROMPER ROOM 
I 
I (A~, - , - ,q 'S  YOGA . ' 
TEN A.M. " 
'IT'S YOUR MOVE 
JEAN CANNEM SHOW 
NOON NEWS• 
MOVIE  MATINEE "R ivf f  
of M~. -~" .  
CELEBRITY DOMINOES. 
WHAT'S THE GOOD WORD? 
CELEBR/TYCOOKS 
FOREST RANGERS 
MR. DRESSUP 
I~S YOUR CHOICE 
OL • • • 
. + 
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.. ANOTHER WORLD 
"MISTER ROGERS 
THE BRADY BUNCH SESAME STREET, 
THE FBI " ~ . 
ElF 
CANADIAN ADVERTIS ING ADVISORY BOARD 
I I  i l  I 
"ON H IGHWAY 16"  
. . . .  I I 
. •  • 
1737 - 2oth AVENUE 
• • • .  . . . 
MASTER CHARGE CHARGEX 
FOR RESERVATIONS TELEPHONE 564-68"69 " 
1737 •TWENTIETH AVENUE i 
• , i 
MARG AND :JOHN RAHIER PRINCE GEORGE, B.C.,, 
FULLY  MODERN 
ELECTRIC  HEAT ING 
K ITCHEN FACIL IT IES  
COLOUR •TELEVIS ION 
GOV'T  APPROVED 
I 
i - . . 
The p lace  to stay wh i le ,  shopping, golf ing, 
hol idaying,  t ravel l ing through or  just visit ing 
fr iends,  close to ma ior  shopping centres, etc. 
9:30 FR IENDLY G IANT 
9:45 MON AMI 10:30 MR. DRESSUP ~ 
, " I0:00 B.C. SCHOOLS 11:00 SESAMESTREET 
/ 
6:00 UNIVERSITY ;  OF  THE A IR  
6:30 B .C .A .M.  
7 :00  CANADA A.M.  
9:00 •ROMPER ROOM 
9:30 •KAREEN'S  YOGA 
' . 9 :00  
' .. 9 :30 .  
" - I0 :00 .  
" , 10 :30  . 
• • 11:00 ' 
11:30 
12:00 
12:30 
! :00 " 
1~30 
2 :00  
~ 2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
! 4:00. 
• " , . . . °  4 : 3 0  , 
- 5:00  
i0:00 TEN A .M.  
10:30 IT'S YOUR MovE 
I1:00' JEAN CANNEM SHOW 
12:00 NOON NEWS 
12:1S DEF IN IT ION 
: + 
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MR. P IP I=K 
FRI ENDLY GIANT 
MR. ORE,SUP 
• " i 
SESAME STREET 
BOB SWITZER . 
"csc NEWS 
BRITAIN SPEAKS 
SHOWCASE 
ROMPER ROOM 
• KARF~WS YOGA - 
TEN A.M, , 
i 
ITf$ YOUR MOVE 
JEAN CANNEM SHOW 
NOON NEWS 
MOVIE  MATINEE , 
" F ~  ."~-'~." 
DEATH VALLEY DAYS .- 
EDGE OF NIGHT CELEBRITY DOMINOES 
TAKE 30 WHAT'S THE GOOD!WORI)? 
CELEBRITY COOKS ANOTHER WORLD. 
FOREST RANGERS ' . + . .  
r ' 
MR. DRESSUP THE BRADY BUNCH 
I'i'S YOUR CHOICE THE FBI .. ., 
I 
i 
. . .  . . ' . .  
o 
MISTER ROGERS . 
SESAME STREET.  ' . ~ . ,  
o 
I . 
LOVE AMER. STYLE 
BOB.NEWHART • '. 
HOURGLASS 
BAREI " rA . .  
MOVlN ON 
THE HARD PARTBEGINS 
i ,  
cO.CERTO 
• NATIONAL 
NIGHT F INAL 
• ELECTRIC -COMPANY' '  
• N E W S H O U R  +,  :'ZOOM • • - ' ' 
( 
CFL FOOTBALL "Van- 
~ u v e r  at ~-+.-~ . . . .  . UI I I J I I  I '  
WESTERN 
DRAW 
ADAM 12 , 
"rBIONIC WOMAN ' 
LOTI"ERY' -  
. . ,  
,! 
NEWS HOUR FINAl ."  
HUMAN SEXUALITY . 
LILIAS, YOGA & YOU " 
__ROOK R] :~T  , " . . . .  .. 
THE TRIBAL EYE - . '  
J ENNIE  "LADY RAN- 
DOLPH" 
SAY BROTHER'  
PERFORJMANCE JAZZ * 
"5:30 
"L6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
.7 :30  ' 
. -  8:00 + 
.0:30 
9:00 
9 :30  
"~ 10:00 
10:30 
11:00_ 
11 :30  
FaT .PLAY  "Letter  to LATE SHOW "Three of a , ' " / ' 12 :00  
.T~reeW~ves" ' - - ' rand"  " OW--" " :  . ...:. / i i  ' ..: 12,:30 ~ . LATE,  ~ LATE SH ~" 
. • "Fugitive Kind" ~ . .  -, . . . . . . . . . . . .  
LOVE AMER. STYLE , . . . . .  NEW APPROACHES TO" , 
H IGH .SCHOOL I_I=.~R-,, .. 
HOURGLASS NEWS HOUR ~ NING ~ . L, : .' ~" :.' 
L ITTLE  HOUSE ON THIS IS MUSIC ' . . . . . .  ASCENT OFMAM " ' ' *  i 
PRAIRIE  
• EXCUSE MYFRENCH . .  " ' . . . .  . " , ,~ '  
P'ERFORJ~e~ICE • STREETS OF- '  SAN. . i  RON~IC REBELLION', : 
FRANCISCO .', • 
.. CLASS IC  THEATRE.  • 
• " " PREYlEW . . . . .  ' , ' "  
FELLOW AMERICANS -, ,THE PRACTICE ~ ; CLASSIC THEATRE . . . .  
I 
PTS. EAST, PTS. WEST HERE COMES FUTURE • . . . . . . .  
AMERICA HARRY O : . . . . . .  . ..... - 
i 
THE NATIONAL NEWS itOUl~ F INAL .  
NIGHT FINed, . . . .  ~ . . 
FaT ,  PLAY "L i t t le  LATE SHOW " ~  ~ , . . . .  
• I 
C6;~'  ' "-" ~ " 'LATE~ ~ LATE SHOW • , 
I 
- . . • . , " 
t 
/ 
• . ' • • 
• . '  • . 
• + . .  . 
. - L ,  . 
• . "~ '  
i / / 
# . .  " r 
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Wo d op Isaac Hayesand Dionne rwicke r date 
The Pacific National 
Exhibiton recently an- 
nounced the cancellation of 
the Isaac •Hayes-Dionne 
Warwicke appearance Aug. 
29 as part of the Fairtime 
"Star Spectacular" series. 
The Isaac Hayes agents 
informed the PNE they 
the artist to this area for 
only a one-night, one-city- 
engagement• 
The PNE, which had been 
selling tickets for the show 
based upon a package ap- 
pearaance oftwo top artists, 
thus felt it had no alter- 
nalive but to cancel the 
were cancelling his ap- entire show. " 
pearance because a Refunds may be obtained 
prospective U.S. northwest from the Vancouver Ticket 
tour, built around the PNE Centre or any of its outlets. 
play date, did not "We regret any m- 
materialize, convenience this may cause 
The Hayes agents said to those who purchased 
~ey were reluctant to send_ tickets for the show," •said 
sandman 
INNS'l 
4828 i6  W-e-;t 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dining Room Open 
I A.U.- 11 F.i .  
Buffet Lunoh 
11:30 I . l .  - 1=30 P,i. 
SAUNA BATH 
SWIMMING POOL 
Now Open - Vanoouver Sandman. 
Make your resenation$ 
at 
635-9151 
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B.C. .SCI~'~_ __S 
FRIENDLY GIANT 
t,~n. oR_m~_0p 
¢=rd~lE STREET 
BOB SWlI'WP~ 
r_w~_ NEWS . 
BRITAIN S Ix=_~Y_S 
WILD KI .1~' -~ 
_m=~TH V~.t t ~ DAYS 
E_rv~_J3_ OF = NIGHT 
TAKE 30 
~t=t raRITY __r~J~F_..S 
FOREST RANGERS 
MON *_. m _ 
IT'S YOUR CHOICE 
LOVE N .~2.  STYLE 
i 
.._oOCtJJFOR_._D FI t ~¢ 
MARY TYt_~=P. _E~_?OR_._E 
MASH 
SUNSHINE HOUR 
POLICE STORY 
NIGHT FINAL 
FO~Y "My Gel Sal, 
ROMPER ROOM 
¥_A_O.EE~S YOC_ ~.  
TEN A J~ 
• IT'S YOUR MOVE 
JEAN CANNEM SHOW 
W'JON NEWS 
MDVIE MATINEE "Naksd 
r ~ l r  
WHAT'S THEQOOD; ..~'~_..m 
I 
.I~IE _np_~_ny BUNCH 
THE FBI 
NEWS HOUR 
PNE general manager John 
Rennie, "but the dir- 
cumstances were. beyond 
our control." 
The Aug. 29 date will now 
be filled by a "Disco Dance 
Party" which will feature 
both live and recorded 
music. The floor of the 
Coliseum will be cleared to 
enable •show patrons to 
dance. 
Tickets for the Dance 
Party will be $2.50, which 
includes PNE grounds entry 
of $1.75. 
In addition to the general 
dancing, the PNE will put 
up $3,000 in prize money for 
competition i  five dances. 
Winning couple in each 
category will receive $250.00 
with $150 going to the run- 
ner-up and $50 to the third 
pair. Fina!ly, the five 
J I  
HOUSE OF SEVEN CORPSES 
1973 Stars Faith Domergue, 
John Ireland, John Carradine. 
Adeserted Victorian mansion is 
being used as a set by a motion 
picture company. The house has 
a gory history of violent deaths 
and there is evidence of wit- 
chcraft and black: magic being 
practiced there. 
THE HOUSE THAT 
SCREAMED 
1971 Stars Lill i Palmer, John 
Moulder Brown. A widow runs a 
turn.of.the-century French 
school for girls with a strict 
demeanor, so much so that her 
young pupils have escape on 
their minds rather than lessons. 
McCLOUD: THE GANG THAT 
STOUE MANHATTAN- 
While investigating a near- 
perfect jewelry heist on the set 
of a motion picture being 
filmed, McCIoud is wooed by an 
actress at~d harrassed by an 
actor who want~ to be a real.life 
detective. Guest stars Larry 
Hagman, Leslie Parrish and 
Fernando Lamas. 
| 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
12:30 
!:00 
,1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
" 4:30 
5:00 
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
6:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
o12:00 
12:30 
"~.r~.~q.,=ORD & SON 
CTV FRI. MOVIE, "M¢- 
__n,~d__' Tim C,,---G 11~ _~:: 
Manlwllan" W~HiNGTON WK. . . . . . .  
WA~ ST. WEEK 
- MASTERPI ECE 
THEAt~,- 
GIR~qD _~v_n COUNTRY 
KO&AK SPAIN 
"H0um of :.~..--'1 ,G~ ~.~'~ 
SUS~'~,E THEATRE II 
.,,ttmse 1hat Sm~l"  
i 
~STER ROGERS- 
~-= _~,~v~ s'lr~ EEr ~- 
m r-CTRIC . COi~ANY 
'Z~X)M ,e.,. 
"pEA~.,~KsRS- ', 
FIRING UNE 
NEW5 .H~-JP- ~: ! .~  
SUSPE.N$:= THEATRE I 
successful couples will 
dance-off or a Grand Prize 
of $1,000. Audience reaction 
will determine the winners. 
The satisfying 
. crunch of crashing cars will 
echo through the Pacific 
National Exhibition grounds 
Aug. 21 through Sept. 6. 
The 1976 version of 
Canada 's  la rgest  
Demolition Derby is the 
tenth organized by the 
Satellites Motorsport Club, 
who are promising a 
spectacular  birthday 
celebration. 
The Club 'started the 
Demo Derby at Callister 
Park in 1966 and now it has 
grown into one of the PNE's 
:foremost attract ions,  
drawing more than 250,000 
spectators to the aptly 
named Action Centre. 
.NAKED PREY 
1966 Stars Cornel Wilde, Gert 
Van Der Berg, Ken Camper. A 
white hunter and his party are 
captOred by a primitive tribe 
and all are tortured and put to 
death but the white hunter, who 
is set free, naked and 
weaponless, to be tracked down 
by the tribe's fiercest warriors. 
CALL OF THE WILD 
1935 Clark Gable, Jack Oakie, 
Loretta Young, Reginald Owen, 
Katherine De Mil le.  Hardy 
young man, his paul and a girl 
are stranded in the YtJkon and 
join forcecto locate a rich claim 
in the Arctic wasteland. 
QUEEN OF THE STARDUST 
BALLROOM 
1975 Stars "Maureen Stapleton, 
Charles During, Michael 
Brandon, Charlotte Rae. A 
suddenly widowed Bronx 
housewife's empty life takes on 
a new meaning when she 
Doug Harder, President o f  
the Satellites, a'id there wil l  
be 38 shows at the PNE this 
year, all preceded by "super 
stunts" .  
He said Joe Drew of 
Carson, California will be 
back to perform his "Wall of 
Fire" routine. In 1974, Joe 
suffered serious burns at- 
tempting his stunt and spent 
three weeks in Vancouver 
Genera l  Hosp i  t_al. 
In the competitive events, 
the drivers will show their 
skill and daring in a hey/ 
feature  "Demol i t ion  
Showdown", in which two 
drivers at a time do battle in 
the arena. 
"Enjoy the present." Horace 
MY GAL SAL 
1942 Rita Hayworth, Victor 
Mature, John Sutton, Carole 
Landis, James Gleason, Phil 
Silvers. Songwriter Paul 
Dresser's love for a mus ica l  
star of the Gay Nineties and his 
rise to fame. Lots of good 
music. 
THE SEVEN MINUTES 
1971 Stars Wayne" Mauder, 
Marieanne McAndrew, Philip 
Carey. Young man accused of 
raping a coed is alleged to have 
been under the influence of a 
pornographic book. In the 
sensational courtroom batt le ,  
the Supposedly dead author 
turns up to reveal that the book 
was autobiographical,  not 
pornographic. 
FROM HERE TO ETERNITY 
1954 Star~s Burt Lancaster, 
Montgomery Cliff, Deborah 
Kerr, Frank Sinatra. Powerful 
drama of the passions and 
discovers a local dancehall. She violence of a group of soldiers 
meetsand forms an attachment stationed at Pearl Harbour jus.t 
to a married mailman, before World War II. 
I "  
. , !  
. f  
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I 
KIDOIES ON t(.~dVgERA 
SESAME STREET 
q.A~TON 6G~-S 
WA/t=KVILLE GANG 
Xi [l~-iU FF" ......... 
~,=-s  ~cE  . . . . . . .  
~ . .  m 
. . . .  . . . . .  d 
CIRCLE SQUARE MCGOWAN & CO. ' ' 
THE SKY BEGINS JOYS OF COLLECTING ' 
NFB Fi lMS COUhl~Y WAY 
Ob-r-u~ SF~¥SMAN 
CANADIANS AT THE XXI GOOD TIMES 
OLYMp!Ah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
CHNW~IONSHIP TENNIS 
Vv~ WORLD OF i.'~uKi 
INII=I(NATIONAL "BOAT Nd:~II:R ROGE'RS 
I~AIrl=~ .., : • ~ . . ~ . . . . . . .  ~.,~ 
EXPO • 'BASEBALL  CFL FCK)IuALL'Sask..at 
"C~_'-----~ at " ' - " "  - -  , , , , .  "Hamilton" 
CEILIDH KEITH/McCOLL 
OIb~ (.XA~R F.bUCATION THE Jt=PPt=K~DNS 
CEC NEWS ROLF HA~,,S SHOW 
I.O~-T ISLAND CTV MOVIE "Queen of the 
S;~.ir~Sl Balh-v~,~" 
kvJ  : , 'K  
BOB McLEAN 
i 
PHYLLIS 
THE NATIONAL 
i 
NIGHT FINAL 
F~¥OPLAY "Call of the 
| .m l J . .  
v l u u  
,~:EWS HOUR FINAL 
LATE SHOW 'qlte S~._ 
- - "M inutes"  
LATE, LATE SHOW"From 
SESAME STREET 
ELECTRIC _ COMPAI~IY 
REAL.I DACn=:~ 
SCENE ONE, TAKE ONE, 
WASHI N~(~i  WK. 
WALL ST. WEEK 
RIVALS OF $~=;~L.GC.K 
HOLMES 
THE SILENt YEARS 
I 
. , i , !  
f 
August 14- 15, 1976 
- Wallace & Rogers 
Circus. Old Catholic Church 
Grounds. Show times - 2 & 7 
p.m. - Sat., Aug. 14.2 p.m. - 
Sun. Aug. 15. 
August 18, 1976 
-Stornpin' T(~m Connors 
will appear in concert at the 
R.E:M. Lee Theatre in 
Terrace on Wednesday ,  
August 18. 
September 4 - 6, 1976 
- The Third Annual 
Northern Native Festival 
wi]l be held in Terrace at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
. • - .  . . .  
SEE "YOU 
" 'D~E, ,  
YOU  AID THAT YOU" 
PREFERRED ME- YOU 
SA D T.'D. GOT 
"THE 
~AJTER S 
GOT -' 
.JS FARE 
ENTERTAINMENT,  THE HERALD,  Wed. Aug. 4, 1976, $ 
CARDINAL  R ICHEL IEU 
1935 George Arl iss,  Maureen 
O 'Su l l i van ,  Cesar  Romero ,  
Edward  Arnold.  Intr igues and 
counter . int r igues that  swi r led  
around R iche l ieu ,  ins id ious  
power behind King Louis X I I I  of 
France. 
AT LONG LAST  COLE 
A t r ibute  to Cole Porter  and the 
music he gave the wor ld .  Host is 
George Hami l ton .  
F IN IAN 'S  RAINBOW 
1968 Sta~s Fred Asta i re ,  Pefula 
C la rk ,  •Tommy Stee le .  A 
leprechaun fo l lows . an Ir ish 
v i s ionary ,  his daughter  and a 
BOY AND THE P IRATES 
1960 Stars Ch,~rles Herbert ,  
Susan Gordon.  10.year.old boy" 
f inds an o ld bott le  and makes  a 
wish to be aboard  a p i ra te  ship. 
THREE IN  THE ATT IC  
1968 Stars Yve f le  M imleux ,  
Chr istopher Jones, Judy Pace. 
Three g i r l s  are  the undoing of a 
womaniz ing  co l lege  s tudent  
when they f ind out  he's been 
seeing a l l  three of them.  
GUN BELT  
-1953 Stars George Montgomery ,  
Tab Hunter ,  Helen Westcoff.  
Famous gunf ighter  dec ided to 
marry  anct hang up guns, but is 
pot of qold to the Uni ted States. f ramed by gang. 
CARNIVAL  IN COSTA R ICA"  
1947 Dick Haynes, Vera E l len;  
Celeste Ho lm,  Cesar Romerg.  - 
Mus ica l  romance,  in t r igue  In 
Central  Amer ica .  Boy  and g i r l  
betrothed by fami l ies  are both 
in love w i th  others.  
The  fr iendly neighbour- J" 
hood exercise. 
- - "7  
" ~ , '~ lk  a h lk~k.T ,~ la~.  ) 
125 Air Conditioned Suite & Rooms With View 
Color TV, Telephone, Tub & Shower, Ele- 
vators,-CoffeeShop, Dining Room, Nightlv 
Entertainment, Banquet & Meeting Rooms 
ForUp To .125 K i tchenet tes  Ava i lab le  
682-1831 FREE PARKING 
REE Reservations- 
~00-261-3330 
Owned & Operated 
iD PRYSTAY 
vie 
English Bay at Stanley Park Bus Stop 
at Our Door and Take You Anywhere In 
The City For The Price Of A BusTicket 
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IT IS WRII"rEN " 
WILD KINGDOM 
MEETI  NG PLACE 
LIVING TOMORROW 
CONCERNING WDMEN'. 
ROMANTIC RER~LI ION 
COUNTRY CANADA . 
t 
MUSIC TO SEE .  
CBC SUNDAY SPORTS 
• SPECIAL 
SUNDAY BEST 
SEARCH " . 
ERNEST ANGLEY " 
O R A L  R O B E R T S  . . . .  
" TRAVEL '76 
IT IS WRITTEN '. 
GARNER TED ARM- 
STRONG 
GOOO NEWS 
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TAKE 30 . . . . .  " . 
CELEBRITY cooks ~' . .  
FOREST RANGERS 
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,IT'S.YOUR CHOICE " 
• LOVE AMER. STYLE ' 'L '". 
HOURGLASS. . - . .  .., 
CANNON . . . .  .... . . . . . . .  
RHODA ' • ; ' 
HAPPY DAYS . . . . . . .  ' 
ALL INTHE FAMII~Y ' 
.CHINO &THE MAN: ' ' 
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T E N  A .M.  > ." . • . /  
"iT's YOUR MOVE . . . .  " 
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ER/W SOu/' 
The Queen of Prince Rupert is a great way. to go south 
whether your destination is Vancouver, the Island, or points 
beyond. 
Consider the co.nvenience. You make your reservation and 
drive on board. You can relax and enjoy fine meals, 
comfortable lounges, spotless staterooms. 
An added bonus is the magnificent scenery and calm Waters 
of the lovely Inside Passage. 
Twenty hours later you'll, drive off refreshed. 
Treat yourself. 
Driving? We'll "drive" you 330 miles. Busing? Your nearest 
terminal can provide information on services at both ends. 
Moving? Your van operator knows this •is the Way. Arrive 
when he does.., 
The Queen of Prince Rupert is still one of NorthAmerica's 
great travel buys.. 
,d 
' . :~!~ ~!..'..~:'..~.~:~:~:i:~.-'..~: .~'. ~: :~:~: ~ :~iiiiii~i!i::.~i~i~! i !i~ili~i~i~!!iiil ::~i:::  '. .:~" 
~::'":::::::~:!i!!!~!ii' 
QUEEN OF PRINCE RUPERT 
For more information about sailing between Prince Rupert 
and Kelsey Bay on Vancouver Island, call 024-9627 in Prince 
Rupert or see your travel agent. 
- L  
" i • b , ~ ~ ~"  ~ " ~ * r " ~ T . 
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OAM AT HOME 
A TRAVEL BRITISH COLUMBIA FEATURE 
A thousand.western songs 
have been written about the 
joys of riding the range. For 
most of the people who listen 
to the songs, it's just part of 
the dream about when the 
west was wild and a horse 
was a man's best friend. 
British Columbia's dude 
ranches bring that dream to 
life and that's probably one 
of the reasons for their 
popularity: they offer 
everyone a chance to be part 
of a dream for just a little 
while. 
Most of the dude ranches 
are concentrated in the 
Cariboo-Chilcotin area of 
British Columbia. There are 
two ty~s of ranch: the 
working ranch and the guest 
ranch. Both offer the guest 
the.opportunity to go riding, 
on anything from a short 
irail ride to an overnight or 
longer  exped i t ion .  
Wranglers will lear the 
guests through the hills and 
rangeland, perhapg stop- 
ping along the way to point 
out wildlife to plants native 
to the area -- besides 
providing "views of the 
spectacular scenery. 
The working ranch gives 
its guests a chance to see 
ranch operations. Depen- 
ding on the time of year, this 
may mean branding,: round- 
~lp~ range-riding, .or any of 
many other chores that 
occupy a rnacher's time. 
Guest ranches range from~ 
the simple to the elaborate. 
Most •offer housekeeping 
cabins, often by a lake 
.shore, with boat rentals, 
swimn~ing, fishing and 
hiking in addition to trail' 
riding. Depending on 
location and time of year, 
they may also offer op, 
portunities for hunting. 
.Castle 
joins 
William Castle will join 
with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
to produce "2000 Lakeview 
Drive," it was announced 
today (25) by  Daniel 
Methick, MGM Senior Vice 
President and Worldwide 
Head of Production. 
"2000 Lakeview Drive" is 
a contemporary suspense 
drama which takes place in 
the world's most elegant' 
high-rise apartment com- 
plex. Based on a first novel,~ 
"No Place Like Home,Y' by 
J. Bradford Olesker, it is 
being adapted for the screen 
by, Richard Allan Simmons. 
Filming on location and 'at 
MGM Studios in Culver City 
is expected to begin later 
this year. 
Castle has brought o the 
screen more than 100 motion 
• pictures including one of the 
all-time hit films .of terror 
and suspense, "Rosemary's 
Baby." 
The most elaborate of the 
• Cariboo guest ranches offer 
a wide range of facilities 
that would make an old-time 
cowboy blink in astonish- 
ment. Golf courses, 
swimming pools, dining 
rooms and airstrips are 
among the things you may 
find available on these 
ranches. 
Most ranches--working or 
guest, simple or elaborate-- 
offer a good chance for a 
family vacation, with 
wranglers experienced in 
handling trail rides that 
include children riding a 
horse for the first time. 
Most guest rnches in the 
provi/~ce are listed in the 
accommodation guide 
published by the Depart-• 
ment of Recreation and 
Trave l  Indust ry .  
. . ~ -  , . 
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A" parlor was originally the reception room in a monastery where 'monks could see and 
speak to (in French, parler) their friends. 
Mennonites seen 
on CBC special 
Modern farming methods 
have made inroads on the 
traditional ways of some 
Mennonite communities and 
their impact is examined in 
a half-hour film, "Waterloo 
Farmers", to be seen on the 
CBC-TV network on Sunday, 
August 8, at t:30 p.m. This 
National Film Board 
production looks at two 
contrasting aspects of 
agriculture in the Kit- 
chener-Wa terloo area. 
The film, which was 
directed by Italo Costa, 
compares the 'old order' 
farm of Amon Martin and 
.the 'progressive' farm of 
Ezra Brubaker. Bom • are 
members of a Mennonite 
farming community which 
had minimal contact and 
ivolvement with the outside 
world. Now, some tension 
has been created within the 
area as some farmers 
become more • worldly in 
both their daily lives and 
their agricUltural practices. 
"Waterloo Farmers" 
compares the old and new 
methods of farming aml~ng 
Mennonites to show imw lhe 
religious, cultural, and 
environmental aspects of 
their community are being 
affected. 
.0 
H~RDWARE STORES 
" /  
° . . . . .  
Illi  
Oil 
I I 
Cans 
f 
I . . . .  
d, 
1/= lb. flat per 48 
5 oz. Tumblers 
48 Glasses L per i.case 
at =15° per case 
• k ,•  
16 qt. 
I 
21 qt. 
I 
3 oz. Wine Glasses (ste 
48 Glasses per case 
i 
at =15° per case 
rd o n 8='A n d ers o n 
Ltd. 
i 635-6576,  ClOsed r Mondays 
• ,  . • , . ,  , :  
~4606 -. Laze l le /Ave .  . i "  
Cana:dian :art: in woodl:ond setting 
.By Krystyna Pottier 
Pzcture the wilderness 
scenes -- forests, water- 
falls, rivers -- painted by 
Canada's Group of .Seven 
artists, and you've pictured 
the setting of. an art gallery 
which houses a large part of 
their work. 
Located  at Kleinburg; 
about 25 miles north of. 
Toronto, :the 'McMichael 
Canadian. Collection is 
housed in a gallery set amid 
gently rolling hills, near the 
Humber River. 
The gallery started as the 
home of Robert and Signe 
Mc.Michael who in 1954 built 
thew house on this land• The 
McMichaels were avid 
collectors of Canadian art, 
and before .long had built up 
such a large collection that 
their friends were bringing 
other"people to see it. By 
1965, the McMichaels' home 
had become an art gallery. 
Cobblestone walks lead 
through beautiful, natural 
grounds to  the two-level 
gallery. The additions to the 
original McMichael home 
have been built in the 
original style. The walls are 
of square-hewn logs, nine 
inches thick and. Ontario 
stone• The entrance lobby is 
a work of art. A pitched roof. 
soars toa height of 27 feet on'. 
rafters of British Columbia 
DoUglas Fir measur ing  38 
feet in length and 12 by 22 
inches in thickness. Each 
beam was hand-hewn with 
adzes and broad axes. 
In the centre of the lobby 
stands a fountain reaching 
to the ceiling. Water pours 
from clefts in the •granite. 
column.to a reflecting pool 
at the,  base. 
" Thebu i id ing  wh ich  houses  
the McMichae l  Collection is 
low and sprawling and  does 
not disturb the lie of the land _ 
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surrounding it. Inside, floor- . McMichael Canad ian  except Monday, and :most  : ,Vis itorstort~,e gallery can 
to-ceilin[j windowsreveal Collection. Eskimo.stone pubhc holidays throughout L enjoy lunch in the  la rge  
the natural beauty.outdoors, cuts, colorful :prints and the year• There is no  ad/pine:panelled dining"rp.m. 
White pine, cedars, birch soapstone sculpture are mission charge, •_ .  For  further informatmn 
and ash. as well as the ee- displayed in the first- room : on theMcMichael Canadian 
casional rabbit or raccoon of~the galiery. Some of the - A gift shop just Off the Collection, please contact 
compete for attention with sc.ulpture in the glass entrance lobby sells art the Canadi~/n Government. 
the artist's brush, i . display cases has  been. reproductions as well as a Office of Tourism, 150 Kent 
The .gallery contains only ~rved with such minute large selection of books and- Street, Ottawa, Canada KIA 
Canadian art, much of it by detail that 1 magnifying other items . " - 0H62 } 
the Group of Seven - -  'glasses have been built into ~ " ' ' ,. 
Frankl in  Carmichael ,  the glass to permit proper . . . . . . . .  . . .  :.. ,, . . . .  . . .  , 
Lawren  Har r i s  A Y v iewing The larger  pieces -ine nuSiest men nave me most leisure. ~=ngJisn vrovern 
Jackson, F rank  Johnston, are displayed m the open " 1 " " :" " ~ " -- -- 
Arthur Lismer, J.E.H. where visitors may touch . . • - 
MacDonald and 'F reder ick  the stene to appreciate the l  u~u~x~ wJ&Ami Jn  i : I lU IA I I  I 
Varley - - .  which was  sculptor's •talent. I # I ra -  I I  l a tU ,  mm ~ n v r  . I " 
founded in 1920. It also in- .Brilliantly colored ab- I  • ~ \ \ I " 
cludes a large number of stract paintings, depicting l . " - -  I 
paintings by Tom Thomson scenes from I nd ian  legends 
who drowned in Algonquin and  s t raw masks  are  ... _... • . - _  _ . .  _ ... " " 
Park  in 1919. The  shack in featured in the .part of the and  Sa l t  WaTer  P isning iacKm --  ~ isn ing  
which he painted in gallery devoted to the :  Licences. : " " , : -Y  . . : 
downtown Toronto was Woodlawn Indian. Another " : . : ~ . ~ . " 
added to the gallery in 1962. section displays the art of " " " . ~. ' . . . .  . . :  
Most of the paintings by the west coast Indians ' .  a " " 1 ~ R U J V 1 { ~ ~ * # T . ,  ,~  ~ . " ~ ~ ' ' 1 '~ " ' : " ' 
Tom Thoms0h and the  25,foot totem pole, arg i t l i te  -r , . , , , ,~ , , , ,~ ,  . , ,  , , .O ,  . . . . . . . . .~  , , , . ,  : . 
Group of Seven illustrate the carv ings ,  and  wooden . . - ' ' . • " " ' : 
strong influence which masks. Also in  this sectionis h 1 " ' ~ ~ i  m ~ J  ~ t ' ' . ' : ' " _ ' 
nor thern  Ontar io  exerted on a 40- foot  long hand-hewn r ' ' ' ~ 4 ~  ~ q ~  1 " " "" " " 
their- lives. Compel l ing"  bench, made f rom a single . . , . . : :... " • " :• ' • 
landscapes share wall space  piece of red cedar... . • . . . • ' • 
with  del icate watercolors,  Morn ings  at the gal lery 'Al~SO now s I l ln Lo " : • . . . . . . .  , . , • g ca l  Hand ic ra f ts  - -  A l l .  
blazing outbursts of cmor are reservea zor .  scnoos l nnu i r ies  WelCome. 
and abstracts. - .children and  cultural " ' : 
Canada's nat ive .people-groups' .  It>L~ open to the . 
are wel l  represented ;n  I the_ pub l i c  every  a f te rnoon ,  ~" " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
GUNFIGHTER TENAFLY 
1950 Gregory Peck, Helen 1972 Stars James McEachin, 
Westcofl, Mi l lardMitchel l ,  Karl Mel Ferrer, Ed Nelson. Black 
Malden, Skip Homeier. Gun- private investigator and family 
fighter is followed'to h i shome,  man becomes involved with a. 
town by brothers of a victim; controversial talk show 
THEATRE 
whose wife is murdered." h°st' j• i ]k 
HELL.RAIDERS 
1968 stars John' Agar, Richard 
Webb, Joan Hunfingt.on. 
Demoiit ion squad in I ta ly 
during World War II is ordered 
to return to a former American 
Hidden somewhere in the ads 
in the entertainment section • 
aretwo Terrace phone numbers. 
headquarters building and blow ~ ,:•. ' " ' " " " 1 " " " . . . . .  ' - -  - -  . . . .  " "m 
it up in or.der that fhe records in ! jR  ~ ring:them, ano lT one =s yoursyou vu wu.. 
the  basement  do  not  fa l l  i n to  the  ~ln~ ' " " ' " 1 " : " P :' ~ " 
Gerrna:n hands. " - . : : . . (2 .  .... > . ,  .=...._ . .  . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Town tough kills him and t/~kes 
his place as the hunted. 
JEANNE EAGELS 
1957 Stars Kim N0vak, Jeff 
Chandler, Agnes . Moorehead. 
Life and loves of famed actress 
.... her r ise, success ano 
eventual physical, mental and 
professional decline caused by 
alcohol. " 1 
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• The metallic arts go b~ck 
in time past the Pharaohs of 
ancient Egypt. Since metal 
was first discovered it has 
been used to enscribe, grave 
or engrave for decorative 
purposes. Some of, the oldest 
weapons that we know of are 
bronze axes with magic 
charms and symbols 
• scratched into them. 
Since the first coins were 
• .cast or struck, they too have 
been vehicles for symbols of 
importance or portraits of 
the. individuals responsible 
for them. 
• Eventua l ly  des ign  
became adiscipline in itself 
and the designers became 
specialized craftsmen. The 
metal crafters primarily 
goldsmiths and silver- 
smiths were designers and 
makers of jewels, special 
• weapons and coins but were 
also. considered artists .in 
their day. Some of the 
greatest artists of the late 
Middle Ages were trained as 
metalsmiths. 
By Victor Hayes 
That trend in arts has 
continued up until modern 
times. Metal design, silver 
arid goldsmithing is taught 
today in art colleges and 
those so trained think of 
themselves as metallic. 
artists. 
Many of the designs 
struck into Canadian coins 
are the work of metallic 
artists while some are the 
creation of graphic 
designers, and visual artists. 
Two of the best known 
names in Canadian coin 
design are George Kruger- 
Gray and .Emmanuel Hahn. 
Both of these men were 
responsible for parts of the 
major transition in design 
that Canadian coins un- 
derwent in the mid-thirties. 
George Kruger-Gray was 
born George Kruger in 
England before the turn of 
the century. He was 
educated through: the 
English school system of his 
limes and'eventually ended 
up at the Royal College of_ 
AUG. 
Art at Kensington Gore. He 
graduated from that in- 
stitute in 1904 with a 
diploma in o~'nament and 
design. 
In I918 he married Audrey 
Gordon Gray and added her 
last name to his becoming 
'Kruger Gray, the name that 
he was to be known by and 
• sign his work by. 
His early artistic en- 
deavours were water colour 
works (an English artistic 
tradition) and stained glass 
works. From there he went 
on to heraldic design and 
became an. acknowledged 
e~pert in that field. 
Kruger-Gray came to 
coin. aesign in the 1930's. 
He designed various coins 
for the English and 
Austrailian _governments 
but for our purposes we will 
mention the Canadian coin 
reverses that he executed. 
With the coronation of 
George the Sixth, several  
Canadian and English artist 
were asked to submit new 
TERRACE R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
MONDAY & TUESDAY, AUGUST 9th & lOth 8:30 P.M. 
Tickets: Advance: $4.00 at Sight & Sound ® Door: $4.50 
designs for the reverse of 
Canadian coins. Kruger- 
Gray submitted esigns and 
three were accepted for 
striking. 
The acceptde designs 
were the maple leaf cluster, 
struck on the one cent piece, 
the beaver design struck on 
the five cent piece and the. 
Canadian coat of arms 
design struck on the fifty 
cent pieces. 
Those designs have been 
used on and off since that 
time, with the exception of 
the fiftycent reverse which 
was replaced in" 1959. 
Kruger-Gray died in 1943. 
One other of the designers 
who submitted their work 
for consideration for the 
new Canadian 'George 
Sixth' series was Emmanuel 
Hahn. He was born in 
Germany in 1881 and came 
to Canada in 1888. He was 
educated in Toronto as an 
artist and sculptor. He 
practised his art in Ontario 
and when the competition 
for the new coins was an- 
nounced, submitted his 
designs as one of the 
Canad ian  ar t i s ts .  
His design for the ten cent 
piece and the twenty-five 
cent coin were accepted. 
The ten. cent piece still 
carries his fishing schooner 
apd the Canadian twenty- 
five cent piece still carries 
his design of a caribou head. 
Since 1937 there have been 
frequent changes in 
Canadian coin images, 
mostly commemorative 
designs used in specific 
years. The name of the 
designers responsible fo r  
these images can be found in 
the Charlton Catalogu.e. 
USE FIRE 
CAREFULLY 
Wayne Braid 
Look for a T I P  Homeowners 
policy that' l l  
keep up with #/  
the times. Un- to 
der many Home- 
ownerspolicies ~ 
you may find 
yourself alarm- 
ingly short of in- 
surance. Howev- 
. er, if you have a 
SAFECO Home- 
preciation fea- 
ture guarantees 
rep lacement  
costs at today's 
costs--new ma- 
terials for oldm 
up to the limits 
of your policy. 
So you'll get dol- 
lar-for-dollar re- 
imbursement-- 
not eighty cents 
on the dollar. 
owners policy, you don't ~And that's just one more 
need to ,worry. Because ~ reason why you can ahnost 
SAFECO's automati~ ap- ~ always save with SAFECO. 
Braid Insurance 
Agencies Ltd. 
FOR ALL TYPESOF INSURANCE INCLUDING AUTOPLAN 
4646 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1R2' 
| 
Bus: 635-6142 
Res: 635-2015 
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"~ l - i~ l~ l t l ' -~ l '~  came about in the mid- iife that still has its pax;t to tra.dition; and they are 
~ r ~ ~ ~  ~ ' l ~ ~ ~ m ~  .nineteenth century.. Now play in modern times depicted on anew msue of 
" ! -: there' are about 40 such Bribsh postage stamps 
" " " " ' :-  ~:. " issued by Pos 
- • . . - 
• The year is 1176. The King 
of England;, Henry IT. is 
plagued by rebellious sons-. 
to his north .the King of 
Scotland shows  doubtful 
allegience; to his West, the 
powerful Princes of Wales 
make uneasy " neighbours. 
But what were the or-. 
dinary people of Britain 
doing in .these troubled 
times? In Wales, they were 
holding their first eistedd- 
fod-a festival of poetry and 
music, still an annual event. 
The English at Whitsun, 
were .celebrating with 
Morris dances-a fertility 
dance thought to have come 
from pagan times. Mean- 
while, the highland Scots 
were entertaining them- 
selves with games, story- 
telling, the pipes, the ,fiddle 
find dancing. 
All of these. activities- 
festivals, dancing ad games- 
are part of Britain's cultu~'e, 
heritage and tradition; and 
they are depicted on a new 
issue of British postage 
stamps being issued by the 
Post Office on August 4, The 
stamps come in values of 
BV~p, 10p,-11p, and 13p. 
Two of the stamps relate 
to Wales. This year is the 
800th anniversary of the, 
Royal National Eisteddfod- 
the first one is said to have 
been arranged by the Lord 
Rhys ap Gruffydd at 
Christmas in Cardigan 
Castle. The competition at 
this first isteddfod-the word 
means ession or assembly- 
were not confined ~to poetry 
but between "bards and 
poets, between harpists and 
crowders and pipers and 
various classes of music 
craft". 
After this eisteddfod;little 
was hetlrd of the festival for 
some centuries: In about 
1450, however, rules to be 
followed by poets were laid 
down. And. in 1568, Queen 
Elizabeth I commanded an 
eisteddfod to check •ab~es 
by "vagraunt and idle 
persons naming themselves 
mynsIxelles". 
But it was not until 1789 
that the eisteddfod as we 
gatherings a .  y.ear. . All of  these  activities -being the  ;t 
Designed by Mar]orm festivals, dancing, andOffice on. August 4. The 
Saynor, the stamps give a glimpse into an old way eL games-arepart of Britain's stamps come in.values of. 
• culture, heritage and 8½p, 10p, 11p and 13p. 
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SHAN YA'N 
RESTAURANT 
. . . . - 
$inese and Canadian 
"Where the.oustomer is Kin&, 
= ~ 11 
For Takeout Soriioe 
Phone 636-6184 
I 
I 
~F~K ~ , U ~ ~  ~ r T THINKTHOSE DUCI~A~ 1. 
! ; : :~~ "- "~'= 
. °  
I" 
shape:The public as well as I IqTCz'~ so ~AT ~v,~ [ 
the bards were welcomed. I ~ ~  
At Llangollen, in 1858, an "~A 
cou o , I 
National Eisteddfod each i ". • ' 
year. The 8S/2p stamp shows I m \ R ~ - -  - ~ m " 
t the bards conducted by the - -: 
Archdruid, supported by his. ' -  ..... 
gorgeous, banner. He . 
carriesthe Horn of Hirlas- ~ ~ . . . . ~ @  I ~ ~ ~ T . ~ ~  1 ! . ~  ~ . 
symbolising the lraditional -- 
offerings of mead and - - • 
honey. : 
' Welsh music is often • 
associated with the Welsh . " . . . . .  
choir,but a traditional in- " ~ ~ ~  v=~L,t~,'~,J[~t~f1['i~~-~ - ~ ~ , ~  "~~ 
strument, thetelyn, or harp, ~ ~ ~ :' ~: 
is heard at every eisteddfod. .- ... . . . .  ;,~ 
Three things, •it said, are : " ' ........... " ..... :~.,, 
I f ( .=vom~,m ) I I /  ~TYau~r.ToADM,t ~_  .I :' '11'" :' J , " k necessary for a man to have 
.in his home-a virtuous w i f , a  cu i n in his ch ir and a "!If NOT : O ! I ~' Ne~IC'OI"A =e"~ FLAIR ~'  ~ I ~ [ _ _ ~ ~ :  "~':':::~' 
well-tuned telyn. The telyn .. , , , , . . ,~_~__ .~~/" ) "~ '~ '~:  !:'i. . 
can be seen. on the 13p 
stamp. 
..The BOOth Eisteddfod is • .... ~ i m +m ~ '" 
 eld,n Cardigan 
August, - . : 
• They originally came 
about., when. the ancient 
clans assembled. But the 
clan system disintegrated in 
1745: and the idea .of.the. 
gatherings as they are today __ . . . . . . . . . .  _ ........... . 
!. ~ ~ .'. 
T 
i, 
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• PI',,UI  EN. ,& '}UlfIIE 
(19"/.6) LTD. ' 
• 41148 UKELSE AVE., 
Serving your Real Estate requirements i  our only business 
i . I . 
, .'~.~. i "j'~ : ~. . . . .  . 
i; ! 
3603 THOMAS STREET EASY TO OWN - A NEW HOME OF 
C0S~ LOG HOME 4721 TUCK AVENUE CLEAN AND INVITING Large spadous home on aimost an acre YOUR OWN 
I.ocMedinCoppersideEstatasthishome large three bedroom home, with w.w New~y painted inside & out this ira- ofland. 1334 sq. ft., full bsmt., 4bdrms., Havea Iookat this brand new 3 bdrm., 
features 3 bdrms., vinyl =flooring, patio carpeting, acorn fireplace, large L.R., macu!ate home features 3 10drms., double carport, s~leck, 2 fireplaces. 1246 sq. ft. home, built under CN~C & 
doors to rear of lot, Franklin fireplace, attached back parch & separate garage- fireplace, w.w carpeting, finished Beautiful kitchen with built.in dish- carries a S yr. ~arranty. It has an 
balconies off the Iodrms., 1 full & one I/z workshop at the rear. Lot is centrally rumpus room, bdrm. & laundry room in v, esher, plenty of cabinets, large dineffe existing 95 percent C/~C Mort. Home 
bath, covered entrances, beautifully, located &handyto so~ools, bsmt. &aflached carport with double area plus separate D.R., all IxIrms. 'featuresw.w&vlnylthi'oughout. Thelot 
landscaped lot with small greer~ouse & " paved driveway, The rear yard is fully nicely carpeted & the master is large is landscaped, lawn is oomlng up & trees 
garage. A treat to view. landscaped & fenced. MLS. To view with ensuite plbg. Thls attractive, well. &shrul0sareplanted. Ask us to see 4822 
phone Rusty Liungh. built home is only 1 yr, old. Call Bob Tuck Ave. Priced at $39,500. 
5heriden for mmlolete details. , 
• ~ L L  FULL'( FURNISHED HOME POST'AND BEAM INTERIOR • QUIET LOCATION. PRICE CUT TO 
Located in the ~s ide  Estates this 3 Located ose to so~ools this 3 bdrm. SELL 
Iodrm. hemehasw.wcarpeting, electric home h.as w-w carpeting, natural gas .his21xIrnt home is1152 sq. ft. with full 
fireplace, oil furnace heat, rear porch heat, rear sundeck & attached garage, bsmt., carport, large L.R. & D.R. plus 
for storage & attached garage. The lot is Lot is fenced on 3 sides & landscaped, separate family rm. off kitchen is 
v~ell andscaped and has a lovely garden Full price $45,000. located in quiet area near Golf Course. 
with strawberries, fruittrees & bushes & , Features unique fireplace, ensuite 
ON KING ROAD IN THORNHILL 
3 Iodrm.' bungalow with w.w carpeting, 
electric heat & large beck porch addition 
housing washer & dryer & storage rm. 
Lot is 75)(200 & is partially landscaped. 
Full price S32,000. 
¢lreenhouse. plumbing, 85x230' lot. Ask to view this 
attractive home. Reduced to $42,300. 
NLS. 
's Sp i;l ~ = H  AVENUE " SMALLER I ~ w- - - - . .  W(~(~k ------ . . .  e (~ ~ ~  , 3 bdrm. non4~¢.~=mmt on (~oncrete witt r
~. ,~ ,o . ,  th,s, ~ .  ~a,ow n .m:u  HOUSE .npEu HOUSE a f fa~ car~, ~ ,= is f~ed. 
fireplace, gas heat & Is located (dose to ~ ~ t ~ i ~  redecorated. Priced at $27,500.00. •
town. Full price $25,000. MLS., Dropby  
Saturday, August 7th . . . .  
betweim 2 & § p Inflation hasn't got to this one. This 3 ~:  ~*~- .~.~:= . . . .  -=::~::~"~~ • Located on a quiet street on the bench. 3 !'~= ~": ~= . . . . . . . . .  ~'=~:=~==':: ....... ,m,  ~m~ Up plus 4th in bsmt..his home .ledrn~ CMHC approved home can be * • - features w.w .carpet lhroughout. 2 
purd~=ed for $24,500.00. Located on a : " ' finished fireplaces. Nicely treed let & 
paved street in a newer subdivision. • conveniently, located to elementary 
Existing moHgage can be assumed. For Come vis i t  the  Nor land Subdivision to v iew f ive new school For oomplete details oontact any 
oomplete details and appointment o ,houses bui l t  by three di f ferent  contractors.  Houses are  ! of our sales staff. view oontad any of our sales staff. 
, in var ious states of const ruct ion .bufon ly  a few w~chs 
f rom complet ion.  House s ty les  and prices vary  wi th  
pr ice range of $47,600.00 to $52,500.00: .FOUR BEDROOMS. 111= BATHS. Va 
ACRE FOR $2~,$00.~ Norland Subdivision Iocateo~ just north of. Caledonia EXCELLENT BUILDING LOT • 
Yes, this 1248 sq. ft. deub~ewide is now High school - fo l low Muni;oe Street north. Located at 4712 Sooff Av~.. the lot has good drainage, 
reduced to sell fast. Call for more in.~ . . established.treegrowth &is closeto scheols and town. Lot 
o , . .  o , .  ,0 
.formation. NLS. ,~ HOUSE " s, ze,o~ ,,,. 
• USE. ,  
1 
• 
.,,.o u.o=, co,. g of selling? s uc ,o. Thinkin 
Affraotlve split-level - ?0'x132' lot . 2 Well established feed and grain business with an excellent 
bdrms, up & 1 down, patio doors to building with living quarters and additional barn and area to 
sundock, Indry. rm. on main floor, H'- keep young fowl. Price includes land and buildings only with 
tadted carp~. Well IocatedTor schools, stock to be bought at current inventory. A good family in. 
Flnan¢lng is arranged. " . vestment. 
. .~~.!~ I 
~TH RD S,AC,0US3 B=~ ASK ABOUT OUR ~ 
ON I ACRE OF GOOD SOIL :' . LAKELSE LAKE SUMMER HOME 
"RllS house has 1400 sq. ft. with full 1:8m1'. "~ | • Complete with all the furniture, propar~ fridge, stove, lights, 
&features fireplace In LR., w-w &vinyl ~ fireplace, right to the dishes. Large property is • feet by 
floors, =lit.in d l~¢,~r  & laundry L ;  . -, OF  H O M E S  approx. 320 ft. on the west side of lhe lake with road accass. 
area on maln floor. Exterior is shx:oo. "his is a leased property and v~en't lasrlong at the asking 
L~td is flat with ImMa & h'oes. Very geocl . . . . .  price of S10,000.00 for the oomplete package. Call for further 
value for asking price of $40,000.00. Gall I$ " . • .. . - " . information. 
D~in  ~-Coll to show you thls home. : -L ' ,  
• IT  WORKS 
BUSY RWrAILiocated in the dewrdownOWTLEl" area this" business can be run by.a L . . . . .  ' ~!i~:i:;' i:~;~i'':' " !: ~ 789 VN.LEYVI EW ROAD. ~!i~:i:;'i:~;~i'':' " ~.:~: 
family, or by the staff presently employed. Store keeps Smaller tyl~e 2bdrm. home with cabinet 
kitchen, indoor.outdoor carpeting, 
lVlayDe d~r ;c  heat & price includes range, purchased outright or stock and fixtures may be bought and . ; 
premlsas leased. All serious inquiries invited, fridqe & bdrm. suite. Full price $24,000. 
, 
/. ....... ~, ,=/ ~ : : ii ~ ~ ..... 
- ~ 4017 YEO STREET UNIQUE HOME ON NORTH MUNRO~ 2707 HALL STREET IT'S IMMACULATE' 
This cleancut home has 3 bdrm., ensulte, HOME Just listed. Completely finished .up & Lovely 3 bdrm. home with just under Very attractive 3 bdrm. non.bsrnt. 2 fireplaces, dbl. carport & paved 
Compact bungalow style house with 3 do~. 4 IxIrms., fireplaces up & down, 1300 sq. ft. of living area, raised L.R. home. Large' kitchen with dinette area, 
bdrms., fireplace up & down, W-W lovely family rm., extra bthr.m. In Iosmt. with fireplace, open post & beam con- L R. nicely ~arpeted with shag. Large driveway. Bsmt. has lovely rec rm. with 
carpetlr~, gas heat & hot ~ater & at. Double cai'port, fenced yard, all in top struction, ensuite plbg., finished rurhbus lot, garden area, lawns, frees, w0od professional wet bar plus games area, 
Indry,:& I1= bath. Large 80x136 let IS tadled carport. Subcllvision has paved, condition. Call Bob Sheridan for all the rm., bthrm. & Iodrm. in Iosmt., built in workshop bldg. & metal storage bldg. landscaped. Exterior is finished In willte 
roads, underground services & rear of' details, dishwasher, attached carport, outside. Qualities for C/W~C high ratio mort. alum. siding. Located ingecd quiet area 
the houses faces a small perk. B.C. ~cl brick BBQ. & it ls located on well treed Asking Price $36,000. 
Mxt. would be availaUe on this new lot. on bench. Dwaln N~Coll v~uld be 
house to help oomplete your financing. ' pleased to show you this lovely home. 
I 
. . . .  - EVENING PHONES - 
RUSTY L JUNGH 635-5754 JOHN CURRIE635-5865 BERT L JUNGH 635-5754 
DWAIN ~ McCOLL  635-2976 BOB SHERIDAN 635-2664 L 
